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The. aim. of this thesis is to describe the basic 
syntactic structure of standard Korean in formal terms. 
The thesis opens with an introduction, Chapter I, to the 
general background of the Korean language, its alphabet, 
the dialect chosen,for analysis, followed by a discussion 
of the scope' of analysis.
In Chapter II, Phonology, a.brief summary of the 
Korean phonological system and a phonetic description of 
the Korean phonemes are given. Then there follows a dis­
cussion of the intonation system and the.type of trans­
cription employed in the- thesis.
This is followed by Chapter III, Word classes, in 
which six main word classes and their sub-classes nece­
ssary for. the subseqiient syntactic description are set 
up by formal criteria. . -
Chapter 3F, Terb structure, is entirely devoted 
to a discussion of the internal structure of the verb.with 
special., emphasis on .inflection, by: virtue of which the verb 
can function;: at every level in the grammatical hierarchy.
In Chapter V, Phrase, three:, different types- of 
phrase, are distinguished and their syntactic functions 
in other structures.:, according to which they are disting­
uished, are described*
This is, foil-owed by Chapter VI, Clause, where two 
main clause types are distinguished by syntactic and/or 
morphological criteria.: Pinal clause and Non-final clause. 
Pinal clauses are further divided into six sub-types 
according to the type, of predicate: and the elements found 
in them. On the other hand, non-final clauses' are sub­
divided into (a) Nominal, (b) Adjectival, and (c) Adverbial 
clauses on the basis of their syntactic functions.,
The thesis ends with Chapter VIIX, Sentence, where 
Major and Minor sentence: types are distinguished according 
to the presence and absence of a final clause. The Major 
type sentences are classified into four sentence categories 
according to the mood suffixes: found with the verb and/or 
the intonation tune employed.
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1.1 The Korean, language: , . / - !
The Korean- language is. spoken .today by; 
nearly 40.000.000 • Koreans, of whom about 37• 000.000 
live in the Korean peninsula . and; the remaining 3.000.000 
abroad,, mainly in Gliiha,, Japan, U.j. S.S. R„ and U.S.A.
: /. . ;There have''been at least three: different 
theories as to the origin of Korean and its; affinity 
to other languages.1^: they are (a) :"Indo;-Germani c ". 
theory , as' held by A.., Eekardt?^' •’"Dravidian": • theory 
by H. B. Hulbert, ^  ^ and ( c ) /"Altaic” the ory by • G. J.
,Rams tedt.^  Of these., the 1 rAltaic1' theory is more widely 
accepted than the other two, and the Korean language is 
therefore classified. as : a member of the: "Altaic- family"' 
along with. . Tungus:, Manchu, Mongolian and: Turkish. Like,, 
other Altaic languages Korean , is; predominantly, agglutina- 
tive: in morphology H. A. Gleason seems, to .recognize,
1) B.Bi Clio, "A. Phonological study of Koredri'CUppsala, 1967), 
p>4;.'- ...  ^ . ‘ ; . .
21 A. Eckardt-, "Grammatik-der Koreanischen Sprache J\(Heidei-* 
_ berg, 19.62)', Vbrwbrt. ; . .
3.), H.B „ Hulbert, "A. Cbmparatiyd Grammar of the Korean 
Language..: and the:: Dravidian dialents: of. India” (19.031- >■
4>); G'i j;. Ramstedt, " A^  Kofe.an-.Grammar" (Helsinki, 1953).»
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the Korean language, as forming a sepex,ate language family
when ha states that Korean comprises- the Korean family and
5)i’s: somewhat distantly related to the Japanese family, '
Korean and‘ Japanese, whose affinity has long been disputed, 
are strikingly alike in over-all grammatical and syntactic 
pattern^rather than in lexis, Recently, Samuel E, Martin
7)produced some, lexical evidence relating Korean to Japanese
112 Writing System
The Koreans had relied mainly on the Chinese writing
system until, the 15th century after Christ when they came to
have their own alphabet. Although it is: not known exactly
when the Koreans began to borrow the Chinese characters, it
is noiv generally acknowledged to be. around the 4th century
• S')AID, or even earlier, J Apart from using Chinese as a 
foreign language, the:, Koreans employed the. Chinese characters 
in two different ways, First of all, they were used to repre­
sent, or rather transcribe, Korean syllables which were pho­
netically similar to the characters used, i»e,, as: phonetic 
symbols. Secondly, they were employed to represent Korean 
morphemes or words which had translation equivalence to the 
original reference of the character of Chinese loan words,
5) H,Aa Gleason, 1 An Introduction to Descriptive Linguistics”,
p,468, 479•
6) S,E., Martin, "Lexical Evidence relating Korean to Japanese” ,
7); op,cit, p. 185.
8) H. Pedersen, "Linguistic Science in the 19th century", p,l33-
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Theee two methods wore often combined within a word, 
especially an inflectional word such as: verb, of. which 
the- stem was: X'epresented by the semantically equivalent 
Chinese morpheme and the suffix(es) by the phonetically 
equivalent Chinese characters,
1.21 The Korean Alphabet (Hunminnongum)^
As: Korean and Chinese: were very different from
each other in grammatical and’, phonological structure as 
they are today, the use of the Chinese: writing system as: 
a means: of transcribing Korean must have been most inade­
quate as:: well as inconvenient. Inadequate or not, however, 
this practice., had gone on until 1446 AID., when "Seyjong", the: 
fourth king of the Lee Dynasty, promulgated "Hunminjongum" 
/hunminJ-Aqmm/, a. newly created Korean alphabet of 28 
letters, to the nation. The king who was a. distinguished 
linguist himself actually completed. Hunminjongum in 
1443 A.D. after years of research in collaboration with a 
group of eight scholars but put it to trial for three years 
before making it public. In the' preface to Hunminjongum, the' 
king stated as the reason for devising a. new alphabet the 
inadequacy and. Inconvenience of the Chinese characters
9), Min-su. Kim, "Juhs hunmin JAqium [ Hunm in 0 on gum Annotated]’1 .
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to transcribe: Korean* Iienc:e the name "Hunminjongum",
which means; literally "The: right sounds to teach the 
nation".
Hunminjongum was unique: in many respects * First 
o:f all, it. was based on the articulatory phonetic theory *
That is to say, the actual shape of the basic letters were 
modelled on the shape of the articulatory ox*gans in action. 
Fox* instance, the letter /*!/ represents’ the velar sound 
since it resembles the shape of the tongue blocking the 
"throat", the letter the lingual sound or dental/alveo- 
lar sound In modern terminology since, it resembles the 
tongue: touching the "upper jaw", and the letter /\^ 7/ .the 
labial sound since it resembles- the shape of the lips, etc. 
In this, manner five basic consonant letters were established 
and the twelve remaining consonant letters were derived by
adding to each, of the five basic letters one or more addi-
, /
tional strokes or symbols indicating other phonologically 
relevant phonetic features ox* diffei*ent manners of articu­
lation at homorganic points of articulation. The eleven 
vowel letters were likewise formulated on the basis of pho­
netic observations, of which threes letters, /./ [a  or o }, 
f-f [tu] and / 1 / [ i] were taken as basic and the seven 
remaining v.owel, letters were derived by different combi­
nations of the three basic letters.
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Secondly, Hunminjongum, although formulated
purely ont phone tic basis, was: however a phonemic alphabet
e.g. the recognition of three positions, initial, medial
and' final, in a syllable, and the statements concerning
the distribution of sounds at three positions of a syllable,
etc-’., that the king had completed, in advance, some kind of
phonological analysis' of Korean along a phonemic principle
not far removed from that of modern linguistics, even though
he did not actually use- the term "phoneme" as: against
10)
"phone" or "sound".
found in the spelling . ■ principle which the king decreed, 
according to which letters were to be combined, in accor­
dance with the prescribed; rule, into syllable blocks, and 
not in a linear successive order as; in familiar European 
languages:. In other words.:, graphemes' were arranged', sylla­
bi caily in such a: way that each syllable had a distinct 
geometrical shape. For instance?, syllables like /mag/ 
‘curtain*, /nun/ *eye*' would be arranged in •,actual writing
10) Ki-mun Leet "A. Historical Study on the: Korean Writing
System"', Seoul, 1963.
in actual application. Anef. there is sufficient evidence,
The third characteristic: of "Hunminjongum" is
as. follows-:
\__= n
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Wi'th the three: characteristics- of "Hunmihjongum" taken 
into consideration, the Korean alphabet of the 15th 
century may be summarised' as 1 a phonemic alphabet based 
on phonetic principles, and spelt syllabically".
1,22 The Eresent Alphabet
The present Korean alphabet of- 24 graphemes is 
essentially the same: as that of the 15th century, except 
that (i) four graphemes, owing to the: change in the phono­
logical system, are. obsolete, (ii) the shape: of some gra­
phemes have only,.slightly changed, (iii) most important of 
all, the present spelling principle is; morphemic in the 
sense that every word", or morpheme is. represented by its: 
base form, whereas- in the 15th century It was- purely pho­
nemic* The Korean alphabet of- 24 graphemes as currently in 
use is given below: idLth transcription symbols: shown in 
two slant, bars after each graphemee
Vbwel Graphemes.( 10 ) :
}- /a/, J" /da/, ~] /a/, /jA/, J—  /o/,
J l_ /do/; -p /u/, 7j- /du/, —  /va/, I /i/.
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Consonant graphemes.:
"p ./&/, L_ /n/, \Z. /d/, 2. /r/i V? /m/’,
t! /b/» / x  /s/i O  /Zero-13/, 7s / ^ A
i  /c/; ^  /1/, g  /t/V jj_ /e / 1 "cT
.The; grapheme: O  the. syiiabie-initiai. pasition . ms:
phonetically nothing and therefore: phonologically 
redundant, but it is; used! nowadays= as: in the 15th century 
to; mark a; syllable beginning with a. vowel. ./ Syllabi e>- 
‘finally, however, it represents:: fry/*
The. total number of Korean phonemesr is: 29‘, of 
which, eight/are:; vowels, . two: semi-vowels;, and- $ nineteen. 
c;pnsonants:(c"fl EtiJ. On the other hand, excluding the;
f.our: vowel graphemes;- representing’ diphthongs;, there are: 
only 20.: graphemes, thus; giving rise to a: situation in 
which there, are/ nine; more: phoneme s/ than there are' gra­
phemes'. .’Thisi^iscrepanoy is; resolved, by representing'the 
nine:: phonemes: by digraphs: or: geminations r
Vowels::: /e/' . :l ^  . <-^ /a/' +7 ] /i/.
:: /a/ +> |
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Consonants:
• 'll <''7/s/ +-• y
* +>■. I—
/p/ . tJlJ < d/‘b/ .+: lj /b/.
/c/ : - < ^ /  +; X
/s/ : Xx < /C/s/ + /x./*
Semir-vowels.:
/3/ and- /w/~ are: somewhat peculiar in their 
graphemic representation/, The semi-vowel /j/ is x*epre- 
sented by a. strolte added, to a pure vowel with which /j/ 
forms a. diphthong ' as illustrated by the following exam^ - 
plds: and those given in 1;.22:B i(Bee p.*16) :
/ie/' : ~)] < ] /j/ 4- -)) /e/.
/ W  : ]| < ] /g/' + )] /e/.
The semi-vowel /w/ is represented graphemically either 
ky /o/ or ""p /u/ depending on the vowel following with 
which /w/ forms a diphthong:
< /o/ -p /a/.
1.23 : The. Korean alphabet: and the prosodic,
'V The curren'tvKdrean alphabet r: and for that matter, 
to. an even greater extent, ”Hunmin j on gum " * of the 15 th 
century, is not a haphazard collection of isolated letters/ 
It is , in a. sense, pot only a phonetic alphabet based, y 
exclusively on detailed, phonetic observations of the arti­
culatory organs, but also a: remarkably neat system composed 
of: Inter^related": elements::(ie;ttersj)'/ In: particular , it is .
interesting:to: note: the: striking: similarity between the: 
way in which the Korean, alphabet, is systematized and the • 
theoretical tenet of.' the prosodic analysis^ as: initiated 
andl-deyeloped by "London School”,'':namely, a multidimensional: 
approach characterized.': by the establishment of. phonematic- 
unit'son: the:., one: hand- and. abstraction and, assignment ofT . s
ll). J.R. Eirth, ’[Bounds: and ..prosodies'1, TPS' 194*8, pp0127 ~ 52.
, R.Hv Robins, !’Aspe:cts of: prosodic analysis”, pp. 1-12.
:., . R.;,H? Robins ,, , ”General Linguistics: an introductory survey” ,
pp.157-168.
I. Lyons., ”Introduction to theoretical linguistics”,
, p p .127-132.
prosodic: feature's:.to- and. over the phonemptdbprai^ 
other. ,dhis: can be exemplified by .the Korean, consonant 
letters. Of the 19 consonant letters, the following. 16 
are chosen for the purpose of this discussion:
voiceless. voiceless voiceless voiced
unasplrated. aspirated glottalized'. . nasal.
(bi-labial: ; t) '/b/ jJL /p;/V, ’ ,/p/ . XJ /m/
(•plosives: 1 . :
(alveolar. £- : /t/ CC/&/ /n/
(plosives: : \ 1 -
(v e l a r  1 -"i /g/ /k/ .. 7 )  /&2
(plosives: r ' , v . /' • p:
/•post- . /v ./ : - • 1 ' V.-; v .' /•
(alveolar r • Jr /°:/ .
(affricates- x ^  ■ -v . . ;-. I ‘ .
/alveolar ; ; .
(fricatives: /X /&/ '. /y/^  /s/
These sixteen consonant letters can be described in prosodic 
terms: as: composed of five phonematic units, each representing 
different place of articulation, (i) bi-labial, (ii) alveolar,
(iii) velar, (iv) post-alveolar (affricate) and (v) alveolar 
(fricative).,, and . four prosodic features, (i) voiceless 
unaspirated, (ii) voiceless aspirated, (iii) voiceless 
glottalized, (iv) voiced nasal. The analysis can be 
simplified considerably by symbolizing the/phonematic units 
by the, ' voiceless unaspibatkd# letters \ir C~, ~7 /yC , /C ? 
thereby reducing, the number of prosodies: from four to three
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with . the, prosody "voiceless;unaspirated” treated as 
an unmarked term automatically ascribable to the five: 
phonematic units. . Symbolizing, by superscripts', the three 
prosodies: as
h —  aspiration p r o s o d y - 
Q.:. -1 glottal prosody
n -'nasal prosodyt1 .
the sixteen consonant letters may be represented as consisting 
bfcfi^.'-pb.onematic units, and. a, zero or one. of' the. three 
prosodies as follows:
d. (ZV),
h.
c-jl/p/):. fd (=-Hy/p/), § ( = U/m/),
L " ■■ (/d/>, h.ta (=£/t/), £ (=CE^/)., ' £ ( = l_/n/),
1 (/s/)»
. h' 
1 (.= ^  /k/). ^ (=V/V>,
X (/■?/), .
h
A C^/cZ), A  (=Xa/g/) ,
A (/S/L
i i
" fi: /. t  ( = /sVs/)
Alt e mat iv ely, to emphasize the purely graphemic inter­
relationship of- the consonant letters, the following nota­
tion may be more , appropriate., where
fs 'loss of stroke(s) for nasality1,
+s: - ’addition of strohe(s) .for aspiration’ .
fS “ 'gemination for glo11allzati on *
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w c/b/),; •f (.=yy/p/)> ( = 0/m/),
fc;( '& /.p ! ■£. Gr-c/V), ct ( = U/n/),
t  C/e/X, *3j- G.77/&/).
/C C/s/),
G^/c n,
^  G/></s/).
 ^:"r,y" ■xif■", , /i’»
' type of analysis; could ^ be extended; to; include not ;
only the rest- of the consohant yletters-but valsq; the yowe 1 
letters, although it is.; hot attempted here;, : : ,
: 1*5 The dialect. ; analysed, 5
There are six. main dialects;' in Korea;, two in the 
north, three;/±n* the’•*'southland one .in the. central area, in 
the middle ;of which Seoul , . the -capital,, iis l.qcatedv The 
dialect ’* des cribed; ;ih;y bhis: the sis is the one -spoken. in 
and. around Seoul 1 by .v educated people,; often referred' to 
as..; “Standard Korean*1, - . '
1 The saope and, method of this study ,.
, The: aim of * this study is. to present a\; basic.;
syntactic analysis of* standard. Korean , upon which- an 
analysis, of greater delicac^%ould be; -based*
= The. grammatical units, set up for the purpose 
of the syntactic description are;, in descending order 
of rank, "Sentenced, "Clause", "Phrase", "lord" and 
"Morpheme:". These units;, a re hierarchically related 
•in such a: way that every unit, except: "Morpheme" which
can not be analysed, into .smaller meaningful units,,, consists 
of . one: or; more; units immediately below;. Thus a word 
consists; of one or more morphemes, a phrase of one' or 
more; words;, a .clause of one; or more phrases , and., a sen­
tence. of one or more clauses. Instead of1 regarding 
such linguistic 'units, as;: are' given above analytically 
as: consisting of one or more units immediately below in 
rank, they can,be regarded and:defined synthetic ally  ^ } 
as; units functioning, in more inclusive units. ; The tinit 
"Sentenced, however;, will be.'excluded from such a synthe- - 
tic definition since it is taken as the largest and most 
inclusive.unite Thbointermediate units, clause, phrase,
IS), M.A,0K. Ha H  i day, “Categories;), of the Theory of Gfammar" 
• p.2ds \ '.. . . V'?' t
l$y. Vf. Haas, "Oh defining linguistic ’units"; pp;-*6G.-8i v.
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word, can be defined both analytically and synthetically. 
The hierarchical relationship existing among the units
or downward.. Hor instance, a word may by-pass the level 
of phrase and. occur as a clause, or a constituent of a 
clause^upward rank shift), or a clause may be embedded in 
a phrase structure(downward rank shift). The total distri­
butional relations holding among the five units' may be 
diagrammatically set out as follows, where the arrows in 
the: center represent the most common distributions, the 
arrows returning to the same unit "recursive rank shift", 
viz. , a unit occui*ring as a constituent of an expanded 
structure of the same unit, e.g., a phrase found in a 
larger phrase, the: arrows^ pointing downward "downward 
rank shift", and: the arrows by-passing a unit "upward rank 
shift".
1 ii\
does not preclude the: possibility of rank shift % upward
-> it Ttf T,21N 0 E
i*C;L A-U S E\±?
*PHRAS'.E\£?*_
-W/0 R D
HOHPH.EKE
14) H.A'.K. Halliday. op.cit., pp.250-5^*- Halliday does 
not recognize: "upward rank shift".
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In this: study, syntactic: description begins 
at. the word level and. proceeds - through sucoessiveiy 
larger units, phrase and. clause, until sentence is. 
reached* The unit word, is chosen to serve, as the 
basic, syntactic: unit., and, the discussion of the unit 
morpheme is restricted to the morphology of verbs as 
it is: directly relevant to Korean syntax*
The syntactics model on which this study 
is mainly drawn is: the "Immediate Constituent" analysis**" 
and the 1 Tran sformational-Generative." approach* 1^ \ and:, 
its notations are used occasionally where it is deemed 
appropriate*
15) R.S* Wells "Immediate Constituents"*
16) Noam Chomsky "Syntactic Structures"*
26
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2 * 0 In view of the - nature and scope of this thesis 
the Korean phonological system presented here is 
necessarily a brief summary. • ■
2.. 1 Ihe Phoneme inventory.
Ihe symbols here used for.'phonemes are those 
of the International Phonetic Association.***^
44'H Ihe Vowels. ■
/!/, /e/, /g/, /a/, /o/, /u/, / a /, /m/-
2.12 , Ihe Consonants,* ; ■
bi-labial alveolar post-alveolar velar glottal
Plosives /b, p, p/^ /d,t,V /g,k,lV
Affricates A , C , c /
Fricatives /s, 3/ /h/
Nasals /m/ /n/ A)/
Flap/Late­
ral /r/
1) I..P.A. -, "Ihe principles of the International Phonetic
Association”, 194-9 • .
2) For the sake of simplicity and convenience, /b/,/p/ and ,
. /p/ rather than /p/ ,/ph/gind. /pp/ are used here to repre­
sent 1unaspirated(of slightly aspirated)1, 1 strongly 
aspirated1 and ’glottalised1 phonemes respectively. The 
same principle applies to the notation of .other similarly 
related consonant.phonemes.
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2.13 The Semi-Vowels
There are two semi-vowels, /d/ and. /w/, which 
combine. with vowels to form the following diphthongs.
/de/, /de~/, /ja/, /do/, /du/, /dA/~,
/wi/, /we/, /ws/, /wa/, /w a /.
In addition to. the /dA-initial and' /w/~initial diphthongs 
listed above, which are; all rising diphthongs, there is
/mi/
which may be either rising or falling.
2.2-: Suprasegmental Phonemes
Two degrees of vowel quantity, long and": short, 
are. phonologically distinctive, mainly in the first or- 
second. syllable of words. The long vowel is; marked 
hy /::/ and the short one unmarked.
/glm/' ‘A‘_ surname4 
/gi:m/ ‘lav.er, seaweed1 
/sar/ ‘flesh*
/sa:r/* * to live *
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/gu<?o/ ‘ structure *
/gu:I-o/ ‘rescue*
/budoij/ * inequality *
/budoug/ ‘immobility*
In the open syllable, the long/short contrast of vowel 
quantity is usually not distinctive,
2.-21 Vbwel Quantity and’. Stress
Stress is: not phonologically distinctive in Korean 
and therefore belongs along with pitch, which is' also 
lexically irrelevant, to the domain of intonation. However, 
there is a regular correlation between vowel quantity and 
stresso Thus, in actual speech^ a:; phonologically long vowel 
is long if accompaniedl by a: (strong)' stress, but it is 
short if' unstressed,
e •- g ° /4s a tram/ = [ ' s a: ram 1
/'wen sa:ram/~ = ['wen saram],
2.3 Phonetic Description of Phonemes 
2 •■31 V.owels
The phonetic value of the Korean vowels is described
30
ference to the I.P.A. Cardin<
/i -/ - [i:],< /i/ = Ci-](
/e:/ - [e-:],
C
/e/ = Ce-J
•
/e:/ = [s-O.( /e/ = [G-J
/a:/ = [u+:], /a/ = [a-]
/o:/ — Co:] , f / 0/ = [0+]
• C •
/u:/ = [u:] , ' /u/ = [u+]
C
/ a :/ s [av:] , / a / = [A+]
Au:/ = cm:], Au/ = [ U I + ]
with the lips 
slightly rounded,
w m m
/a/
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2.32 The Consonants
/b, a, g/ =• [p‘, t ‘, k‘], or [£>, a, g] after pause,
[b, d, g] batw.een voice! soimas,
[p, t, k] without plosion syllable-
final ly.
/p , t, k / t  [ph, th, khl or strongly aspirate!
[p, t, kj syllable-initially.
\ % \ 2)
/p, t, k/ ~ Cp? t, k'J with glottal tension
syllable-initially*
3)/<?, O', c/ - Post-alveolar affricates.
/!/’ - Voiceless an!' with a little or no aspiration 
syllable-initially,
Voice! between voicea soun!s.
/c/ = Voiceless. stx*ongly aspii‘ate!
syllable-initially.
/c/T = Voiceless, an! with glottal tension 
syllable-initially.
1) /p,t,k/ are realized! as /b,d,g/ syllable-finally.
2): /p.-fi.lV are realized also as /b,d,g/ syllable-finally.
3) /J,c,c/ are realized as./d/ syllable-finally.
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•=?■ Alveolar; fricative: with'/a; little 
v  ^ aspiration syllable-inifially, , ;
. /s =  Aiveolar fricati ve unaspirated but with glottal 
: . tension syllable^initially*
/h/ -• [h.]' after pause-, / i ‘
: =. [§], before. /i/ or /p/,
« Cfi] between’voiced,bounds. \
.. /m/' ; =  [m] - ' - . v ' •'
/h/ = [Tpf before /i/ or /j/; Cn3 elsewhere.
/ V  - Cxj] / 1 .
/v/ = [i?] intervocalically: or sometimes; between ,
a vowel and /h/,. .• ■ : - .
[I]! syllable-finally.
/rr/ = [il] or [1:] at syllable junction.
2.-J3- fhe. semi-vbw.els,;- .
. /d/ ■ -■ [ir]:; .. - ‘ " . I ' .. f- ■ < • ■ . ., ■
. . .  * ;  . •; " '
. /w/" = [u+] ■.-‘ - v "  ■ 1 1 ’ ■ v-
' 1 1 ' ;• ' ' ... -
iy ,/s,s/ are realized as /d/p 'syllable-finally. / 7*
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The.; phonetic values of the: second' elements in 
the /^/-initial and /w/-initial diphthongs are the 
same: as those given in 2,31, The diphthong /mi/
V rmay be realized, as [mi-3, [mi] or [ui:] when
C t t i;-
stressed, and [mi~] or [e-3 when unstressed,C 6 4
2 - 4*' The Syllable Structure
The canonical form of Korean phonological 
syllables may be represented by the following formula, 
where Y stands fox* vowel, the nucleus and. C for 
consonant.. The elements in the- brackets:' are: optional
Cpy v: (g 2)
i) V 
ii J GV 
iiij YC' 
iv.J CY.C
/!/ ‘this1, /s/ ‘child,
/na/ 41 *, /so/ 4 c ow4,
/ar/ 4 e:gg4 , /i :r/ 4 business 4 
/sar/' 4 flesh4, /<?Ag/ 4 enemy4
Ms will be mentioned, on p,34:, Y may be filled by a diphthong 
as well as a: vowel as in
v) CYXX : pdam ‘cheek* , jArjWAn ‘eternity4
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Ahy consonant can fill the position 0-^  in the formula, 
except /p/ and /r/ which can occur only in non-post-pausal 
positions^,
Examples.:
/sopa<li/ ‘calf*
/bap/ ‘room*
/dhr i/ * bridge *
/ca:. ro/ *by car*
Any vowel or diphthong can fill the. position V, but when 
is., present, the occurrence of some diphthongs in the 
V. position is: restricted* The: following combinations 
are very infrequent.^
/jz/
/'je/
/wi/
Aui/
/b/
/p/
/p/
/m/
1) Wbong, Huh "Korean Phonology", p*73
There.are only seven consonants which can fill the 
position C2 ; /b/, /d/, /g/, /m/, /n/, /q/ and /r/.
Examples r •
. /b/: /bab/ ‘cooked rice*, /buAg/’ ‘kitchen*, : 
/d/: /god/ * at once;* , /bad/ * field* ,
/g/: /gug/ ‘soup* , ; /]£Agca/ ‘Let:1 s cut Cit] ^ * , 
/m/: /<?im/ * burden * , /ga:msa/ * thanks * , • '
/n/i /san/ ‘mountain*, /sonfe/ ‘grandsoh‘,
/23/i . /saij/ ‘prize *, /jAggug/ ‘England*,'
/i*/: /sax*/ ‘rice*, /mirda/ ‘to push*,
/sAur ro/ ‘to Seoul* [sa uI lo] • .
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2.5, tinctured. i ;;.f , ,r ,> r-
: / j • ; 'fThepbtape, three;-:typ:edqf'^ junctures in :Kbrean: :
iiv ift. ildpus; Junct^re.t ' "■ t";
■": ' /tPli^ pertatiye-juncture: ': .
, . ; idiX^ CPermihai,juncture!1 \
ihe's.etbhrep^  juncture s- are establfehei-by the; combined: 
criteria oKtha';phpnetic features lassobiated-'with the 
sylihble/immediately preceding the /junctures and, pause.
The . plusv juncture,t/i/,''"which may or .may- not be accompanied 
by a short momently pats a, is reaiized; as, a prolongation 
of :the immedLately preceding syllableron a.level pitch;
The-tentative juncture;; t\ A  whichimay or may rot be. 
accompahied' by" ax pausey■ usually^;longer; tlmh that of- the; 
p3.us::,oupcture.>.; is:. MUlized as: a, prolongation of' the imme>- 
diateiy^preceding syllable:: on"airlsihg or falling pitch.
1 he pitch :spah:; as seriated with •the ■ tentative; -juncture is: 
pot so .extensiveiaeiin Lthe eas;e;yof the terminal juncture:. 
The: bepmhalv_.j^Gture;;:falways; accompanied, by a: 
pauses, usually:r; 'b not , necessarily , . longer than that of ; 
the tentatiye^vjuncture ^ and! thei syliable^ immediately pre­
ceding. the terminal. juncture is: characterized; by a more.
extensive? pitch contour, except: when it is. followed ■ 
by au. level intonatlon(pf.- 2.6 )”... The', terminal juncture 
occurs^iat the end:of avsentence(cf. 7.0), and the plus: , 
and tentative junctures occur usually within avsentence, f >
marking various; smaller, structures: than sentence. The" - . 
contrasts of the three: junctures'may be exemplified by 
the following examples;:, '
i) /i(*:)so:ga<lug/ ‘This, cowrie at her*
< i ‘this * soga^ug . cow-leather.‘.
ii) /i(^ ;)so-i-:ga$ug./ ‘The leather of this, cow* ,
< i ‘this* +: so *cow* + gaiug ‘leather*. 
iii) /I(-f) so:, ga£ug(:uir mAgA)./ * This;, cow (is eating y
leather).*
< 1  ‘this* -h so ‘cow* gapug ‘leather*
;iv) /i (>)so.ga^ug(mr mAgA)./ ‘This(You) cowl Eat.
. the leatheri * i
v) . /i (1)3q;. gw/, '^ug(mr mAgA.). / ‘ Thi s c ow I Go and
. i (eat; [your]) forage! *
< i’ ‘this* +:-■ so ‘cow.* -f ga ‘ go and‘
v - : " -s- £ug * forage ‘, '
(Hotel gaW, =- ga* or ga,
The plus juncture often serves to distinguish a;, phrase
from a compound wor&j'which-; doesynot; -include-.- a., juncture* _
" Examples: F vy-.F : ' . - • ' ^
/borisar/’ ‘clean.barley* < bori ‘barley* 
compound, word ; f sar ‘rice* ,
/boriFsar/ ‘barley and rice*< bori ‘barley* 
phrase' v . 'f sar * rice *.
/sAursinmun/ ‘The Seoul Daily * 
compound;. . ■
WOrd <. sAur, .‘Seoul* f> sxnmun ‘newspaper*
/s aurfsinmun/ ‘Ne.wspapers, of Sdoul ‘ .
phrase .. ; • ' ■ •
2!6., Intonation. . :.
The:, intonation system employed', in this .thesis is 
the one. set; up by the present writer elsewhere^^ f or, 
purposes not directly related, to, grammatical or syntactic, 
description;; the. attitudinal furiction- performed by i'nto- 
nation« That is to say, ; the following seventeen intona­
tion. tunes: were originally abstracted, on the basis; of
1) The. writer s Ii* A* thesis. “Al study of ..Korean intonation 
pr e s e n t ed t or. Uniy ers it y of. London, 19.6d, : -
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the contrastive attitudinal meanings’ which they carry-
Tunes;:
1) low: Fall be
2) . High Fall. 'ne
J) Full Fail \ne
4-) Low; Rise ^ne
5) High Rise 'ne
6)' Full Rise:: /he
Fall in g-Risln g Tun e s i ,
7). low Fail-Rise ne,v
. 8.) High Fall-Rise vne
Rising-Falling Tunes':
~ li • ft i nfclHnOTimnimi~^'Tm hiuihbi ■immune i^ n iCTFIm. _»■ i i__m y i i ii
9) Low. Rise-Fall pie.
10 High Rise-Fall Ane
‘Yes*
Falling-Rising-Falling Tune sf: '
11) Low Fal1-Ri s e -Fal 1 ne:
.; V'
12) . Hi glr Fall-Rise “Fail, ^ ne
. ;.Rjsing-F.al 1 ing-Rising Tunes
• 13) Low Rise-Fall-Rise., ne
14-); High Rise-Fal 1-Ri see ^ ne .
Level Tunes:
15) Low: Level Tune; . . ^ nev
. 16) Mid', Level. Time '*■ -ne
17) ;High.level.Tune "nev
Every tune may bevrealized, on one: ox* more syllables, and 
the syllable:.at: which a. tune begins-, i.e:., the one before 
which the tonetic mark is: placed, is strongly stressed. In 
the following diagrammatic'1 representations of in t onat i onal 
tunes;, two. .parallel lines; indicate the upper: and lower limit 
of the normal voice: range*, [ —3 stands; for the pitch of. a: 
stressed syllable and [-] that of .an unstressed’. syllable.
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(a^ y ‘Why ?.‘ . , ^wejor. ‘Why ?.‘
Agasibsij o ‘ Please:: go i ‘
•=a
gai ‘ Cfo ? ‘ . 'parriga; ‘ Go quickly. ? *
y
iimM-Minai1 ’— -mm i iwi n
w e ; ‘ Why * w^egaqo:: ‘Why are: you going?*
^we ‘Why ?.‘. ^num^Agani ‘Are you going,
first. ?,‘
(f ); -grnre jo ‘ Is. that, s:co? ‘
It is; at this, point necessaxy to /introduce: the phonolo- 
gical unit ' Stress; group! . to explain the working of 
intonation in longer stretches, of speech. The stress 
group / isr here "defined as. a strongly stressed: syllable, 
with or without preceding. and/or following weakly stressed 
syllable(s), and every utterance may;be analysed, as consis­
ting of one or more ■ str.ess groups'. Every such stress group 
occurs/?, with one of the seyenteen tune s:, and it folloxtfs 
that. there are , as many ’ stress groups:, in an. utterance as 
there are intonational tunesv .
Examples:
• One stress group; :
' /ws/ ‘Why . ? 6 . ■■; . ' ' \ ' -■
/; /^w.sanhsnni/ ‘.Why. did you not. do it ? ‘
Two stress: groups: . . , .
* /5ar g^a/ ‘Go safely.*
/na-rado 'harlla/' ' ‘ [Bo you think] I can do it ? *
^ e e  stress, groups: : ' / - ’
/o/nmruin ,'aari "eubfeuna/ ‘It is cold today. £
1) kurther details, concerning the stress group and various 
related, problems: are/ dealt with in 3_.1(X of. 1 A, study of 
Korean intonation!1-. , ,
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/”4An<Jei;)i -feuinna^ a d or a%wadta/ . /.,//-
. ' ; / ; . ‘ [He] returned. as soon as:., the war:
■. • ' .ended.* ' ,y- - . ‘ , ..
2.. 61 In tonemes,. •
/ In relating .intonatioh • to grammar , it hasbeen 
found that not every one of the 1 7 in t o n at ion al t un e s: Is~ 
grammatically distinctive.. ■ In fact, for the type of 
syntactic description made; in this• thesis:, only four 
kinds of ihtonational contrasts are found-to be/gramma­
tically relevant. 'Ac c opdingly the. 17 int onat i onal
tunes; setVup ; according to the: attitudlnal/functions: are:.
/here> reclassified, Into; the::- four, grammaticaliy■ relevant, 
classes:, each having, distinct function(s:) as/the. phono­
logical exponent of. grammatical categories. v-and relation- 
s hip si : The four/ intonation classes, termed. TIihtonemesM 
f or the sake:; of ■ simplicity and to stressithe/ grammatical,
.rather'than attitudihal, fuhctibn(s), and 'their-member­
ship as. follows;: / -■ •/
Ihtoneme. LEX Low. Pali): / . , . ./;//;. ;
aj Low/Pall .,/i'r r  ^■•>;•/"' " . . .
v „ b)V Low:/ Rise'“lall':::
c)‘ Low Pal 1-Rise-Pall
int on eme HP( High Pall);:
; a)" High Pall ,. 
b). Pull .Pall .
■ c j ...High:; Rise-Pallt . •<>,
d) High lall-Rise-Pall
Intoneme R(Rise):
a) Low: Rise: •
b) ■ High Rise..
c); Pull Rise.
. d) Low; Pall-RIse
e).Hi'gh Pall-Risa
f) Low. Rise-Pall-Rise
/ g). High Rise-Pal 1-Rise
Intoneme. L(Level):
at) Low; Level )
b) High Level
c).Hid Level
Grammatical contrasts exhibited"- by intone me;s: may be:
. exemplified) as: follows : .
• fay In toneme: IP: . .’ex J;    , f . r . .■■■■
/nu ga; vgadso/*..‘ Some one: lias gone. £
b) y Ihtoneme HP: \
/nu; ga: /gadso/' ‘Who. has; gone ?.‘
ci) Intoneme:/ R>. . '.•••-
• /nu, ga: ' gadso:/ . ‘Has; anyone, gone Z ‘
d) Int on erne hr . • .
/nu ga; -gadso/ ‘Someone has:.gone.* ox* ‘Who has
gone ? *
- intoneme: L. -Intoneme:. LP~ : .
; ) )/~c u a  a JjAdta/ ‘Tit] has; become cold. *
- v i.); • ir-Xhton.eme:/ LP). : V- Int on erne, IP::
/ no.u a  . /^jAdta / *[HeG) has: lost because it. was. cold.
4-J5
The distribution of intonernes in relation to junctures; 
may be: stated as follows:- Any intoneme: may occur; with 
the; terminal juncture /./ (cf. 2.5) » but only Intoneme 
LP, Intoneme HE and". Intoneme R are found with the tenta­
tive: juncture /,/, and only Intoneme* L with the plus 
juncture /+/.
Examples:
a) /^Ade nu ga, g^adso;./ ‘Someone went yesterday. *
b) /-At£e nu ga +. 'gndlo// ‘Who went yesterday ?‘
c)' //A^e nu ga, 'gadso./ ‘Did. anyone go yesterday ?‘
d) /-A<Ie nu ga + -gadso../ ‘Someone went yesterday. *
or ‘Who went yesterday ?*
e) /—c u a  +; ^jAdia./' ‘[Iti] has become cold. ‘
f)’ / vcua, %3jA<fci;a./ ‘[H.eJ has lost because it
is cold'. ‘
2.7 Transcription
The* transcription system employed in this~ 
thesis', except in Chapter II Phonology where a purely 
phonemic transcription is; used, is: morphemic in that every 
morpheme, or* word is: represented by its- base form. Accordingly
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the transcription system adopted here is: in principle 
identical to the present Korean orthography (cf. 1.22J.
The main advantage of using a morphemic, rather than 
phonemic, transcription is that (i} it carries such 
grammatical information as would, be: lacking in a trans­
cription that is purely phonemic, (ii) a phonemic trans­
cription can be derived by a set of rules from a morphemic
transcription but not vice: versa. However, the symbols
used in the morphemic' transcription are the same as: those 
given in the phoneme. inventory; (lefv ■ 2.1). To:, derive at 
phonemic transcription from a morphemic transcription, 
one or more of the following rules, must be applied.
1) b/d/g/1- > /p/, /*£/, /lV» /c/ when immediately
preceded by a: plosive consonant.
ibgo > /ibllo/ ‘to wear and'*
Abda: > /Ab'&a/^  ‘to carry on the back*
SA.:g dar > /sA:g£ar/ ‘three months* 
agbo: > /agpo/ ‘musical note*
do.bge > /doblle / ' * Help [him].* 
badli > /badci/" * [I will] take: [it].*
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2 ) b/d/g/J/s. > /p/, /■&/', /£/, /c/, /s./ when:immediate ly ; , ": :
•: • preceded/-by. a/’ ^ b^ -f-inal.rkoi'd;*
e:.g. ' garir bd Ag > /garir: pOAg/' * A wall: to: cover£ : '
gA:r dar: > /gA=: r ter/ ‘ten months*
c:ar: goig: • >' /car feoq# *A; bail ,to kick* , ‘
sar Jib > /sar cib/’ *A. house to buy*’ / /
or sa:: ra§4 > * /or: te: ram/ -‘'A. per sen to come * \ ■ v .
3 .‘); d/g/J/s: > /^/i/&/,/£/,/s/’ when preceded, by a /
; /verb. stem ending in m/h , or r0 /rp/rt/rg/rm/bs/nJ / ;
e:. g. gpmda > /gamte/’ * to? close [eyes] * /
namge/- >  /nam&e./' ’*S.tay [here].* / "■: ■ •/-
simJa > /si.mca// ‘Let:’s.. sow [seeds:] .'* , -
sin.se > /sinse/. .‘betts put on [shoes]> •* - 
jarbda > /darbte/;‘to be thin* (;> /3ar^a/ by rule 8)-: 
hartda ^  /har&^/*to lick* -lQ!> /harfia/by" rule 9/ / f 
gmrgJi > /giurgci/ * [Xsn ’ t he]: scratching ? */' ;
/„ / (. > /gmgei/ by rule 6) ' . . 
JArms.o >  /JArmso/ * [You are] young. *
( > /jAmso/ by rule: 7)
. mrpJa > / m r p t e / L e i 1 a recite/* . / /
' AbpMat > /a : bs^a/* to lack * (> /a : bte/" by, rule: /k]/; 
anid’ai >/anJ.te//‘to sit/( > /an^a:/'by, rule 10) . :
^ /b/ in the:: environment. __C/#
©• • g• gabs: /gab/’*price:* ; v-
gipdu/gibda/ * to be, deep * (>/gib^a;/by ^ uia 1/,
5)\ t/s/s:/5r/c> >■/d/ in the -environmeht / t #
e.g. gatgo:: >-/gadgp:/*is. the same and/(>/ga;dlW/by rule: 1)
' . bAsge > /bAdge/: ‘Xalte; o£L [shirt]. * (: >■/bAdke./
\ - by • rule' , 1 ), ' - ' .
■ ";vgasJi >:: /gadji/ V* [li] . has: gone.1 C ^  /gadrci‘/;-. by rule 10) 
.niAJdArado: > /mAddArado/ ‘Even if [it] stops/ , ,
; ( > /mAdterado/ ’ by rule 1 ) 
lloc: > /llod/ ;*flower*
6 )] k/ll/gs/rg; > /g/ in the- environment S / S
'. e * B a buAk > /b.uAg/ ‘kitchen/
. nallda ; > ,/nagda/ * catch [ fish] ‘ C > /nagte/ by rule !)
*/, f/ . sags > . /sag/’ * fee;, wage*
■ darg >. /dag/ . ‘chicken1
7):. rm; >• ;/m// in the..environment. S / S
e/ g* sarm > /sam/ ‘ life./
JArmda.: >; /JAmda/ ‘to be. young* ( > /JAmte/' by rule 3)
8); rb/rp ,> - /r/ or: /rb/; in the environment
c*^ * pa.rbda;t>-/terda/“ or/carbda/* ‘to be short*
( > /carta/ or /carbte/ by rule 1)
, rnrpda >: or /uirbda/ ‘to recite*
. . . ; . . (. > '/lurBa/ or /mrbi-a/ by rule’ 1)
; % , ■■■ , ; ■ ;5Q '■
9)' rt > /r/ or /rd/' in the environment-
e*£>* hartgo > /hargo/ or /hardgo/ 4 to lick and4 - 
. -, ‘ ; • (' > /harfco/ or /hardfco/’ hy rule 2 or 1)
10) • n£ > /n/ in the environment
. . . e-*&* an^ge > /ange/ ‘Sit down.4 .(, > /anlce/ hy rule 3)'
11) ‘ b/d/g > /m/, /n/’, /p/in the . environment
e# bab mas > /bammas/" f appetite, taste of rice 
. - food4 ( > /bammad/ by rule: 5) .
gibne. > /gimne/ ‘.[She is] sewingV*
gArdna > -/gA:nna/■ ct e ; ypu walking ?4 , *'
DAijgug, nar si >, /qAajgug; narsi/ 4 British. weather*e
1 2 ) n > /v:/ in the• environment r_ ‘
OA; r nar a. > /jA: r: rara/ ‘ ten coiintries4 
. - • ' - gar nar .> /gar rar/ ‘day of departure4
15) dh/t > /c/ in the environment 1^/ 1|;V
e *g ° dadhida. > /dadida/ ‘ to, be. closed4 \ , ‘
j:ti > t/gaci/ ‘together;4 . ' .
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14:) verb stem final (r)h +; g/d/<£: > //r)k,. (r)t, (r)c/
eosg0- loll-- 'to be good’-' +: -go >  Aoko/
1 • *: -da > /.lota/
drh—  ’to be correct-1 + ~<?i >- /orcl/
15) verb stem final rii. -i- n/s. > /rnr. rs/
e::0>g*. arli-- 'to be ill:1 -i-: -ne > /arne/
>  /arre/(by rule 12) 
arh—  -sio > /arso/
16.) verb stem final &.+: n/s:. >■ /dn, ds./
e^gv loh—  fto: be good1- +: -no > /'lodne/
doll— -fc —so > /lodso/r
the: following three rules are optional r
17) verb stem final i * a > /Ja/
e.g.. guiri- ’to draw [a picture!1 +: -Ara > /guir;jAra/
18) verb stem final o + a >- /wa/
e„g0 bo—  'to see,, to: look’ -f- -a > /bwa/
19) verb stem final u + a > /w a/
e.g. gu- ’to grill’ -a  > /gWA/
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3. X. Definition . of : w.ord;:
'7; Any f orm which exhibits: the: characteristic s
of . i3' relative; fxxitylioi internal structure, . ii)}. 
freedom of positional, mobility in larger structures 
and; iii) independence: is; a: word:
(i) Relative: fixity of internal structure.,
. ; : The. phono 1 ogi c al. make-up of /word's, can not: be
altered/ ,;:or.: the:.: components:: rearranged:, and in the case 
of words; comprising more; than one morpheme1,/ the order 
of morphemes; is also, fixed’. Pox; instance, in the 
following; examples:, . .. ' .;
bishaganda. MIt.]-- is: going astray. .
, . f < bis.-r ‘astray* prfx; >: riaga- ‘to:
., ' go out,* / Vst. -k -nda. infix.sfx.
pusgwasir: * unripe fruits * < pus;- * unripe* prfx*
-a gwasir * fruit * N„
no internal alteration or. rearrangement is. possible:, . 
whether phonological or morphological. Similarly no 
intra^morphemic interruption/by other: forms: or; junctures,
is possible: in normal speeoh. /
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(inf) freedom of positional mobility.,
Words have .the maximum freedom of positional 
mobility in syntactic structures'. (The best example of 
this criterion is provided by verbs:, which when appro­
priately inflected, may function in many different 
syntactic positions.
wegug e: gabnida * [He:] is going abroad. ‘
V..
-V;' as: a sentence: predicate.
mtjAn £ohda ‘It is .good if Cyou] go. (lit. If 
V V
[you] go it is good.)1
V." as: a non-final - clause
ganmn san^am <rIhe. one who is going.*
Y. as an adjectival clause
gam i swibda ‘Going is easy.*
Y as a nominal clause
(iil), Independence:
All words:: may occur, alone: preceded, and followed 
by the: terminal, juncture, i.e., as a. sentence:, except
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adjectives and particles.(pf. 3.33 & 3*35 )\ )> which 
rarely occur alone.
e;. g. lib ‘House.* N.
‘ When ? ‘ N. 
girda, ‘ [It] is: long. ‘ V..
0- ‘Ghi‘ Interj.
CAiiCAnhi ‘SIowly‘ Adv.
33-11 Phonological criterion for the. definition of. word'.
All word S3 have; a. strong sire ss. on one., of the first 
two syllables, when occurring a-s citation forms, i.e., in 
isolation and.have; potentiality of taking one when occur­
ring in larger constructions., with the, exception of par­
ticles (cf. 3.35 ) which usually occur weakly stressed, 
or unstressed„
e.g. ’ j a  : ngu * re:search *
*cingu ‘friend* 
f S Aur * Seoul *
gu'Io ‘structure*. 
tu'Jsip ‘struggle* 
laldo^ca ‘ car.*
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1 sori ga 1 cam ’ <?ohda, ‘The sound is: very good, f
* cingu ga 1 ontun !nar,: ‘The day when a friend is coming, 
da* donca nur *bon 'ai# ‘The child who saw the car, ‘
However the phonological criterion of stress is not 
consistently applicable in the definition of word since 
some words may have more than one stress for emphasis 
and sometimes lose the stress altogether when occurring 
in longer stretches of speech. Therefore the stress is 
only supplementary to the: grammatical criteria given 
in 3 o1-
3-2 Types, of Word
There are two types:; of word, the simple word 
and the compound word,
3*21 Simple Word
Every word, which consists of a single' free morpheme 
with or without one or more bound morphemes is a simple word
e o g 0
he: * sun ‘ , dar * moon
namu ‘tree*, jAruim summer * . 
pussarap; ‘catL'f love* < pus- ‘unripe:* prfx. +.
. sarap ‘love*
hsbsar- ‘new[crop.: of ] rice.* < hsb- -new* +
■ ' sar ‘rice:*.
is.apffAg: ‘ideal* N, + -£Ag ‘adjectibe-forming sfx
3. 22. O:.bmpound:- word! •
Every word! which consists; of more: than one;, free 
morpheme and' is; uninterrupted;, by a; juncture at. in ter.- 
morphemic; junctions:: is; a: compound, word. One of the 
components: of a. compound, word, may comprise, a. bound, mor- 
pherne. \ The. majority of. compound words; are: composed, of 
two free: morphemes- and. those; comprising threes or. more 
are very rate:. ■
Examples: •: - '
naparlcoc; ‘morning-glory* < napar ‘bugle* +:
. ; Icoc; ‘flower*
sarbab * rice; (boiled), food? -
<- sar ‘rice * f bab * (rice:)food* 
hsbsarbab. ‘new. rice, food* < hsb . ‘new*. prfXi. +;■
•' • sar ‘rice * +•• bab * food
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daramoga&i * turtle>-neck* < <£ara: ‘turtle.4 +.
mog ‘neck‘ -k a<Ji ‘diminutive sfx. ‘
jAU&oripur ‘Veronica: kiusiana* < ]a u ‘fox* +
Icori ‘tail* +: pur ‘plant4. ,
hanmrbabdodug ‘Gryllotalpa. africana* < hanmr ‘heaven
+ bab ‘food* + dodug * thief‘.
3* 3 Word- Glasses
Six: main classes of words: are set. up for the 
subsequent syntactic description on the basis of syntactic 
and/or morphological criteria. Ihey are:
2
3
5
6
Verb [El 
Noun [NX 
Adj active [Ad]. ] 
Adverb [Adv.]
Particle [Pel.] 
Interjection [Inter].]
Of the six classes, only verbs are: the inflected words 
and the rest, are- the uninfleeted words.
3:. 3i TherV.erb
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Every word, \daich includes; ad least a: stem' and 
an inflectional ending(cf. 4.35)!' is: a-, verb class' word. 
Beti^een a: verb stem and. an inflectional ending may be' 
found- one or more stem*^  ext ending suffixes, representing 
such grammatical categories; as ’voice’, ’honorific’,
’tensel and ’humble;’(cf . 4,3 )* The. majority of verbs:, 
when appropriately inflected, may. occur alone, as; a. 
major type: sentence (pf. 7.1 ) but verb; stems, alone
are. bound, and can never occur without an inflectional
ending.
onda. ‘[He] is coming.* < o- ‘to come* V.st.
-e- -n ’ tense ’ +.
-da.’infix.end.
fcallasni ‘ [Did; you] cut it ?.* < fiai- ‘to cut* V.st„,
+; -asr: ’tense’ -ni ‘infix, end.
bosiAsuxbnida ‘[She] has; seen [it].‘ < bo- ‘to see*
V/ast. -si- ’honorific’ +
-a s - ’tense’ +. -mbnida ’infix.end.
bargmobnilla ‘Is. [it] bright ?l < barg- ‘to be
bright ‘ V „ st;„ +-■ -uio- ’ humble 1 +
-bnilla . ’infix.end.
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3.32: The. Noun
Every word? which may occur (a.) before the- 
oropula verb i~ ‘to be:1 (cf, 3.41.11), (b) before;
a\ particle. (cf, 3*35) * (c.)' before: another noun, (d)
after an adje:ctive (cf, 3*33)i a noun class: word,
Any noun except non-independent nouns (cf, 3-4*2.2) 
may occur alone as a minor sentence., (cf, 7*1 & 7*4-)®
Gaga
a) sa:ram ida 4[He] is a man,*
nugu iAsmbnilm *Who was it ?*
b)‘ bada. ro ‘to the sea*
daju mi nore; * A song of freedom*
c). terebi bat)s013 * television broadcast *
0X1 sesap ‘whole world?
*1A: n csKsan * an old- desh *
*
3*33 The Ad'j e cf; i ve
Every word which exclusively precedes: a noun 
or another adjective is. an adjective clasrs word. The 
adjective clg;ss words do not normally occur alone, and: 
constitute a very small class whose members c:an be
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e.xhaustlvely listed*
e.g.- a;) ss ca: 4a-. new: car4
i sigan 4 this: time:(houi>.)1 
Mim gAS. , ‘which one.
■Ainu se os: ‘which new clothes ?*
‘ k_an hA:n moJa ‘ an old . cap4
3 ••34- .. Ihe: Adverb -
Every wox*d which may occur (a:) before a verb 
as., a: modifier, . (b) before, a;, particle, and', (c) before
a.y" terminal juncture, as: a. sehtence:, is: an adverb class 
word. •
. e:. g. a) Jar ganda. 4 [Hej is. going well. 4
cam Johda;. 4 [It] is very good. 4
b) nAmu. do:- bisada. 4 [It] is far too: expensive. 4
mArri nmn anganda: 4 [He] is: not going, far.4
c) parri. 4Quickly!4
sar sar.. 4 Gently! 4
3* 35 The* Earticle .
Ev.ery word;:which occur:®; (a) after a .noun, (b)
after an adverb, (c) after a. verb, $cL) at the end of a- 
clause or a sentence, is: a. particle class word.
A- particle never occurrs on its own but always, with 
one of the words: mentioned above. Particles form a 
closed, class whose members can be; exhaustively listed.'
•
e;. g. a) sah i nopda 4fhe mountain is high. 4
k • I 4 subject marker1
kt tolli . rrnr Jabasda 4 [I] caught a. rabbit.4
rmr 1 objects marker1
b) Arruin do handa 4 [She]' is doing [it] so
quickly.4 do 'emphasis’
c) gAmJi nran anhda.. 4 [It] is: not dark [although
it. may be: big].. 4 
nrnn ’contrast’ 
dl) arda sipi nuiJAsne 4 As; you know., 1 am late . 4
sipi 1 conjunctive particle.1 
gase: giurjA ‘Let’s go i 4
guirjA ‘sentence particle’
3-3.6 Ihe.. Interjection
Every ward. which may occur (a); bgr itself preceded, 
and followed by a: terminal, juncture' and: (b) syntactically
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independent of other elements- in a. sentence, is; an 
Intergectional class: word.
e:. g. (a) o.. * Oh! *
orci ‘Splendid!‘
C^) aigu, tl ^Agi ondk. ‘Oh dear, there [he]
conies! *
An^ e.. gas.e.g o: cam 1 When are. you going by
the way.‘
3*4-: Sub-classes:: of. Word. Glasses
»
The, word classes.: set. up in 3-3 are. further 
divided, into sub-classes: by further syntactic, and. 
morphological criteria.
3.4-1 Sub - c las s e s: of. V.e rb sr:
Three different sub-classifications: are required 
of verbs since’ sub-classes: yielded, by one type of 
classification are more relevant and conducive to a 
simpler statement of certain grammatical relations than 
thc©e by other type of classification and vice versa. 
Sub—classes yielded, by each of the three different
mcdassif leaf ions:; are:, the: results:: oficross-classifications; 
and’ not. further: sub-classifications:*.
3.41.1 Processive; and- Descriptive V.erbs
Vlerbs: are either processive: or: descriptive; 
depending on the: following morphological characteristics: 
the: proeessive; verbs: may be: inflected, for the. imperative 
and propositive moods:(cf. 7.22a3 -*4)’ and. suffixed! by 
-n~/-nuan- ’ present tense; sfx' (cf. 4a 33 ) whereas
the; descriptive: verbs, are inflected., for neither mood, and 
can not be; suffixed by the present tense suffix.
Processive. verbs : ho- ‘to see:-*, £u- ‘to give*,
dhn^i- ‘to throw1, nor- ‘to play*, 
s.wi- ‘to rest*, an4- ‘to "sit* 
etc * ,
eT* £>•
hanuir mr bonda: ‘[He:] is looking at the sky.*
bonda Cbo- ‘to see* +
-n~ ‘presvt.sux. ' + -da 'infix, 
end, '
ai. ga an4.nmnda ‘Phe child is sitting [down].*
anfemnda < an<£~ ‘to sit* -nrnn-
'pres.t.sux. ' +■ -da 'infix.end.1
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Descriptive verbs: :: eE-Arm- ‘to be-young*, kui- *to be. big*,
' ElEz ‘to be long* , - bang- ‘to be: bright* ,
<£oh~ ‘to be good*, car- ‘to be: cold*
V\ ' / 1 : etc... '. ^
e.igV giu num 4Armda. ‘[She:] is. young. ‘
. ; . jArm- ‘to be .young* -da ’infix.end;,1
•' , nar i cada ‘It is cold. (lit. Phe.-: weather is cold.),
v- ; i; ’ cada1’to be* cold* + -da 1 infix. e;dd. 1 ■
3.41^11 The. Qbpula Verb .
Pile; copulaa verb- . is; a descriptive:, verb which 
is always found.preceded by a noun or a. nominal phrase 
(cf. 5.1). Phere; is only one copula verb: ■ i^ ‘to be*
0.g., dor, i&a. ‘[Phis] is a. stone. ■* 1
3.41.12 Phere are a few. verbs: which behave as both
processive and descriptive verbs:
barg-. a)! as; V.p ‘ to dawn,'! to become; bright *
, b); as; V.„df * to; be bright * .
: mat?- ’ a) as:: V.p ^ to become: late:*
b.) as V.d? ‘to be late *
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Itux- a-);, as- V.-.p- ‘to.: grow;*
b.)’ as: V..d: ‘to be, big*
is- a) as; V,.p ‘to. stay*
b.) .as: Y;.d. ‘to be, to exist*
ge:si~ a) as: V;.p ‘to. stay*
b); as.. VI.d ‘to be, to. exist*
ge.si- is:; the; honorif ic:( pfi 3*4dL. 3) ccunterparf 
of. is-
. gud— . a;) as V.p ‘to. harden‘
- b) as" V.d, ‘to: be:., hard!
These:. verbs, as; shown above;, express two different, though
related, me anin gs:v aecnrding as: they are; us e dl as- pro ees s ive
or' descriptive v^erbsr.
e:.g. nar; i: bargda. ‘The, day is; bright. ‘
bargda. <: barg- V.*d. -k -da ’ infix, erid;, 1 
nar  ^bargnumda . ‘The; day is- dawning. *
bargnmnda <: barg- V.p + -nrnn- 1 pres.t.sfx 
+; -da; 1 infix, end. 1
3.4-1* 2 Transitive and' Intransitive. V.erbs.
1)
an alternative classification, verbs are 
divided into transitive and intransitive verbs; depending
1) cf, 3.4-1.4- for ^correlations'between alternative
sub-classifications' of verbs.
on whether or not they have potentiality of talcing 
an object ('cf. All transitive verbs- may take
an object but no intransitive-verb can take.one* The 
transitive/intransitive distinction of verbs is . 
parallelled to a great extent by the distinction of 
psBsivity/non—passivity between them? transitive verbs: 
lend themselves to passive voice formation but it is 
not possible with intransitive verbs.
Transitive verbs: mAg- ‘to eat % mir- ‘to: push*
nur.m- ‘to press*, burm- ‘to call' 
dad- ‘to shut1, par.r. ‘to sell1 
etc.
e:-.g. ■feAg rnr mAgni ‘Are you eating cake: ?.‘
mAgni < mAg- ‘to eat1 +; -ni 1 infix.end.
£'Ag i mAghini ‘Is cake, being;.'eaten ? 1
mAghi'ni-<: mAg- ‘to eat1 -hi- 'passive 
voice: suffix! -ni 'infix.end
Intransitive- verbs:: and- ‘to sit1, sin- ‘to stand1,
s.wi- ‘to, rest1, nop- ‘to be high1 , 
hajah- ‘to be" white:1, etc.
a:, g. tuida e andnumda 1 [He:] is: sitting on a. chair. 1
andnumda < and- ‘to sit1 +: -nmn- 'pres:.
. . . *■ . • . . .  * . . 6 8
AndAg i - no.pa. • ‘The. hill is. high. ‘ ;
nopa < nop- 4to be., high1 + -a. 'infix.end.
3 V H .3 Pull Verbs:: and Auxiliary. Verbs:;: '■ '/
As: a: spcohd al t e rnat live c la s s i f i c a t i on,. ■ve rb si 
are sub-divided' into 'Bull-1 and:' Auxiliary ' verbs . . 
depending on whether or:not they can occur: alone as 
a sentence (cf. 7*0)!. A. full, verb can occur by itself. :
.as: a:, sentence, but an auxiliary verb, can aaot so occur ,
unless it: is preceded.^by a. full verb. Both full and ,
auxiliary verbs:may be: further subdivided: into./.'Honorific,' 
and. 'Plain' verbs. Honorific: verbs: are. those, which express 
in addition to the lexical meanings•the speakeris: respect 
to the subjeet (cf. 5* 51*1. )••’?. Verbs other than the hono­
rific verbs, are plain verbs. . ’
'3.11.31 ' Pull. Verbs: . ' •; ' • '''./A,..: A \ ..
/•5Vli.31>l' Honorific Pull Verbs ■ ■ t . .
. ; There' are only a few: honorific* full verbs
and they are ,ailtpa2#ed. by-corresponding plain^ verbs;. 1 A-
Honorific verbs' ; , Plain verbs
dabsusi- ‘to; eat1 mAg— • '
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lumusi—  ‘to sleep* ePa-
(to .be, to exist* is- 
etc.
vg. abA^i ga. ^absusinda: ‘My father is dining. ‘
doigs&p; i. mAgnumda ‘My brother is eating.
a : ruin i;| gesini ‘Is; an adult there ?* 
ai ga isni'. * Is;: a; child'there. ? ‘
3*^1.31.21 Plain Pul 1 V.erbs:
All plain v.erbs. can be.' suffixed., by the. honorific;
suffix: -si-/~uisi- (cf . 4.32) to express: the- same kind of
respect to the subject of a; sentence: as; is; shown by hono­
rific verbs, but an.honorific-suffixed plain verb is usually 
avoided if a corresponding honorific verb is available.
irg- ‘to read*, tjAr~ ‘to; open*,
1a: g- ‘to be; small*, jatr- ‘to be: low* ,
     ■ rifci * i\r f iirwfciirir
s o ‘too shobt*, bAri- ‘to throw*
etc;
. e;.g. sonjAn i c.eg rnr irgmunda ‘A. boy is: reading
a: book. *
irgnuinda < irg- ‘to read;* lt.pl. +. -nuihfe
T pres.t. six; ’ +■• -da. ’ infix, end. 1
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SAnseip 3* GEE irgrusinda, ‘A. teacher is reading
a book*1
irgmsinda < irg- ‘to read* + -uisi- 'hon.sfx.1
+: -n- 'pres.t. sfx. ' + -da 'infix, end.'
3*4-1.32 Auxiliary Verbs
All auxiliary v.erbs are listed below under 
three different headings; those, listed under (i) are 
processive, those under (ii) descriptive:, and those under 
(iii) both processive and descriptive verbs.
(1) Processive auxiliary verbs:
1)' bo- ‘to try to4
2) J-u- ‘to do something for someone as a favour4
3) duiri” ‘the honorific counterpart of Ju-
4-) ds- ‘repetition4
5) sail- ‘repetition, continuation*
6) bAri- 4[to do something]completely or thoroughly4
7) <?i- a) ‘passive voice formative:.1 when preceded by
a r„ tr...
b) ‘unintentional or independent of the will
of the subject4 when preceded by a V.intr. 
c} 'processive verb formative1 with the meaning 
‘progression or to become4 when preceded 
by a\ V. d.
8.)“ dwe- a)4 independent bP;the wi'll. or intention 
on the; part, of the subject4: when 
: preceded. by a Y.p ■ ;; j d  h .
b) processive' verb f ormative 1 with, the'. -
V ' meaning 4 to .become:4 when preceded, by. a.
9) ga> a), ‘progression [ toward ’.a: goal ]. from: pre sent. :
to future ■ ox*, away from. tlief speaker4. ■ 
b) 4near-completion4 ■ ‘
ID’,) 6:~ a) h; progress ion [toward a. goal), from past .
to present or; toward, the::speaker.4: , "
11) .noh-;■ • * completion,,retention‘
, 12) na—  4progressibp!, completion4
13) ns~ ‘progression, completion4 ; .
14-:) mar- ‘negation4
15), har- a) 4causative voice; formative4 when preceded
- by a Y-op* ■  ^ • . • •
b) ‘causative voice-and processive verb, 
formative 4. when preceded by a Y.d.
.16) : mandiur- the same as hav- t ’
(ii) Descriptive auxiliary.verbs: . . .
17) is- s) ‘retention4
: b) ‘progressive tense formative4 when preceded: .
• -' . . ‘ ” . ' by a . Y.pv ' ' ■ ' ' ■ ; ■ v .. :.
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181 sip- ‘to want t to;, to wish to*
* * IWIIM»|H* I "T ~nn
(iii) Processive & Hescriptive verbs:* ' > <■ Jlimi iinnif iwm iwmwimniiiniip ifcim nm i i ,i  i ■ im ■. im «■ — .w iL
19) - an ilia- ‘negation* [not to db].
mosha- ‘negation* [t.o be unable to].
21) mar- ‘negation* in imperative and
propositive sentences.
Example s:: <lopi. ga\ clttoy lindai ‘[A', sheet, of] paper
V.. tr,; V..aux.
i's torn. *
.cid- ‘to. tear* , 1 pasv.fmtv. ’
sur: mr masigo.' isda-. * [He] is drinking wine . * 
'CTFr. Vdaux.
masid *to drink*, is- ’progressive
t.fmtv.1
ua ntun ge&i moshanda ‘You can not go. * 
"V^nntr V..aux.
gav ‘to go*, moshav ‘negation*
Eurhher details- concerning the syntactic functions of 
auxiliary verbs: and, examples; will, be- found, in the 
discussion of verbal phrases (;cfl 5*2...),.
S'bme auxiIiary verbs. are: identleal in f Srm to; full, 
verbs, but there;, is- semeddif f e renc e: id meaning between 
them* .
‘to wither, or fall!1 as. full, verb;*
^£i- ‘pasv.fmtv.‘ as.: .auxiliary verb*
;■ bo- ‘to see* as: full, verb* ,
s .^bqv— ‘to try to* as; auxiliary verb.--
bAri-d ‘ to throw, . to; discard* as ..full .-verb*
b^Ari” * [to do something], completely!as; aux* verb
■ "... no~h-- ‘to place;; or put. down * as> full verb! '
n^ohr- ‘retention* as: auxiliary ;verb., -
ga-; ‘to go* as full verb.
• ^£2.” ‘progression* .as; aiixiliary verb. . . ..
Examples:
koc: 1 ^inda 4The flower is falling. ‘
V
swe ga. Ic&Ica. Jin da, ‘The. iron is broken. ‘
Y, Y“.;aux.. ; ■ . • •
. ‘to break* <£i- 1 pasv. fmtv.1
ceg mr boara ‘Look at the book.* -
• . " ; ' Y -  • v  ' , •  - .
ceg;utr irgA boara ‘Try to read the book.*
, r , V Y . auX n . • .
irg-d to read* , bo*- ‘to try to. *
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2.41.4* Correlations between alternative sub-classifications.
Correlations, between the sub-classes: of v.erbs
yielded by the first two classifications (cf. 2•41.1 &.
5.41.2J may be set out as follows:
m  *n n  -f— T r  rv "V 7""
A'll. transitive.; verbs: are:, . processive but intransitive' 
verbs~ are either, processive or descriptive’, or conyersedy, 
processive verbs; are: either, transitive.-, or intransitive 
but descriptive- verbs, are: ail intransitive:.
2.42 Sub^classes, of Nouns:
The: Korean language: totally lacks such grammatical 
categories, as. gender, number and. case: with noun class 
words. It. is: therefore formally impossible to sub:~classify
Descriptive V. <— > Intransitive V
o r  1
Transitive; V;’. < > Erocessive Y.
Intransitiv* Tr" IhocesBive; Y.*
nouns by- such criteria* and any attempt , . such ag;:
has; been made, by; traditional grammarians:,; to employ,
such criteria is bound to yield, subr-classes based on 
a number;: oi s.emahtic; criteria, which are largely 
irrelevant to a discussion of formal grammatical 
relations. The.. following noun sub~classe'sr- are based, 
on . various, syntactic, criteria.
g. 4-2.1 Independent. Nouns
Eve3?y noun which may occur alone as a
• sentence is an;.independent noun. Ihe majority of 
Korean nouns belong to this sub-class.
e •S* samara ‘man, human being4,
ai 4 child4 , -J ‘dog4, 1 .
lib ; ‘house4, hanuir ‘sky4 
mur ‘water4, . gfca ‘train4
....  ^Hii.i*w™iib ii -..................|
saran ‘love.4, ssqgag ‘thought, idea4 
. ' * -etc.'
.Among the. independent nouns are distinguished 
the following further sub-classes : ■ i) numerals, 
ii) Pronouns, ill) Interrogative.Nouns &/iv)l Adverbial
• -Nouns.
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3 •42*11; Numerals'
Numerals are those independent nouns 
which (i) typically occur as an affirmative answer 
to a question such as
xmjACi‘. ibnifca). ‘How; many [are they], ?,*,
(ii), may be.1 immediately followed7 by a-, classifier 
(cf. 3*42*21).-.,
(There"- are two.- sets.: of numerals, in Korean; 'Korean 
numerals;' and ' Sino-Korean numerals. . for numbers; 
from one. hundred onward’, only Sino^-Korean numerals: 
are; nowr in use.
3*42.11.1 fhef Korean Cardinal Numerals:
liana 1 one:- JAr ‘‘ten ‘
dur ‘ two ‘ stimmr ‘twenty *
see: * three* ' SArhuin * thirty‘
nes ‘four4 mahtun ‘fourty‘
das a s: ‘ five:4 swihmn ‘fifty*
3asAs; ‘six* ' 5 e:sun ‘sixty*
irgob ‘seven‘ irhuin ‘seventy*
jhdArb ‘eight* jAdtun ‘eighty*
ahob ‘nine* ahum ‘ninety*
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The.-numerals, from eleven onward up;to ninety nine 
are. in the form of. compound, numerals, -
tjAr liana ‘eleven* < jAr ‘ten* -i-:liana ‘one*
• tj Ar dur ‘ twelve;* <; j Ar. ‘ ten * dur: ‘ two *
smmur das as ‘twenty, five* <: siumur ‘twenty*
. -k dasAS ‘five*
fj Adiun tj Ad Ar b * eighty eight,* jAdmn * eighty
+ jAdArb ‘eight* 
ahum aho.b ‘ninety nine* < ahum ‘ninety*
-i-: ahob ‘nine ‘
3.42.11.2 fhe Sino-Korean CardinalNumerals:-
irr * one *
i ‘ two * 1
sam ‘three,.* beg * hundred:1
sa.
o
‘four*
‘five*
c An • * thousand‘
Dug: ‘six* man ‘ten thousand*
cir ‘seven* Ag'-'-' * ope hundx»ed
par * eight‘ ; million *
gu . ‘nine*
sib * ten ‘
Other Sino-Korean numerals than those given above 
are in the form of compound numerals.
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e„g,
i sib ‘twenty4 < i ‘two‘ sib ‘ten*
sam sib ‘thirty* < sam ‘three* ■+ sib ‘ten*
sa-. sib ‘fourty* < sa ‘four* + sib ‘ten*
sib o ‘fifteen* < sib ‘ten* + o ‘five*
i sib o ‘twenty five* < i sib ‘twenty* + o ‘five*
o bsg ‘five hundred* < o ‘five* +. bag ‘hundred*
jug beg cir sib sa ‘six hundred and seventy four*
< jug ‘six* beg ‘hundred-* -k cir: ‘seven*
+:- sib * ten ‘ +: sa; ‘ four ‘
in; cab gu beg jug sib par ‘ 19,68 ‘
< ir; ‘one.* + cau ‘thousand* +; gu ‘nine*
\
+ beg ‘hundred* +;■ jug ‘six* +:-■ sib ‘ten* 
par. * eight *
3• 4-2*llt 3" Korean and. Slno-Korean Ordinal Numerals
llie: Korean ordinal numerals’are. formed! by 
adding the- ordinal!zing suffix- .-eg: to the Korean cardinal 
numerals? except * first *, which has;: the: special ordinal 
form CAS as,;
e.g. du(r)cs
sesc.s-
nesas
dasAscs;
* second * 
‘third *
* fourth*
* fifth*
jArcs: ‘tenth *
jAr dasAscs- * fifteenth *
SArhuin jASAscs::
‘thirty sixth*
, (Dhe; Sinor-Korean ordinal numerals; are formed, 
by adding the; brdinaiizirg prefix; 'fey to; the . Sinor - :
Korean cardinal, numerals;; * , - . ■ .
e*^ * jieir: : ‘first‘s ^esib. o; .‘fifteenth* . . . .
" £ed ‘.second;* lepar sib, ‘eightieth*;
^esib ‘ tenth* fecir3sib, sa: * seventy fourth*
3.12.11.1 Distribution of Korean and. Sind-Korean: Numerals
V ’ •  ^ - ,;.v , *
fixe Korean numerals collocate:; usually with , 
pure Korean nouns and the: <Sino-Korean" numerals'- ’"with 
the: nouns of Chinese origin «■. in.. nominal tphraaes?. - -ft
e«g» , das as sa: ram ‘five people (or men) * CdasAs:' * five *,
• Kor.» numeral -4; salram *man*^Korv!K 
0 .‘five persons (or people)* ;
< o: ‘five* Bino-Kor. numeral. .
in ‘person* Slno-Kor. K*
sam.sib se ‘thirty years .of- age * < se ‘age*, S-K.F
sam-; sib ‘thirty* Sino-Kor* numeral 
SArhuin sar ‘thirty years of age*
. .. . ;< sArhTOi ‘thirty* Kox*. numeral *
sar ‘age* Kor.N. . ,1-f '
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3. 42 * 12. Pronouns
Independent nouns which can never be preceded, 
by a numeral or an adjective: (although an adjectival rela­
tional phrase: (cf* 5° 32) or an adjectival clause (cl* 6*43) 
may precede them) are pronouns* Pronouns fall into three: 
categories of person depending on whether they refer to 
the speaker, the addressee, or person(s)/thing(sj spoken 
about: (i) Pirst person pronouns, (ii) Second' person pro­
nouns and (iii) Third person pronouns* The first and 
second person pronouns may be further distinguished in 
respect to the degree of politeness- between the speaker 
and the addressee, paralleling to a great extent the dif­
ferent spe:ech styles marked by verbal inflections (cf. 4*35-1)* 
The' forms- of personal address and reference in Korean vary 
according to the degree of intimacy and the relative social 
status of speaker(s)' in relation to addressee^s) and others 
spoken about* Accordingly personal pronouns are quite: 
numerous* The pronouns listed below are those occurring 
most frequently*
(!) Pirst PersonsPronouns
I') 2)na/ns J t-I£ uri(dmr) J sWe:‘ - 'plain style'
1)' The alternant form ne occurs before the subject particle 
ga (3-45*1), and na. elsewhere, ne als.o occurs as a 
contraction of na- +t ml ‘of me, my‘ , mi being a particle.
-dim is a derivational suffix:expressing ‘more than one*
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1) <Tt, 5 A h u ii(d .iu r) 4formal style 1
Second Person Pronouns
n A/tie
Jane
‘ you 4 nAhuii(duir) 4 you * A - ■ low plain
' ' . . . --V r'-' stylec ' .
you4 Janedmr. ‘you4 - ‘high plain
■ ; \ . ; •. • style4'
you
SAnSET ■you4.
you 4 low. -formal 
style4
Luir 4 you4 - ‘higli
formal style 4
(iii'5. Ihird Person; Pronouns
The third, person pronouns are either personal 
or nonr-personal. ■ .
(a) Pe r son a 1 Pr on out s . * ... v, V V;
; idmr ^  ‘these persons 4
\ ‘he, or she4 . ; .
r gradtuf the.y4 : ■ ; ‘V . ' ■ \ : ' .
1 ) As: w ith  na: ‘ I 4 ( c f . f t . .  1,  PV8G), 5a  has: th e  a l t e r n a n t  form: 
5 e : o c c u r r in g  h e f b r e r t h e ip a r t ic le :  a ls o  occuin is as;
, a; c o n t r a c t io n ;  o f: 5  a ; -k u lii ‘ o f  me, my4* . . - .
^ j A_a; occurs^ ; hefore;^ the; particle; ga; and ..da .elsewhere* lie 
• also occur:s ; as., av contraction of. ua; tui ‘ of. you, your4 w •"
3), rpim isr a; derivational, suffix. expressing 1 respect1.
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HXhe other, third".-person pronouns are in the. form of
nominal phrase consisting of one of the deictic 
adjectives,, i ‘this.*, ' gm ‘that [near the addressee
or absent from the scene of discourse]* or 3a ., ‘that [at
a distance from both the speaker and. the addressee];* and
an. appropriates noun. The’, status; of such pronouns with
regard to speech s#y|he is. determined by nouns: found
in them.
e.g,
gin bun
3a bun
‘he., she' or this; person* \
‘he , oshe^ ier that person*>
. >
‘ha, she, or that person
‘formal‘
gtu i
cf a  i
‘he, she or this: person ‘ ^
‘he., she or that person*
‘he, she; or that person*
‘plain‘
(b) Non-personal Pronouns
i (gAs) ‘this (thing) 1. ( g A s ) d m r  ‘these (thinks) c 
g m  gAs ‘that* gm g A s d m r  ‘those (things)*
‘that* 3 a  g A s d m r  ‘those, (things)*
etc
3.42.13 Interrogative Nouns
Nouns whose meanings vary according as they 
occur in : the interrogative and- non-interrogative 
sentence are interrogative nouns. In each,; of the 
following examples, the .first trail slat ioxi meaning is 
associated- with, the interrogative and the' second one. 
with the non-interrogative sentence.;
, a) nu/nugu J ‘who1 ; , ‘someone:*
. 1 -h,)'' muA(s) , . ‘what?;v ‘something* ■,
c.) : mjACh ‘how. many* ;• ‘a. few., several*.
•d). An3e ‘when* ; ‘sometime:;* , ■,
Examples:: \ ,
• ' nu. ga. hesnl . ■ ‘Who. did: it ? ‘ - -
/. au gal hssdai ‘Someone did -it. ‘ -
mjAC. mv sasnl; ‘ How.’ many did you buy ;? * .
injAci uir sasjgr , ‘[I] bought several.‘
1 ) By ’ non-interrogative sentence,’ is: meant declarative,, 
imperative: or propositive: sentence.. See ' Manor- sentence 
categories ’•(cl. 7 • 22 .) a ' . ; n
2) , nug^ occurs only before: the particle Tgan:* subject 
marker* and >nugu elBewherei - ,
3 #42,14: Adve rbial N oun s
Nouns; which can also function as.i ' adverbs•
in the sentence are, adverbial nouns.
ontur ‘today*, nsir ‘tomorrow*,
a3e:: ‘yesterday* gui3Alte ‘the day before yesterday
3iguim ‘now.*, CAiurn * [at] first, beginning*
jAgi ‘here;*, gAgi ‘there?,
■A
An£e y ‘when, sometime*
Examples::,
onmr i 3inasda “Today has passed.*
onuir as sxibject(N.)
na, ntun onmr ganda ‘1 am going today.*
ontur as adverb.
3.42.2. Non-independent Nouns >
Nouns which occur always preceded by an 
independent noun, an adjective or an adjectival phrase 
or clause are ?lhpn^indbpendent nouns. , Non-independent 
nouns are further sub-divided, . as follows:
1) fhe noun An3e is. a membei4 of two different noun 
sub-classes; the interrogative noun and adverbial noun.
3*42.21 Classifier-
, Non-independent nouns; which typically follow, 
at numeral or: a. numeral adjective (of. 3*43*1) are. 
classifiers; Every classifier has; reference:, both 
syntactically and. semantically,. to a noun or a group 
of nouns:, and; when an independent noun and. a classifier 
cooccur;, as: In a; nominal phrase; specifying the; qu.anflby of! 
the xsf ere nt( thing) indicated. ,by a; noun, they mhahl... 
agrees
marl ‘[head^ s:) of], animal*
3aps * [sheet(s). of], paper?
gWAn ‘ [ v.o l’ume: ( s ) o f] b o ok(s)*
guiru * [number of] tree?
ds: * [a. set of] machine?
cl *[inch], length*
SAm ‘[bail of] grain*
mjAn ‘[number of] peraon(s)*
etc*
Examples::
mar du mari “Two horses*(lit. horse two heads)
or du mari mi mar ‘Two horses‘(Two heads of horses)
3oni:; das as 3ary ‘Five sheets of paper*
(lit. Paper five sheets)
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aho.fr . mtjA^ ,\lii gisnrfe «Nlne. technicians/ . : ,/ 'V,
,y;_ -Xl ''.-V'XX- v„A- - ■' x X (3-itX Sine 'pe.rspnsf ^o'chriieiahs-X
3X42V22X';' Pdst-modif 1 er 1 X : X .-/ " :" ; "• •' , '" ‘Vi/
X ,X. Noh^in&epsn&nt nounsV whicfr> mby/be -'jire-cede.d, X X.
b'y an independent noiin, an' • sid^ e chive v !:ado e ctiv&l•. frfrrasie • _ :
or, elapse ..aret^membersX’"the enb^claB^; iPost^modifPer I*v ■
thingcX ^  -‘person* , X >• ■ X• •
place V, *- ffur X fability, Xfra^
•frsmun 'X reasonty manPuAm/Hiabcr /‘as;;-much asl. X/Xp 
XX? _ ':XXX;-/ /■/'" etc. ; dero <b.s }„. like* '■ ’■••-X,;■ "'X'
Example :, , , • X ///;:,Xx:- '' ' X ■ X\;-' ; . ;/-’;V' - '
X v ,' .y-XXX' url. gAs, Xo.urs:, our things//;/ ;
■X. r''X/XX:. -X'- < uri cwe;‘x Jv '-&-■■ ’■ gAs;)
x 11 gog- XtbisppiacB^ here/■ <  1  ^this- i^X+Xgosj
gm - mankmm f that mncb* <: gux ‘ tbat:>( . +• mankmm
'X i c:efe inr. irgmr’ 4ur. Mipw; to- Te.ad/;t'&‘. bcclc>X-lit:X' xX':'
X  ^ ; , ; ; /ability ..to, re;a<S a,book) 4
; ,;/x ■- cag/mrX irgmr ‘bock reading;* .adg.bl./
g» 42,2g • Xx^ str-madliier. IIX - ■ - : ' * . :
Nbh-in<4ep'.en:dentx-houns,. which . arcX'^iMysxpreceded; 
an adjectival clanse:(c':f; 6.43) and usbally/ followed,: by- X
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the: verb ha- ‘to do* are members of the sub-class 
1 E.osf -modi f ie r IX? •
jaxr ‘pretence,.looking as if
ce.v ‘ M 
dins
dun - dun,: ‘not doing properly unwillingly‘
dun; always, repeats itself in double form and the second 
dun; is usually.preceded-by the verb mar- ‘not to do‘
■0—  bonuin jar handa ‘ [He:] pretends to see [her]. ‘
^ar han CAg ha$i ‘Isn' t he. pretending that he.
has done well ?‘
lanmn ce ha^a ‘Let's pretend' to sleep, ‘
bi ga or duis hadai . ‘It. looks as if it is
• going to rain.‘
niAgnmn dun manrnn dun- handa ‘You are- not
eating properly.(lit. You
seem to eat and not to eat.‘
3.4*2.3 Alternative Classification of Nouns '
In addition to the sub-classification of mouns 
into the independent and non-independent nouns(cf. 3*4-2.1,
5.42.2), two alternative classifications are necessi­
tated by syntactic relations. They are:
(i) Animate and InanimateCNouns 
and (ii) Honorific and Plain Nouns.
3.42.31 Animate and Inanimate Nouns
Animate nouns - are those which colligate with 
ege. £to, toward* , one of the tx^ o allomorphs' of a; particle- 
showing 'direction', and inanimate nouns are those cblliga 
ting:'with e:, the other allomorph. The. syntactic distinc­
tion of. animate and inanimate nouns.; corresponds: closely 
to that between animate: and inanimate objects; referred 
to by nouns: in the extra--linguistic world.
Ah imat e N oun s:
da ‘you*, ingan • ‘human beings*, 
hagssir ‘pupil, student*, ai ‘child*, 
gs ‘dog4, soi- ‘cow? etc.
Inanimate; Nouns.:
san ‘mountain‘, haggjo ‘school *,
4adbrica; ‘car*, bar: ‘room*,
5ih- ‘house*, lAinbu ‘government-,
■ \ . . C 8.9. ■ / ' .
aliob ‘nine*, gAs:. ‘thing*
etc.
, ai. ege: ‘to a. child* < ai ‘child* N.ani. +, ege
, gsv ege: ‘to a dbg* . < gs ‘dog* N.ani.: r ege
san e- ‘to a; mountain‘ < san ‘mountain* N.inaf
■ . . - ■ ' -k . e; ;
haggjo. e .‘to a ' school* < haggjo ‘school* N.ina
’ - • . , 1 • -f; e:r - '
3.42.32 Honorific: and. Plain Nouns
Honorific-nouns, ape- those which , /expre ss, :in 
addition to lexical meanings, ‘respect.* to. the: person . . ' .
referred to, or associated with an object referred to, .
by such nouns., and plain nouns ate. negatively defined 
as. those which are not- honorific no.uns. ; . . • ; '
Honorific Nouns: . '
marsmm 'word, speech* ■, ■ ■ Jinli ‘ food* , ‘meal * , 
SAf)ham ‘name6, hanumim ‘ god ‘,
. . abAnim 'father* >■ sAnsgpnim .‘teacher*.,
AmAnim ‘mother*, harabAnim ‘grandfather*
: . etc. - - . • ■'" - ■
Plain Nouns:
ta# 4earth£, mur ‘water1,
os * clothes 4, bA.: r ‘bee4,
mar ‘horse1, al ‘child6, saraxi ‘love1,
tjA:ngu ‘research4, Ja ‘measure4 etc.
All honorific nouns are paired by the corresponding 
plain nouns;
Honorific Nouns; : Plain Nouns
mar sium ' mar ‘word, speech4
lindi : bab. ‘food, meal4
SAqham : irxum 4 name4
ogee: : ' mom 4 b ody4
abAnim; : abAli ‘father4
AinAnlm : AmAni ‘mother4
etc..
fflhore: is* a. relationship:- of lexical c.ondbrd, although 
somewhat loose as; it is.; not as; binding as .seme;, grammatical 
concords like; 'Number*/ox1: ’Person1 are in many European, 
languages;, between the. honorific; nouns: and. the honorific;
verbs.: (3*4-1. 31,1) . Hence; the. need, for recognition of the 
honorific/plain distinction of no.uns; as; syntactic s.ub-classe
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An honorific: noun occurring as:: subject or object tends
to be used! with an honorific verb or, if such a: verb is 
not available., a, plain verb with the honorific suffix 
~si-/-uisi~ (of. 4.32).
Examples::
abjmim i 4umusinda«> 1 [Ny] father is sleeping, 1 
Nohon, V.»hon„
sAnsspnim i <?in4i rmr tobsusinda,
N*hon» N,hon, V^ hoiio
‘The teacher is: having his meal,‘(lit. Teacher 
food is eating,)
harabAnim i <Jap e gasinda,
N , hon,
* C.My] grandfather is going to the market, ‘
gasinda < ga:~ ‘to go‘ V,pl. +. -si- 'hon.sfx*. 1
+ -nda
Nouns standing in concord with honorific verbs (including 
plain verbs with the. honorific suffix) are usually hono­
rific animate, especially human, nouns, but. sometimes a 
plain inanimate: noun als:o occurs with an honorific verb as 
in the following example:,
bi ga os.inda, ‘Ha in is: falling (lit, coming), *
bi * rain * N.pl., osihda < o~ ‘to come V.pl,
+ -si- 'hon.sfx, 1 ■+ -nda.
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Plain nouns-:, which are, numerous as. compared to honorific 
nouns, occur, in principle: in concord with plain verbs
unless it Is: felt necessary, for some reasons, largely extra- 
linguistics,for the speaker to show: respect to a- person or 
an object referred’ to by the noun which he: uses: in his 
sentence, in which case the: verb- in the sentence: may be 
honorific:. 7
Examples: . ,, , ..“—  — "* gunrn 1 bap7 e: rsin o ‘A- soldier is: rn
the room.‘
gunin ‘soldier4 N.pl, , is- ‘to.’be-4 V.pl.
<The: context of-situation: a: daughter to her 
mother coming home:, the soldier being 
out.. of7 earshot. >
gunin. i. bap; e. gesiAjo: ‘At soldier is. in the.
room.‘ 
ge.si- ‘to be ‘ V.lion,
<The, context of situation: a. daughter to her 
mother coming,home, the’ soldier being 
within sight or earshot * >
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3 .,43 JS.ub.-clas s.e:s: of A'dj e ative s
'There are four sub-classes in the adjective class:
(i) Numeral Adjectives:, (ii) Deictic Adjectives, (iii) 
Interrogative Adjective:® and (iv) Qualitative Adjectiveso
3 * 43 • 1 Numeral Adjectives
Numeral adjectives are those adjectives which 
are derived from the Korean numerals (cf. 3142.11 & 3*42.11.1) 
and occur before a classifier (cf* 3*42*21 ) or an indepen- 
dent noun* Numeral adjectives form a: small sub-class., of 
which the: most common members: are. as fo3,lows:
han 4 one:*
du 4 two4
s:e/sa/sAg^  ^ * three 4 
ne/nA/nAfC'' * four4
da
ha/uAg^ ^
2) 4 five;4
1) The:? selection of one or the other of the three alternant 
forms of each of the two sets.; se/sA/sAg and ne/nA/nAg is 
collocational:: s a  and h a  collocate with nouns such as:
mar 4 a unit of measure4 or dwe: 4 a unit of measure4, e.g., 
s a  mar, s a  dwe, h a  max*, nA dw.e, sAg and; nAg with nouns- 
such as; Jan 4cup4 or SAm 4bale.4, e.g., SAg fen, SAg sajh, 
nAgllan , nAg SAm. se; and., ne collocarte with all other~1aouns, 
e «g.j se csg 4 three boohs4," ne: ga<li 4 four kinds:4, etc.
2) occux’s only with such nouns as; mar and dwe (cf.fn. 1), 
0<’S’m  das dwe;, das~ mar. With all other nouns is used the 
numeral noun das as 4 five4 (cf. 3*42.11.1)
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vi) j A s ^  ‘ aix:‘
vii') g a s  ‘first*
these: numeral, adjectives, han ‘one*, du; ‘two*, 
sc ‘three:*, and1: n §  ‘four* are positionally freer 
than the rest and, can occur before, another adjective 
or an adjectival*.clause (cf, 6„4'3) as well as before an 
independent noun whereas1 other numeral adjectives are 
positionally limited, to pre-nominal position.
han Magssxn ‘One pupil*
1 N "
han . du hagssn ‘One or two pupils)*
M ttM M iU M  H  JUmJi'J Him »i i»i» * r »  i m ■mmiii Bi. ii* r
N ' '
han t o m m  hagssn ‘One young(lit. who is young)'CWWi+UiwewV*- WiHMI >IWWWI Mil* i| W w  '  '  W W  f
dj.Ql. N pupil*
du. ss lib “Two new: houses*
N - ;
se nmrgmn i ‘dhree old(lit. who. are old)
people:* :
dhe: numeral adjectives- fbfnu •’ObmpounC Numenal Adj active ss1 
with compound! numerals: (pf . 3.42.11.1, p. 77)’*
e.o g. jnr han * eleven * < jAr: ‘ten* N.nuin. +■
han ‘one* Adj.num.
suimiur: du .‘twenty two* <. smmrnr ‘twenty* N.num,
l: du ‘two* Ad j .num.
1) jAs^is s,imilar to das ‘five* in collocation. See fn.2, p.93
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je.sun ne: ‘sixty four* < je.sun ‘sixty* N.num.
+ ne ‘four* Adj.num,
3.45^2 Deictic: Adjectives.
Adjectives' which can occur not only before a 
noun but also before a numeral adjective, a qualitative 
adjfective(cf. 3*43.4;) or an adjectival clause (cf. 5.43) 
are deictic adjectives;. There are three deictic adjectives 
each representing1 a> different degree, of 1 Proximate/Remote' 
category from the others in relation to the speaker(s) 
and listeners). .
(i) i ‘this* [proximate to the speaker(s)]
(ii) gm ‘that:* [proximate, to the. listener (s.) or
absent from the scene of discourse:], 
(iii). tlA ‘that* [remote from both the, speaker(s) and
the; listener(s)]
The: first two deictic s:, 1, and. gm can also occur
as, pronouns0.42.12., p>81 &!. 82 J, and! gm as; a pronoun 
Spas' the.: meaning ‘he: or - she:*
3-43.3 In terro gat ive: Ad j e c t i ve s:
Adjectives:: which occur in an interrogative-
sentence (cf. , 7-222 )\with one, meaning? 7 and.,?in-the 
n on -intern o ga ti ve"; • s ent en c:e/ with., another ■ ; are!;, interrogative. ■ 
adjectives;. There, are; three suchadjectivesi; as; listed! 
below., where-the first 'translation. me.aningsvrefer to those: 
which'they have;* in: the!iriterrogative:sentence ,;v and the 
second- translation meanings, to those: which' they have bin .
the; non “-interrogative::, sentence.
(i) Anui ‘which,?* ‘some:, certain*
(ii) iiiivsmn ‘what ?!‘ ‘some:,certain‘ , . . ^
(iii!) wen ' ‘what- kind, of ?!* ‘some?, certain‘ . • . ’
Examples:: . . ' -
m II ■ I I ■■ IJ I . s. *
Anm gos e.: gaSni ‘Where(lit. whielrplace)
■ did Qi©3 go ? *'
Ann ..gos e gasda.. ‘ [He;] went some where.(lit. .to i
some place:).*
musinn ±v; aur hesni ‘What(lit*, ’what, work) did
. . . • ;‘> ■. you do ?.*
' musmn ir . mr hesda:. ‘You did something. *
3*43*4 Qual i tat ive A&,j e.c fives
Adjectives ■ which ' are not ..members, ii..of any 
; of the, three.:, sub—classea;,: numeral, .'deictic, and• interrogative;
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adjectives, are qualitative: adjectives:. Qualitative 
adjectives: are<zf distributionally restricted to pro­
nominal positions only.
se ‘new*, bon ‘ original*
hA:n * old, worn-out, used*, hj'Am ‘present*,
■ on ‘entire, whole*,. we ‘only*, 
etc.
Qualitative adjectives- form a very small sub-class 
whose members; can be exhaustively listed.
Examples:
s.s os: ‘new: clothes*
han 3 1a :n moda. ‘anno eld hah*
on seaap ‘the: whole;: world*
3.44: Sub - ola s s e s:; of: Adve rb s.:
According to the distributional restrictions of 
adverbs: in relation to: other words; in the sentence, 
the following sub-classes:: are' distinguished r (i) Pro­
cess ive Adverb, (ii) Descriptive: Adverb, (iii) Processiver 
Descriptive: ; Adverb;, (iv) Interrogative. Adverb,, I:
(v3 Sentence; Adverbs and (vi) Conjunctive Adverb.
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3../WKjl EEocBssi'v.ei A’dv.erb ( p.) . ■
“ . Mirii.au him i . ht j i im^u m m irnBi i ■ i in n.— ruinBt ■ ■ ■ n w  m »i ■—r~irrr"i i r ■ m n ifni-n i if 1 I f*ri " ‘ * " . *
'Adverbs; . which:typically occur 3 before , a 
processiveverb only are proce s s ive adverbsv:
• . dur; * well 1 nicely6;, Arruin ‘quickly6,.
.■V-‘ cAncAnlii ‘slowly ‘ , ^-gipi ‘deeply ‘ .
sorsor '‘softly, gently6,
' = etc, " - .
Examples i.
dar gara. • ‘farewellGo well. ) 6-
w W H M U m n *  . . ,  mu mil i. i n - ». • *
^.p* ! ’ . .
Arrmn irgA>., ‘ Read! [ it] , quickly.. ‘
baram i sorsor bunda; ‘ The wind, blows- gently
A . ‘ • -E.’p V  ■ , ■ .'tyb 0- V. ;
3.44 * 2. - Be sc nipt ive Adverb s
~ . Adverbs which may occur eithex^ (i) before
a descriptive verb or (ii) before ariprobessive adverb 
are descriptive adverbs.1 • '
meu ‘very1, pAg ‘very, considerably6
, d&danhl ‘very, greatly*, cam, ‘extremely, very*, 
■ *most;6 , . pyy. ' •' - ;
etc.- " ■ -•
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m|u ^ohda . ‘ [It] is very/ good'.6 
V:.d.
ki ga , derclanhi kuida ‘[He] is very tall. (lit;.
V*.d. very tall
is. ) ‘
nu ga ga<£ap ^ar hani ‘Who does it best ?
Adv.p. V.p.
(lit. Who niost well 
does it ?1) *
3.A4.3 Hrocessive-Descriptive Adverbs (Adv.pd.)
Adverbs which may precede either (i) a processive 
verb, (ii) a descriptive, verb or (iii) a- processive adverb 
are:, procressive^descriptive; acLybrbs;.
mimu' ‘too- [much] * , gweriiEaphi *remarkably4, 
a£u ‘quite-, completely*, 
sar dart hi ‘considerably‘, 
hwagslrhi ‘definitely, clearly*
Examples::
nAmu manhdai ‘There, are too many. ‘
V..&.
t- *
nAmu fesdk. ‘[She] slept too much.‘
V..p. '
nAmu manhi mAgAsda. ‘[They] ate too: much,
ltai.r«iii|nati>mM..!iii'u. — t—r-^ ^rTTti-iT-TTi v /  ^
p> v:.p.
‘ " - ■ ' ‘ ’ . ; , ; : .100 
3*4*444: In terrogati ve; Adverbs(Adv.; Interr« ) •.
JMverbs: whoss meanings: vary according ,asv.
they occur, in the- interrogative, and non-interrogative 
sentence (c±. 7-22) area interro gatIve;, adve rbs.* There •
are two interrogatiye< ;'adverbs::t - ; '
' : “ -Ms;:- Vwhy;: ?%inethe|mntbrr.ogative;; sentence/^ ^^  ^ ; \
•' ‘by the: way,; asiyou knbw/reiiiember‘' in-the
• .• ' . . ;non~ihterrogativc" sentence,
\ A^Ake' 4 how in the; interrogative; sentence.* .
/ 4somehowi ,ih the: n6nrdnterr4"gative* ••sentence:
'Examples.: ‘ • . • \ '
wg an on a ‘Why ddasn * t,‘ • [ he’-].. come:' ?,4 : ■
h a do -t.ws boascPI . ‘.You saw. it as. you remember*
3.44-. 5 Sentence: i£cl.verbs( Adv* z) ■ v‘V; t - v , < ; ;vy.-;
Adverbs which. typically hccur J either- at- the y ■ 
beginning of a sentence or after the-'subject if there 
is one, and whose class, meaning is at reference to 
a preceding sentence, whether uttered by the same speaker 
or by someone else, are sentence-adverb s.,-v; if sentence adverb 
occurring in a .sentence, is‘usually marked phonologically, ;
by a tentative juncture (c£T. 2.-5) •
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gmrAna ‘but, howeverf,
to ‘and, furthermore ‘, gmrAn&u*therefore ‘,
dAguna. ‘furthermore, on tope of that4, 
hamuirmjA ‘furthermore, in contrast to that‘, 
ani ‘by the way, why* 
etc.
Examples:
grnrAna, Ja^gun mn gespg sawAsda- ‘But: the:-
general kept on fighting.‘
na.i nmn guirAna, sirmaphesda ‘But I was:
' : disappointed.‘
dAguna a-i nmn mog i marrasda
‘On top of that, the child was. thirsty.‘
2u 44-:. 6. Conjunctive, Adverbs (Adv. con j. )
Adverbs: which may occur (i) as: the.' 
coordinator: between two" or more:; syntactically comparable:: 
units: or (ii) at. the beginning of a sentence with a: 
reference to a: preceding one: are. conjunctive: adverbs.
Like:; sentence: adverbs, conjunctive- adverbs: standing at 
the beginning of a;sentence are often marked phonologically
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by a: tentatdfre>:juhct^ Ihere are- throesconjunctive
adverbs:;, ■ - -   . :d ‘ t
'* (i) . gmrigo ■-• *and.*, * af terj/frard*i 1 .
tonidrf -. ‘on$, v'd , .
-neanalyv in other, vrordsl . 1,
guirigo bufransA ruxr . boara:■-L m ~.T-y. : ■ 't ■; N v. _ , y ,.A- ■-
it: - - 4 See Ehgfaridtrd^
it goktum efesAhi>: gmrigo , uahbgdl; burrAjhv handa
(^  y-d *fhfs, ffie:iody should be sung slowly 
L , r <! ■'-■ ahdtgracefully. 4 . d ■ '
gmrlgOy; grn ntun, ,sAur uar tAnasda.
* Md^aft erward- ; he . lef f Seoul *.*
gamda; ton urn bori ga, pirjohabnida' - 7- r . ^ . ■ wr. ./ ■ ■ •, .;•
4 [They] -ne.ed'sdme potatoes; or barley. * 
tomu.n, irUfo? liar su ismbriida • ,1
c0r- yoy can dd it this: way. *
L"> hA nmn undop: i bu^oghada ‘In other words, 
. 1 4 [you} lack exercise:. * ,
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3". 4-5 Sub-classes of Particles;
Particles are divided into the, following 
nine: sub-classes according to their syntactic functions:
(i) , Subject/Complement Particle, (ii) Object Particle,
(iii) Agent Particle:, (iv) Adverbial Particle., (v) Vocative 
Particle, (vi) Conjunctive;: Particle., (yii) Sentence Particle,, 
(yiii) Adjectival Particle: and- (ix) Modigying Particle.
3• 4-5.1 Sub ject/Comp dement, Particle.:. •
The: subject/complement particle marks, a, noun 
or a nominal phrase either as: subject or complement/cf.6u 2)
of a\ clause::
ga/i V./C - form***^
Examples:
namu ga, nopda ‘The tfee is high.4
s :..
dons_en^  {da be gai aprnda ‘My younger brother>JM*lHl.l,6ft«fHI« I j t f    I m ■H.I'.U.'JI.I l l V SJ \J  KmM
. s; c.
has. stomachache„(lit„ 
My brother stomach is ill.).‘
1), Here: and elsewhere the: notation V./C, -form is - to he­
re ad. ‘Of: the two alternant formsssepSrate’d’"by a slant bar, 
the first form occurs • after a vowel-final form and the 
■second form after a. consonant-final form. Ini. this case, for 
instance, ga form occurj^ s: after a; vowel-final noun and 1 
form after” a consonant-final noun.
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There are two;other particles occurring only as 
the subject.marker:
Ices a ■' ‘honorific particle4 
e:sA
% ■ l \  ■ . . . .Icesa is an honorific particle ' -whacky lake honorific;
nouns/cf. 3*4-2*,32) and honorific verbs(cf. 3-4-1.31*!) :
expresses-.'■ respects-.shown by the speaker to the referentt;
of a noun to which it is related. >:
' ^' ■ . . >
evg. saJapnim feesa osibnida ‘The director is
coming* 4
i '
abAnim feesa dumusinda ‘[Myl father, is 
N*hon . V;honV  sleeping. ‘
(cf. the first example, p*91)
®S‘A is; sometimes: used! after an inanimat etnouh representing 
a; group, social body or institution such as hwesa; ‘company 
or.' haggjo ‘school4 etc.
e.g. uri haggjo s s a , .usiuphssda ‘Our school has won.
■0 one of the two honorific particles, the other
one it® being found in 3-4*5*3' and 3.A5.A.
3.4-5.2. Object Particle- ;y;. , r .' i.; ." y ..
' The' object particle marks: ,:a.‘-noun or' a- nominal 
phrase., immediately preceding as; &ub‘je:ct1 ■ of a:.-tran­
sitive .clause(cf . 6.31) 1 * 1
rihr/uir ' V/C-form • , ;
. cap .uxr dadasni ‘Did you shut the- window. ?4
/ • ' .. ■ , •' Vi.tr-. , \ . * " . :
. ; gicar rmp mos tasda. 6 [He.] could not catch the.
‘ 'V. tr. ■ .... ■.
/ -'train.4 y \ 1
3.4-5.3;' Agent Particle • ...
- ■' • The ; agent particle: ..marks. ■ aynoun or a nominal 
phrase ■ immedi ately preceding as. 1 agent1 in a passive 
or- causative clause(cf, 6*35 and 5.36)1
■ (i) ^  ' after an inanimate noun, y '
(ii) ege after, an. animate noun,
. (iii) hante after. an anirnatey noun(yin the colloquial
v ' \ ... style of speech),
; (iv) - ke, after an animate honorific , noun*
These particles: occur.also as . ’.directive, particles' (cf y3:.d5.4).
. ' ■ •. . ; ’ 7 " V-V- 106; ; *,
rnun e os i  g A rr iA s d a  ; 4 [ h e r ]  . c lo th e s /'w e re ; ■ ; ■
~Ag*' S Y.»pasvy . .
. , - ' ca u g h t by / i n  th e  d o o i\  4 . "
b jA g  e; . c i r  u i r  ib h in d a  4 [He;], is :  p a in t in g  th e  7 /
• Ag* > 0 ■■V.cnus. . ^ , 7
y w a il ,  ( l i t .  m aking th e  ; •
• .w a ll  wear p a in t .  ) 4 f 777
g o ja r i i  ege mAghlAsda .E [ I t ] ,  was. eahgh7by;a  .c a t. ;4;;/ ;, y
Ag* * V .p a s v , ~ ■ ' y. . r I -’
g o ja r i i  ege; mAgiAsda. ‘ [S h e !  made a ',c a t e a t : [ i t ] .  ■ V
■ y  Ag. Vo.caus. -'.7 ',. -■ • . - . 7 : /. ' -■ • '
a i  h a n te  ib h in d a  ■ 4[S he ] is- d re s s in g  a c h i l d . ( l i t .
■ ca us . m aking , a c h i l d  to  wear (c lo th e s).4
a :ru m  fee ^ a b h ia sd a  4[H e ] was cq u g h t by ah a d u l t . ■/, (
Ag7~~"”’~ d ' V . p a s y . ; d ' ; ‘7 ,7 .
S*4-5.4yyy Adverbial Particle. '7 7
7 7/ Particles 7 which may ; occur a noun/or ^ -
a. nominal phrase . and-with it constitute, an adverbial 
relational phrase Co-f. t5.®31)7 are adverbial?pareticles . - Adver^ 
bial particles: are further divided Into (1) Directive 
Particles: and: (ii) Quotative Particles..011 the basis; of 
their distribution. ' . h ’ ' ; lry. ,
3.4-5.41. directive,; Particles;; . 7 , ■ 7 '':
The; directive: particles/-can occur only after! k
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a* noun or a. nominal phrase., except dsro ‘as, like/ which 
is also a member of the noun sub-class 'Pbst-modifier I*
(cf. S.42.22).
(1) e/ege /han t e./fce. 4to:, toward* (Bee; 3.45.3 for the
distribution of these particles)
e*S° dar e; ‘to the. moon*
SA4i ege; 4to ai beggar* 
war) ice. 4to the king*
(2) (e)sA ‘at, from* after N.ina.
e.g. Adi esA oni ‘Where are you coming from ?*
(lit . From where come ?,) „
C’3) egesA ‘from* after N-.ani.
e.. g. cihgu agesA pjAn^i ga: wasda.. *A letter came
from my friend.*
(4) hantesA ‘from* after N.ani. in colloquial style.
e.g. nugu hantesA orfiai ‘Shorn whom will it come ?;*
(5). ro/uiro ‘to, toward,* Al/Cl-form, after H.ina.
‘as:, with; by*
e.g.
^A^gAJa^ uiro *&Ananda. * [She„0 is leaving for
for the station.*
namu' ro mandinrAsda ‘They made it with wood. * 
hwetfaiy mro pobfe' ‘Let’s choose as president. ‘ 
gica ro: ganda ‘P3 am going by train.*
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(6) egero ‘to, toward4 after N .ani.
e:.g. parxguga; , mar., egero narra gaj&da ‘JBL fly
‘ ‘ 8" ‘ ..■ . - is: flying
/o a: horse. 4
(7) hantero ‘to, toward4 after H.anl:. in colloquial
style o
e.g. Amrna: hantero .gara, ‘Go to your mummy.4
(8) mro/mrosA ‘as, with, by‘ after N.ani & ina.
e.,g. fepgwan uirosA marhssda ‘ [He3 spoke as
a minister.‘ 
guim mrosA dweA isda ‘It is madb of gold.
(lit. made with gold.)‘
(9) wa/ gwa ‘with4, V/O-form
e.g. ai wa nonda. ‘[She], is playing with
a child.‘
(10) hago ‘and4 in colloquial style.
e;..g. sungjAip hago xjagiharfia: ‘Shall we: h a w
a: word, with the 
policeman.*
(11) cArAm ‘ as, like:4
e.g. £& 1. cArAm he: boa: ‘fry and. do as he: does:. ‘
(12) dero ‘as, like:4
e*&* 11b urn lib dero: dula ‘let. us. keep the
the house as: a house.
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(13) (wa )gatl/(gwa:)gat1 ‘with, as:, like,4 V./C-form.
e:.g, nA' gati kvuda 4 [He] is tall as: you [are], 4
nugu' wagati gani 4 With whom are you
going ?:4
(1^) boda. ‘than4 .
g, i. boda lAgda ‘[That] is, smaller :than this. 4
na^ 'boda hwanhada ‘ [It] is: brighter ' than
daylight.4
3 *4-5.42 Quotative Particle: . -
The quotative particle may ocrcur after any 
stretch of speech as.; well, as; a. word. of. any class, phrade, 
clause or sentence and marks It as: a: quotation. The; 
quotation particle appears; in the, following three, shapes:,
(a.) rago after any quotation ending in a. vowel except
a clause or sentence ending in /a/.
e.g. I. gAs uir namu rago handa ‘[We] call
0
it 'wood.4
(k) iiSS® after any quotation ending in a consonant,
e.g. na nmn cap sun Irago habnida ‘My name is
^ caqsun(lit.
[People.] call, me ’Changsun1)4
(c) go after a clause or sentence ending in /a/, 
a..g, haggjo: e: gagesda. go jagsoghesda
4[He] promised that he would go to 
school.4
3. A3*5 Vocative Particle
A noun or a- nominal phrase followed by a vocative , 
particle is. syntactically indepexident of other sentence 
elements in a sentence where if may occur (a) initially,
(b) immediately after a.sentence adverb(cf. 3-4A.5) if any, 
or Co) finally. The. construction N/NP; 4-: Vocative
particle., which will be. named. 'Vocative phrase1, is often 
accompanied by a;tentative juncture, or a. terminal juncture 
in which case it can stand-by itself as a.minor sentence.
Like verb inflectional endings; (cf. 4.35 )' vocative particles 
distinguish speech styles:, and a vocative particle occurring 
in a.sentence agrees: in speech style' with the verb inflec­
tional ending.
(i) Ja/a V/C-form, low; plain style ,
(ib) Z-ero/i V/C.~form, high plain or medium style,
(iii) ja/Aja V/C-form, formal style.
;ei.g> • ;ham^u ■: ja. v fNam^u -1 •.* (= a girl1 a -same#
■ . bargiun daxy a;0 i ‘Bright. moon i c
dossil Zero.-. : ‘Tongsu I f ,(=; a% man’s name)
wAnbog i. ‘ Wbnbbg I* (-a; man ’ s name)
\ 1 P . 'cfngu- “.-h a;' • *D£ar; 'friend', i ‘ ; C
.... gmriun nim. ilA.-‘Ny. dear (lit» Darling I- miss)
bogdoipa, parri wa. ‘Bogdong , , come quickly, J
ani bogdori - a, we an gani ‘By the way, Bogdong
. - , ■ ‘ why don11 you go ? ‘
. ' •' 'ani ‘by the' way- Adv.* s~.
. - ani ws ah gani . bogddr); a ‘By the .way, why don
.v,.. / . / ■.. you go, Bogdong ?f
3.4*5.6 Gonjunctive Particie ■
Particles: which .occur either as .the coordinator' 
between two.or mote, nouns or nominal phrases, or as the 
subordinabor between ...two ■■■..final clauses are conjunctive 
particlea. Conjunctive particles: are. divided into further 
sub-classesr (i) Nominal Conjunctive Particles and (ii) 
Clausal Conjunctive Particles. ■ ■
3. 4*5 ••61 Nominal Con j un ct i v e Part i c 1 e;s :
. ‘ nominal con junctive1 particie:s: occur as the
/ V / i ;  Y l l 2 / '
coordinator ‘ between.-two or more nouns or, nominal phr as e sv , ; 
Hie re are three nominal .conjunctive partic;les.:. ;. ./’"v:
(i.) - wa/gwa ■ ; V/C-form cahd* :■;'>/ vy/V ;,•.' • -' ■/■ ■
(ii) hago-., / • v • / Sand/ y/ '/'/'; /ydy ;.;■;/ •// . // '/ p. „ ■. -■
(iii) na/ina V/C-form, ‘or:*.'//;'. y/V/ •/•; / . •
e*,&* sa:ram gwa clopmur ‘Man and animal •;
■ . namu wa mur gwa. dianmr. *fhd;/tped, water. and sicy*
simpan hago SAnsu ga:.; datugo isda * file, ref eree y 
■ ' ' . ' ' ■ : • - and; a: player
••"//. . • . ' / ./V ' : &re! quarreling/* :
. . .c.sg.y ina . sihmun ,.mr ^bdj/^/iusij ovy *Piea:se: show; /
..; / .-y"' • . . / / /' 'me/ a: book or a
< v. . newspaper.*
The nominal, conjunctive particles., -although' identical 
in f orm ‘ to ’ the: dire ct ive.? particle s: wa/gwa and hap^ ov 
(cf, -Nos. .9. & 10/» and. the/modifying particle: •*
na/iha (cf. 3.^5 -9 ).¥&specifv.elyare:,however different 
from the latter / in distribution as. well as in .meaning■ 
they nominal conjunctive particles, occurring ‘ between two 
or-more; no.uns: '...and; the, directive or mod$fying’':particles: 
only after, a/ noun' and not followed by another noun.
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3'. 45-62 Clausal. Con,jun c t ive. Partic 1 e si ‘ . . .
'The:, clausal conjunctive .particle occur as; 
the subordlnator between two. final clauses(cfi 611)}, 
of which the first. is_ in subordinate: relation to the 
second. There are two such particles::
■ C^*’) man (tun) ‘although, but4 .. ..
(ii) sipi ‘as.‘ -■ . .
Verbs; that, may occur in- the: final clause; . preceding . 
the: particle: . sipi are limited to a few processive 
verbs and can be inflected for the low plain d.eclara-: 
mood, only,.. Furthermore, present time reference for such 
verbs is expressed by the neutral tense(cf. 4.33.11*11) 
The processive verbs most commonly found in such a clause 
are: ar~ ‘ to know, tO: be aware o f , mortu- ‘not to
know, to be ignorant of*.,, nrnii- ‘to. feel or realise* , 
flmd- ‘ to, hear (of) ‘ , bo- ‘to see1.,. <4.im4agha~ ‘to guess‘ 
etc.- • . ; '. .
Q ££ * * n ' 1' *■
, imi htu^Astubnida man (tun) gabsida ‘It is
already late
. but let us. go all the
same,‘.
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her ga bicinda man(uin) nar i cubda
‘The sun is shining but it is cold. (or Although 
the sun is shining, it is cold.}.
gm ntun minmiwAn i dweAsmbnida man(um) smrpAsmp
nida.
‘Although he. became, an HP: he:: was sad. 4
«£ane. ga. arda. sipi. na; nmn baprnne. .
‘ As; you know.,: I. am busy. *
dag sin i bpasda: sipi ai gai. apAs o .
‘ As; you saw., the. child-, was: ill. ‘ .
2.4*2.7 Sentence; Particle,
L ' • ■ . . ‘ .
Particlesv which .typically occur.■al the. end 
of a. sentence, are, Sentence particles. There are two, 
sentence:, particles::
(i) gmrjA *exclamatof‘
' iTj i M — mill i■ iHf
(id) / jo;- - ‘speech style;,modulator‘
The; particle' gmrjA occurss .■ only- after a: major sentence 
(cf. 7*1 7.2) i i.e., the; one; ending in a : verb inflected'
with a final ending(c£. 4.25* 1 X' a~od- renders; it exclamatory. 
The; particle:;' j_o occur2ja after: ;.a major sentence ending
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irua verb' inflected, with v-a/-A, . £i,. or J -gun : o f  the 
medium, speech style , of ; -ne , or :-de; of the high plain 
style (cf. 4.35* 13 ).» and - after any minor sentence, ; 
elevating such' medium or high plain speech - style; t o ;the 
level o f  low; f ormal, styles. • 4  • • •' : •
e *^ -* nar: i: cubsmbnida‘ z;
fene.; do ntu^Asne gmr jA.z.: , ■ .
. * What; a. cold : day it. is> 
(lit. The . day is; cold. 1 } ‘ 
‘Xou have; grown old t oo; i •*.-
uri. ga. gabsida:z; : • - US.: gov t t
nu:n i noga jo;
j    ■ I    n a■ I T III.  1 T il)  11 '
Z(medium) •
~ri —  ■ ■ - ti n i i — t, i r 11 i ii i m i i i i i m  11 iiii i i_u
. Z.(Lo.w. formal)
giuman &u3.i- Jo:
ZXhbvrEbrmalJ
‘The: snow: is: melting.‘ 
noga: < nog- ‘ to melt'.*’
+:■ -a: 1 medium. style; infix,
‘Why don ’t; you stop- it; ?.‘
i-t-s ’
du4i <! du- ‘ to; stop' ‘ -k •
-<li ’ medium style’' in fix.end,..’
nar. i; Adubgun jo; ; ‘It. is; darlc. ‘ . V-"'
Z.(med.lum) ' ■ -4
hp^Yr lbrmaT)* " Adubgun < Adub- " ‘to. be darht
., +: -gun ‘medium, style; infix.end!
jAnpir i A:bne jo: ‘There, is: no-pencil. ‘ •
ll(m§d^ - . .
Z(3jow: formal) : ,A:bne. <> A:b- ‘‘not to exist4. .
,, »ne ‘high plain style: 
infix.end! , ■
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san-- uiroi.v gadc . Jo 4 [HeJ; wrap •'•'going"” to the 
zThigh, plain
I»w^£a ipin nil" n 'ill *
ZiliO'w: formal) / •.* 4\niountainy' [-as; I remember] . 1
gade <' ga- .4 to:-go.?: >i- ? -dev 1 retros ;.infIx. six. 1
cep; : jo: ‘Bo.ok ?.4
M1 I l.Litliwi >V*I
.14 ; ■■ ; . . . . .
parri J e> 4 Q u i c k l y 4
The., p a r t ic le ;  ' jo :  ■, may a is e ' o c c u r ;4 w i t h in  a is e n te n c e ^  a f t e r  , 
t h e ' sentence- e lem ents; l i k e  . s u b je d t , ;  o b je c t  ,' . com plem ent, e t c . ,  
e s p e c ia l ly '  in  women1s speech. ; • -
ga jo, nsfr — gadi .r jo4 41 wfl1 go tomor r o w.«4:,?• ;■ B .■ 4, • ; ■ 4 . P ;:?;?? / ? 4 4:44 ' . 4 ,
t i al nuin j_o, :, cisui rmr Jp4~ sirhA hs jo. ( -
' S , :■ '.-4 . v:; Q- 4/4 : P S' ' ‘ ‘ - :
‘ T h is  c h i ld  does n o t l i k e  "cheese. 4
<?agn jA n  • b u t A j o , n a  nvun j o , irun  i  Jo , apA j o .
4 ' ~ ‘h y v/4 .s; ; ?4vJ:i ..4 Cl;.. , P >
;v ‘ 4  -v? *Pt^ave?had; this^ eye,3vtfpuble; sir^evlast :year4
4 3 *45.8 ; Adjectival Particle:, -4;- , 4 4  -■
, . A. noun p r  a /n o m in a l phrase  fo l lo w e d  by .'th e  "
. ^ d je c i i v a i  'p a r t ic le  i s :  s y n t a c t ic a l l y  e q u iv a ie n t  to  an
a d je c t iv e ; ,  (o c c u rs !  in  th e  p re ^n b m ih a l p o s it io r)c ^  There is :  
o n ly  one. such p a r t i c l e : : ' 44 : ? vi; v. , 4
-4  ■ . u i l  , of? : '4 4 ;' 4 ' ’ 4"'‘ >44:4■ .1:4*-
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a*f>* ■ nA: mi jAnpir -‘Your pencil.,(lit* pen of you) ‘
ceg- '-mi nejou: ‘The,;: contents; of. the. bookf!, li-h*
t S6:.no:ce; , mi ;gog<?6 .‘file; melody of the new; song. 1
3.4-5*9 Modifying ; Particle.
, Barticlesi whiich are; not. members: of any of the
sub-classes: despribeh' ' in Sl^b-l “ 8 are, the, members, 
of the.-s.ub-class> ’Modifying- particle,! . ;i;il modifying ■ 
particles:: can pccuxr immediately after a noun or a nominal 
phrase functioiiiiig;-;: as: subject:, object,' or complement, and,
the: first three:.particles; nmn Aun, man 7 and do can also 
occur after an adverb, an:v adverbial relational phrase 
(,c:f. 5*31. ); or ..a:, verb, . inflected, with- a. concatenating . 
ending(cf. 35*.3 : )'• 3 - TheVcIass:; meaning, of. modifying
particles is: ’modification’ of! or ’addition’ of certain
meaning to, the:, meaning of the preceding element.
- (D num/urn V./G;--f orm - ‘ emphasis, contrast*
e* g na: ntun ganda ■ * X /am. going(though you are not).*
S. ■' ' ' .
sagwa... mun mAgnmnda - 1 [She;.] eats ' apples (though
.0' . . ' . IV; ■ - ■
not pears) . ‘
gm ga rnamm mn o^lida. * She is kind(though she'
• " G , A. . y " ; "
• ■ 7 " may not be. bright ). ,
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ma:r mj? 3ar mn lianda 1 [He] speaks well(though ;
' Adv „ ~
. . , ■ .not; clearly) *4
na ege nmn . cPusio 4 Gave . [it] to me (though not 
■ ; / -.r to others)„ 4 • . " .
• na. ege. 4 to me-4 'adverbial relational phrase'
< na 4I4 + ege. ‘directive particle* ' k
an^go; nmn sipda C[I] want to' sit down (though 1 
• : don't want to walk).4
•« andPgo 4 to sit4 concatenating form
< an#- 4to sit4 + . -go 'concatenating ehcL'
(2) man ‘only, solely4 :
nA. man gani ‘Are you going alone.(not others;)?4
- v. . . s: , '■ , . . . , - ■ ;
c.sg man boni ‘Are; you reading books; only
0.. ' -
(not newspapers) ?'4
i’. gAS- I <£im: man dwenda 4This; becomes; onlyv ; s - ’■ -; o- ' , ;
. av burden (nothing else;)*
goip mr mArrd man canda 4 [He:;] kicks, the; ball,
, only far(not accurately).4 
gasio ‘Do you go only to tea;
. ' x*oom(not elsewhere) ? 4 
dabaip e. \ 4to . tea. room4 tadverbial relational 
phrase;' <" dabap ‘tea. room4 +\ e 
'directive particle'0
twiii man moshaga ha]asda 4[X] gust did notallow.;
. him, to run(thoughEX] approved^of other thingej 
'Swiii < -6wi“ ‘to run* >  :»ii- ‘concat.end* 4 ;
do ‘also, too, as well4  ^ • 5 ; - (
0:*^ * ad do ' uni rk. ‘-Is thet child crying, also ?4 .
... . S; • ;' v - ■ ... ; . , ' , .
die . cuggu. 'dot handa. -‘Now [he:] even plays football.
■ o / . . • . • ■ -a t >
hA\ 'nmn dari do apuiJi. , ‘Is your leg hurting
-; ' / C ' %./■■ d ; ■ .... d t d  ■: -■ '-'d t
" .'VC aa well?4,-'''' ' •
taia m r  parri do cihda 4She.. types .quickly too. 4
k . Adv„ ■- ■ ■ • y  • ,.,-t.k
ap uiro do ganda ‘It-goes: forward also (-lit. it.,' ;
■ goes to the front.)4
. apu mro <tO; front4 1 adverbial relational phrase1.
. < ap 4 front4; +: mro .‘directive particle'
d gogi , nmn swibge . carra do. iinda. . -
k 4dhds: meat/can also be cut easily.4 
carra < carm- ‘to cut4 +;• ; -a ‘concat. end.'
mada ‘every,:each4 . 
swgi
iiil
‘Every star seemed;to gaze: at. me. 4
btjAr kmada: nar rrnr ■ tcmmn / dius he sd'at 
Jo-
k ;t k'h ' '■ ■ " ' ' '120 *
(5) but a . ‘first, from, beginning with, to start with4 
satin but a . boara. ‘Loolc, at the. photo first.4
"bk'k .. . k 0: ‘ ' _ ■ ": . . .V . , ,
liagi 4even, as. far as4 
a>&°-.,T5uiv lcaii nagasda .‘Even the. light has; gone. out. 4
a: ' * .
ioca ~ ‘even, up* to:4 .
harmAni nmn gorci -ioca apAsda ‘Granny even had
kk " ‘Wk.V • ■ d w , . : ‘ .
h;.k:'"k. ; . ' headache.4
(8j . jamaxmo/icjamarr o :• 1/0-form ‘as:: for,inkparticular4 ..
e*^ *;i: nAnhwa . namarro fio g ' boavfak handa.
■ ;'k; ‘ k 0 ■ ' . , . ■ •
• k 4One: must see; this: film in particular. 4
(9) rado/irado ‘for lack of anything better, even though 
kk ' • • " unsatisfactory! : .
ek g cai : radb: m a s j A r a  , ‘Have; some .tea(for ■ lack of any
; o ■ 1 .\ ‘ , . ..
' . 1 • thing better at the moment).4
ClQ) na/lna ^/G.-form ‘even, though unsatisfactory, as;
k. e:. g. ■ A [much/many]as.4
iane: • na. gage: ‘You go I (though perhaps you -are not
■k • r ^  ' ", V k “ ■ :
■ • - ■ ■ the; one; invited)4
h;;.;v ., ' \<;->'kk (, w ' - k . / k : ■. ■ -k, ■ ;■ ... . 121
: Oil) -dumii/ldmnii.' l. V/G~for*m ; ‘ any , no matter , what ‘
/ >; ;-e-vS? Aimi gAs .;idmnii sabsida. ‘Let us buy anything.1
5146 Sub-classes of Interventions-
. % , Iwo sub-classes are recognized of the interjection
word class on the. basis of the. presence and absence, of 
reference; to the ipreceding sentence. The Response; Inter­
sections:' r. involve a:, reference to the preceding sentence 
; and , ’.Introductory Interjactions' do not . involve” such 
; a; reference, . ; initiating simply :a new/ sentence.
. 5146.1 The Response Intersections '
ne Yess*;.: v'b'k'. ’ formal style 4. ’ .
. gmrs /Yes4 plain - style‘/
gulrse: ‘Well, presumably, possibly4 - .'plain or 
' k, , . . • ■ . medium style4
' etc:. ‘ ■..., . : ' , ' :
t x3Jm:fj-61 2:k ; The; •. Introductory Intern ect Ions; <
a: k k^AhV' ■ : ' ■ k : k, : ' 1 v
1 2 2
aigu: *Oh., ouch, dear*
3&r ‘Well, Now*
swl. ‘ Hush *
etc..
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4*0 This: chapter deals: with the internal structure 
of the verb with a special emphasis on inflection, by 
virtue of which verbs- play a role of central importance 
in Korean syntax*
4*1 The elements within the Verb
The elements that are found, within the verb are
(i) 'Verb Stem', (ii) 'Voice Suffix', (iii) 'Honorific 
Suffix', (iv.) 'Tense Suffix(es)', (v)' 'Humble Suffix' and; 
(vi)' 'Inflectional Ending' occurring in that order* Of 
these, six elements:, stem and inflectional ending are. 
the obligatory elements, one:- never occurring without.-the 
other* All other1 elements: found between the stem and 
the inflectional ending are optional elements* The e-la­
ments directly relevant to syntactic structures and func­
tions are (a) verb stem, (b) voice: suffix and (c) inflec­
tional ending* Verb stems and voice suffixes determine 
different type's of predicate (cf* 6*1) and consequently 
different types of clause (cf* 6*3), and inflectional endings 
determine various syntactic functions: of verbs with which 
they are: found' or external distributions of a clause in 
which such verbs occur as predicate*
In its minimal form a verb may consist of a 
stem and an,inflectional ending, and its maximal,form . 
may comprise all six elements..; ’
(i) ^aba ‘Catch [it].‘ .
< £ab~ • V. st „• ‘to catch* ,-k 1 infix.end* 1
, for imperative: mood., • / .
(ii) ^abhidiAsgesadobnida. * [He:] may have -been captured,
. < fe.b- Y. st. ‘to catch* : + -hi- ’pasv.v.sfx
■ -f:. -si- ’honorific sfx. ’ +.. -Asges- ;- 
’tense sfx.’ *+ rsao- ’humble sfx.1 ;
■ + -bnida 1 infix.end. ’ for declaxva-
tive mood. "•
4.2 The. Stem.
The stem of a: v.erb is defined as that .element which 
is found first, and is followed by any of the five elements, . 
voice suffix, honorific suffix, tense suffix(es), humble, 
suffix or inflectional ending.
4-:. 21 The Structure of the.: Yerb Stem
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Verb-. steins: may be either simple; or compound', and 
some simple stems; may be. preceded, by a. member of the 
closed set of prefixes.
4.21.1 The- Simple. Stem
The*/ simple; stems; comprise..' only one:, verb root, 
and the. majority of verb ,stems; are simpler .The; verb, root 
is.: that; part of the verb stem which is: not subject to a 
further morphemic; analysis.
ga~ ‘to go* , ‘to come.,
nor- ‘to. play*, 4a- ‘to sleep*, 
mAg- ‘to eat.*, 4oh- ‘to be good* 
etc..
4.21.11 The'Prefixed! Simple; Stem.
The^  prefixed; simple;: stems: consist, of a;, verb root 
and! a;. member of the, closed, set of. classvmaintaining^ 
derivational prefixeB:, of: which the following are. illus­
trative-: . '
<Iis~ ‘at random’, violently1
e\g. Jisbarb" ‘to. trample down* <. 4is- -h barb-
‘to stamp on*
1) c£! E'.Hr. Robins:, 1 General.Linguistics:An introductory 
survey1, p. 258.
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( W  HAS- 4 secretly4
jAsdmsfe: eto overhear, to-hear furtively4
<■ jAs^ -' -k dms- 4to hear4 
(°). si-” 4deep;, very4
eog* si'pArAh- ‘deep blue 4
< si- pArAh- 4blue4 V.d.
Qx>~ 4 early4
e.go ordwe>- 4 to: be: precocious 4 < or- + dwe- 4 to
become4
(®) bi" 4up, iipward-4
e:„g. cimir- 4 to push up, to well up4 
< e:i- -f mir- 4to push4 
(f) ca~ 4greedily, irrationally4 
e.g, cAmAg“ 4to eat greedily4
< ca- +• mAg- 4to eat4
etc:,
4.21*2 Q?he.. 0'ompound Stem
lhe‘ compound stems: consist of two verb roots:
bosarpi- 4to look after4 < J>o- 4to see:4
+ sarpi- 4to observe4 
SS§:r: ‘to come-and go4 < o- 4to come &  gee- 4to= go4
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gAmburg™ 4to be. darjt-red* < gAm- ‘dark4 -t- burg™ ‘red1 
but dab- ‘to grab* . < but™ ‘to, stick* + -Jab™ ‘to catch*
etc 9
4.22 Ihe Stem Glasses
Verb stems are classified into two major classes 
on the phonological basis:: 'V-stems' and *0—stems-1 . The
V-stems end in a vowel and the G-stems end in a consonant. 
Ahd. each of the. two * mag or classes rads: further divided, Into.
'Invariable:' and 'Variable;' sub-classes; depending on 
whether, the, phonological- forms; of stems, are; invariable 
or variable: in combining with various; herbal suffixes 
or- inflectional endings, fhe; classification of verb stems: 
into- V-st'ems; and- Gd stems: makes it possible; to make: an eco­
nomic statement about the. way in which various suffixes: 
are; added.to stems.
d . 22.1 The: V.-stems;
d;. 22.11 (Phe- Invariable:- V-stems:
Ihe; phonological.make-up of the invariable-V-stems 
does,not vary irrespective of the suffixes: or endings: that
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may follow; , . . \ :
ga-. ‘to- go1, so- ‘to shoot4,
se~ 4to count4, gil- ‘to crawl4 :
 r» 1 ilniiiium •%
bo- ‘to see;.4, etc;
gifo e . gao 4 [He], is: going home,. 4
gao < ga- + -a- * infix, end. *
Adi. gasio ‘Where are:- you going1 ?*4
gaaio; <-gav- 4 to go4 ,-k- -si- ’ hon.sfx,
-o ’infix, end.1
4.22.12. ODhe Variab 1 e V-stems.
variable V-stems.. involve various changes: 
in shape, as. f ollows;
 ^ * .a
4.22.12.1 The: in-dropping stems
Shhjh /ui/-final stems, appear in . \/m/-less
allomorphs . when followed by an /A/r*initiaI suffix or
! ‘
ending: . ' :
femgm- ‘to loclt:4, ySm- ‘to float4,
tui- ‘to tear open4, sui- ‘to use or write4,
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km- ‘to grow, to be big4 
etc >
, sm- 4 to use or write 4
SAdo ‘Even if [you] write [it]4 < sm- + -Ado 
SAra 4 Write 14 < sm- + -Ara
cf. smo 'Please write i 4 < sm- h- -o 
smgo 4to write- and4 < sm- +: -go
4:. 22. 12.2. The: u-dropping stem
The /u/-dropping stem appears; in the: /ti/-less
ailomorph when followed, by an /A/-initial suffix; or ending. 
There is; only one., verb of this:'type.:
/pu- 4to draw; (water)4
pA3?a . cDraxv i 4 < pm- 4to draw4 +■ -Ara
pAdo ‘Even if [you] draw; [water] 4 
cf'. pugo 4to draw and4 < pu- +■ -go
4-. 22.12 . 3 The rm- final stems.
The following two /rmifinal stems; appear 
in allomorphs; comprising an additional /r/ when followed 
by an /a /-initial suffix:or ending:
irui- ‘to arrive or reach*
Examples,:
purui- ‘to bes blue4
irmrA ‘On arriving* < irm- +:■ -a 
IruirAsda ‘[’They] bav.e arrived [there]. 4
< irui- +: -as- ’past t.sfx.1 -p
cf , gAgi e. IrmmjAn ‘When [you] reach there4
< irxu- + -mjAn
•da
4.22.12'. 4*. The, r-doubling stems:
Some: /riu/- final stems: appear in /rr/ -
final allomorphs: when followed by an /A/~initial. suffix 
or ending:
nanu- ‘to carry4, , burui-
‘to cut4, cirui-
hinrxu- ‘to flow4, garui-
parui- ‘to be fast* , irmi-
etc.
4 to call4,, 
‘to pierce4,
4 to divide4, 
‘to be early4
buruv to call*
burrAra ‘Gall [him].4 < burin- +: -ainx
burr as a ‘Gall him and4 < burin- +- -as a
ef„ burmmjAn ‘If,: [you] call [me]4 < burm - -p -mjAn
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4.22.12,5 The ,ha-stem
The. v.erb stem ha- ‘to do, to say1 and all 
other verb stems-ending in /ha/ are different from all 
other /a/-final or /aC(C)Y~final verb stems: in that 
they are never followed-, by :,;.://a/ or ‘ /a/~initial suffix 
or ending which regularly occurb;:: after the latter(4:.,30^ -2v) 
but by an /]a/ /dA/»initial suffix or ending. The 
ybwel /a/ of' the stem /ha-/ and /-jA/ sometimes coalesce 
into: /s/, thus: giving rise to /her/ (< hajA). However the 
full unc.oalesced form /hajA/ is used more.' often in a slow, 
and formal- style of speech as well as in written language, 
and the: coalesced form /hs/ in colloquial, language.
ha- *;to do, to say* , 
jAinha- ‘to be soft4, 
camha- .‘to be: nice or pretty*
•^Anha- ‘to decide, to fix [a date]1
‘to pass, to circulate*
etc.
Examples ha-jA or hs. ‘Do and* < hav +:
camhajAsda or camhssda ‘[She.] was: nice:. *
< camha> -jas- ’ past-t. sfx; 1 + -da
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' - ^AnhanAdo> or.; ^phsdo ‘Even if:. [I] -decide: [on it]
< A^gliav ‘to decide- ~$Adio
4:»-22* 2.2 The; 0-stems. ;
.4:. 22*21 The; Invariable- Cr-sterns:
The; invariable:, G.'-stems do. not involve any 
change' in shape in combining with various: suffixes' or 
endings.:
gag.- ‘to: have, to, own£, slm- ‘to- sow£,
mAg~ ‘to eat6, lb- ‘to'weari,
bAS*- ‘to take:,, off:, to undress!,
SAife- ‘to mix.*, tlAg- ‘to be; small‘
   ■■ ■»
etc*
Examples:: ■ ’ ,
nu ga 1. gAs:; mr:* gaJuirlta ‘Who will have this ?
si rmr sirnni' ‘ Are; you sowing the seeds ??
5ib. i ^Aggun “The. house: is small*4
^*22*22. The- Variable. Gistems
The- variable C.-stems. involve varioiis- changes 
‘ in shape/: as: follows:
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4*:. 22 c 22.1 The r-dropping stems..
ATI /r/“final verb stems appear in /r/-less 
allomorphss when they are., followed, by a suffix or an ending 
which begins.: with /n/, /s/i /b/ or /o/ :
gar- ‘to plough1, - nan- ‘to fly*
■ ar- ‘to know*, mar- ‘to roll, t c : stop*
gisr- ‘to hang* par- ‘to sell*
'Examples:
etc
ahi ‘Don you know:?* < .ar- -h --ni
asio ‘Beware of [it]e* < ar- + -si- 1 kon.sfx. '-i-
abnida * [X] know,1 < ar- +■ -ni- -h -da 
ao ‘[13 know:, * <■ ar- + -o
argo ‘to understand and* < ar- +; -go
arado: ‘Even if [you] know* < ar-. -v -ado
dB22e22,2 The s.-dropping stems:
Some /s/-final verb stems appear in /s/-less 
allomorphs: when they are followed, by a V-initial suffix
or an ending:
£i's- *to' build*, irs- ‘to connect*.,
‘to; draw or mark [a, line:] ‘
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bus- ‘to pour*, £a : s— ‘to stir*, 
etc. .
Examples’:
ePiASA ‘to build and* < <£is- -f -a s a
ePiuxrA ‘in order to build* < i^s--:+>■-rnrA 
5iAra ‘Build, [it]. * < *L- ‘ +; -Ara 
cf. ^ismunda ‘ [He] is;, building [it]. *
< dis*- -ntun- 'pres.t.sfx. ’ -k -da 
‘‘Let us; buildl [it]. * C  Jis- -£a
4* .22.22.3 The.; d^final stems;
Some:/d/lfinal. stems;;, which can be listed, 
haye: /r/’-final. alTomorphs;; occurring when followed by 
a: V.-initial suffix: or an ending:
‘to hear.* , fisdhd-r ‘to. understand or idealise.1,
gAd- ‘to. walk*, sidr- . ‘to load'*,
mud- ‘to ask*, etc.•
:s:
murAra: ‘Ask. * < mud- + -Ara
murmmjAii ‘If' [he.]' asks.* < mud- + -uimj ad
cf] miidgp • ‘Ask and* <. mud- n -go
mudto ‘Let;, us: ask. * < mud- ~d.a
muddbr.og ‘So that: [he:]; asks* < mud- +- -dor.og'
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4 ..22,22.4 The b-final stems
Same. /b/-final stems, which can be listed, 
have /u/“final allomorphs. occurring before a. initial 
suffix . or ending:
nub- ‘to lie down*, dob- ‘to help*, 
gafiab- ‘to b@; near* , gub- ‘to grill*, 
gib- ‘to mend or darn*
doumjAn ‘If: [yon] help* < dob- + uwnjAn
douni&a ‘Because [yon] help One]*
< dob- + -mhrfia
Notice that when the stem dob- is realized as dou-
the following ending(initially > 0 -form) is., automatically
replaced by the V-farm since: the stem is no longer a
C-final stem, i.e., dob- +; -uimfjAn > dou- + -ninAim
ci* dbbgo ‘to help and* < dob- + -go 
dobchi ‘Why don't you help [him] ?‘
< dob- + «£i
dobse ‘Let us. help [her]* *
< dob- -se
. 4.3 Verb Suffixes and Inflectional Endings: ,
/. ■ • Ebliowing the' description verb, stems: in 4.2; .
;ye:rbv suffixed andl ihflechibhdi/' enSlngS;- are-' di:scaxss;e;k--;ih 
this section. ■"d
4.301 In connection,, with’ the discussion ,pi verb suffixes. 
and1., inflectional endings in the;, succeeding sections: and 
subse c t i on si i the f b11owing genera!. ,p pin 1: s may he made at 
the outset as; these points are .relevant to all suffixes 
-and inflectional endingsi.
4.30.1 V/O-form :y ■/’
There- are some: .suffixes and inflectional endings: 
which havei. two: piiohologically conditioned:; forms; or alio— 
morphs:, the., one:- occurring after: ai stem . or. a: stem plus:
, suffix(es)' ending in/a: vowel and: therother after a; 
stem o^riai stem plus: suffix(psX ending in a consonant.
All. such twof-f orm shffixes: -or: Inflectional. endings; will 
'>•; be. rephesented: by the. notation . V/0.r-f orm, Jwtilc^  stands 
V' for 1 Po sir-vocalic form' and- ' Post-consohahtdl. form1 as; in
-ni/luini . ■ V/G-,fbrm
where.; ~ni , i s:, the.. V-fprm. and:: -mni the; C:-f orm r
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evgo boni ‘As: [you] see [it]1 < bo- + -ni 'Y-form*
Jibumi ‘As [you] grab [It]1 < Jib- + -mni 10-form1
It is to be noted that some: particles:: also have two phonos 
logically conditioned forms:, V-form and C-form, as explained 
earler (cf. 3®45*1 & fn.l).
4.30.2 . a/A-form
Some suffixes and: inflectional endings have two 
different forms, or allomorphs;:, the selection of which is~ 
conditioned not by the: V/C,‘ contrast of the preceding elejnent 
but by the type of vowel found in the preceding syllable, i.e., 
by vowel harmony* The category of vowel harmony, believed to 
have been regularly observed, in the 15th century Korean, is 
rather loose in modern Korean* Of the two forms of a two- 
form suffix or inflectional ending, designated n'a/A,,-form, 
a-form occux's when the preceding vowel is /a/’ or /oA and 
A-form when the preceding vowel is. /a /, /u/, /i/, /eA or
/ui/1 Exceptions to this rule are (a) the verb ha- (cf*
4022.12'*5) and all ha-final verbs' which take a special form 
Aja / and. (b) the reduplicated tense suffix -asa s - where 
the second element is, contrary to the rule, a s  and not 
as.(cf. 4*35. p.146).
e.g. -ara/-Ara a/a-fo rm
Jabarai ‘Catch [it].* < Jab- + -ara 'a-form’
mAgAra ‘Eat [it].* < mAg- + -Ara 'A-form*
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-as/-AS a/A. - form 'past' b.sfx;’;
soasda * [Hei] shot; [it’Jv* < so- +;■ -as- . -da 
duAsda * [He] gave; [it]. * < £u- -k -a s - -k -da
lb the:. following discussion of s.uffixes: and! . 
inflectional endings.:, details; concerning each. element 
are: given as: follows: (i) its; membership, (ii)' any res­
trictions: on its: distribution, with verb stems:, (iii) any 
restrictions: on its; distribution, with other non-stem ele­
ments: and. (iv) some: examples:;
113.1- V.oicre, Shf.fi x
The, voice, category is' a: three.; term system;; 'Active' ,
1 Passive:1 and ’Causative:;'. Of.'these- three., tlie active; 
voice: is; unmarked, and;, the, passive and. causative voice: are. 
marked' by relevant voice; suffixes-. The' passive and causa- . 
five: voice sufflxds' are mutually exclusive; and. only one 
voice suffix, passive or causative, is; found with the verb 
stem at, a: time.
lo31» 1 Passive Voice Suffix;
The passive: voice; suffix- is: found only with, a 
transitive verb stem and has’ four phenologically conditioned
allomorphs:. 
(£•)’ -1?~ -
©eg.
(11) —hi- 
e.g.
(ill) -ri 
e.g.,
(Iv) -Bi-
1'iC -
Ci); -i--, (it) -111?-, (ill) -rl- and (Iv) -gl-
after stems; ending /p/i /t/’i /£/•, :/h/ &r a vowel.
. boi- * to.' be'.' seen‘ < bo- ‘to see:* 4- -i-
sahl— ‘to be piled, tip1 < sah--‘to pile; up* + -1--
IcAfti- ‘to be broken* < ibik- ‘to break* 4- -i- 
hurt!- ‘to be- hackled or thrashed* < hurt- ‘to 
thrash or hackle* 4-: -i-
ddpi- ‘to be; covered* < dAp- ‘to cover* 4- -1-
: after stems ending* in /b/, /&/, /g/'& /<!/»
Abhi- ‘to be carried, [on the back]*
C.Ab- ‘to carry [on the back]* 4- -hi- 
dadhi- ‘to be. closed.* < . dad- ‘to close* 4- -hi-
mAghi- *,to;) be eaten* < mAg- ‘to eat* +. -hi-
ko<£hi- ‘to- be inserted* < .fiod™ ‘to insert5 + —hi^
^  after /r/-final stems; & /r/-doubling stems.(cf*
4: .  22 . 12 . 4 )
Icuirri- ‘to be drawn‘ < lour- ‘to draw* 4-. —rl-
bArri- ‘to be earned* < bA:r- ‘to earn* 4 .-~ri-
burhi— ‘to be called*’ < burui- *to call* +; -ri-
: after stems ending In /m/, /h/T /s/, /c/ & /nh/i
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e:*g# gamgi- *to be wound* < gam- ‘to. wind* +:. -gi-
angi- ‘to. be: embraced* <. an- ‘to embrace:* ,-k £gi- 
psasgl- ‘to be; snatched! < peas- ‘to snatch* +: -gi- 
' . coegt^ fto> be: chased * < c:o:c>- ‘to chase;* +:• -gi-
fixunhgi- ‘to be;, disconnected'* < fiumh- ‘to disconnect 
' +;• -gf-
.4-:. 31*2.- Causative; Voice.- Suffix;
. The; causative voice, suffix; may be; found with 
any type.' .of--active: verb stem, . processive(both transitive 
and. intransitive’) or descriptive;, with the; exception of 
the:, copula: verb /I-/ ‘ to be;*, and.-, has; the; following 
phonologically conditioned, allomorphs;: (i) -u-, (ii) -i-y 
, (iil) -gl-, (Iv). -hi-, (v/ -ri- and: (vi) -hi-/-hu-„
(l) after stems: ending in /I/ or /e/.
e.g. biu- ‘to empty* < bi~ ‘to be empty* +■ -u-
seii- ‘to keep vigil (lit. to cause dawn to 
break) .* <: se- * to dawn * +: -u-
(ii). -i- after stems; ending in a; vowel. othex* than
/!/'or;/s/, or after those, ending in /g/.
e. g. boi^ * to show;, or, cause, [someone] to see *
. . <:bo- ‘to see;* -k -i-
, . cui— *to cause . ... to dance:* <-c.u- to dance* 4- -i-
14-2
mAgi- ‘to feed, to make .... to eat*
< mAg- ‘to eat‘ +■ -i-
(iii) —gi- after stems ending in /m/, /n/, /d/, /t/ & /s/
e.g. namgi- ‘to. leave beliind, to make: ... to remain
< nam- ‘to remain* + —gi-
singi- ‘to cause [someone] to put on [shoes]*
< sin™ ‘to put on* +■ —gi-
•fevucQ.gi-** ‘to cause .... to grass- or pluck*
< £xud- ‘to grass or pluck* + -gi- 
matgi- ‘to cause ..... to undertake*
< mat- ‘to undertake* + -gi- 
bASgi— ‘to make to undress*
< bAs- ‘to undress or take off* + -gi-
(iv) -hi- after stems ending in /b/, /rg/' and after
some /g/^ffinal stems:.
e.g. ibhi— ‘to clothe* < xb~ *to waar* + -hi-
nArbhi- ‘to widen* < nArb- ‘to be wide* + -hi- 
irghi- ‘to make .... to read* < irg- ‘to read
+ -hi-
SAghi- *to^  cause .... to decay*
< SAg- ‘to decay* + -hi- 
mughi- ‘to cause ... to lie 'ftile*
< mug- ‘to stay [idle:]* +: -hi-
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(v) -rl- after /r/-final stems-, some:: /d/-fi'nal stems 
(cf. 4.22.22.3) andi some;/r/-doubling stems 
(cf. 4.22.12.4).
e*®# narri- ‘to fly [something]* < nar-to fly* + -ri™
urri- ‘to make- .... cry* < ur- ‘to cry* -i- -“ ri-
gArri- ‘to make .... walk* < gAd~ ‘to walk* + -ri-
hmrri- ‘to make;; .... flow: or. drop‘
<- Hinrm- ‘to flow,* -k- -ri-
(vi) ~hi~/~hu~ after /<£/--final stems,
a*S- mal:hi"-/ma^hU“ ‘to. get. [something] correct*
<. ma4~ ‘to. be: correct‘ +> ~hi-/~hu~, 
nm^hi“/nmJhu- ‘to slow; down*
< nm4~ ‘to be; slow,* +: *-hi~/~hu-
It; is:: noted, that some, causative- and', passive voice suffixes; 
are identical in form, i.e%, /ii-/; /ihi-/, /-“gi-/ and
/—ri-A Consequently some: active" verb stems, transitive 
verb stems in particular, occurring with one of these. 
homophonous passive/causative suffixes; are indistinctive 
as to passivity/causativity when they occur alone.
boinda. ‘[It] is. seen.* or ‘[He] shoxtfs. [it]*
Abhinda 1 [It] is carried on the back. * or ‘ [She] 
makem [someone] carry [sometlhnh’g] « ‘
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singinda ‘[Shoes! are' put. on-* or ‘[She] makes:, 
[someone] put, on [shoes] . *
narrinda * [It] i's., fl:own, * or' * [He] flies, [it] . *
In actual c on s t rue tions, h owe ve r, the if: voic e st at us 
is easily distinguishable, by the presence and absence 
of object(s), as passive?'verbs occur without an object 
and causative verbs, with one or more objects(cf. 6*35 & 
6.-36)
e.g. dar i boinda ‘The moon is seen.* - passive 
sa^in uir boinda ‘[He] is: showing a picture.*
- causative.
<£o:$i ga narrinda. ‘The paper* is. being flown. *
- passive
o^iji rmr narrinda f[I-Ie] makes the paper fly. ‘
~ causative
Hot all active verbs stems can be found with the 
passive and/or* causative voice? suffixes, and accordingly 
there are many active stems which 3_ack the passive and/or 
causative counterparts formed,by means of the felevant 
voice: suffixes. All such verb stems can be listed. Howe 
ever those active stems lacking' suffix-derived passive 
or causative counterparts: can still have the passive/ 
causative::, voice.- formed^ to some extent by auxiliary verbs
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in a; phras ai f orm ( p:f. 5*41*32, 5 • 21. 12.. 5- );•
4;#3,2; Honorific Suffix:
There, is: only one; honorific.- suffix.:
-si~r-/-uisi- V./G-form
which may be.: found' with any verb stem o.r a, verb stem plus 
a: voice, suffix; with the exception of the:: honorific verb 
stems.; whichn already have the. honorific; element built in 
them (cf. 5*41.31*1). 'The: class meaning of the honorific 
suffix: is; the 1 respect1 shown by the speaker to the sub­
ject of. a clauses or sentence, in which it ■ occurX*s.
gasinda: * [He-] is: going. ‘ < gat- ‘to go* +; -si-
-H -nda
dapsin i lab his i m fj An ‘-If you are - captured ‘
< lab- ‘to capture* +* -hi- 1 pasv.sfx.1
-k —si- +: -rajAn
misa ga- hwanla; riur sarrisiAsda ‘The; doctor 
has. made the, patient live. ‘
< sar- ‘to live* 4* -ri- 'causvsfx. 1
-si- a- -a s -.1 past t.sfx*1 -da 
libtusibsio ‘Please: pick [it] up* ‘
< lib- ‘to pick up* + -uxsi- + -sio
^• 33 ODen se: Suffixe s:
There; are: four: basic; tense; suffixes: .and: one
retrospectives tense, suffix;
Basic, tense, suffixes.:
Oi). Zero 1 Neutral, and. Present tense.'
(ii) -n--/-nmn- y/0~form ‘Present tense:'
(ili) -as-/-as- a/A-fbrm ‘Past tense.’
(iv.) -ges- ’ P,uture: tense;'
Retrospective:, tense: suffix:
(y) -di-/~&a ~
The: past, tense: suffix.. -as-/-as*- may. he. reduplicated 
and/or'combined with the. future tense suffix, -ges to:
■ i m V  Pi i i ii i ^
give- further tense suffixes; as; follows:
(yi)
(yii)’
(yiii)
The retrospective suffix; -di-/~dA" may.combine with any 
tense suffixes except the present tense suffix -n-/-nmn-
l) The a/A-form (vowel harmony) restriction does not
apply here ( c f 4*130.2)'. s
' V ^  >—asa s  —/-ASAs- y/Or-form ’Past perfect tense
~asges*/~Asges~ y/G.~form 'Past, presumptive.
tense’
-asASges-/-ASASges~ V./G-form 'Past perfect.
presumptive'
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Restrictions; on the distribution of the tense: suffixes 
with verb stems and other suffixes will be: described in 
the relevant sections dealing with the tense system.
4-o33o! Tense. System
The category of tense in Korean falls into two 
major types, ’Direct Tense1 and ’Retrospective Tense’. The 
direct tense, or simple ’Tense’ for short, refers:: to the 
actual time of action or event denoted by verbs. On the 
other hand, the retrospective tense refers always to past 
events as reflected by the speaker, and in an interrogative 
sentence by the addressee:, at the time of utterance.
e«g. Direct Tense:
bom i onda. ‘Spring ^ comers:. ‘
bom i oasda ‘Spring came/has come.1
bom i oni ‘Is: spring coming ?‘
bom; i odAra ‘Spring came:: [1 remember I. ‘
bom i oasdAra ‘Spring had. comE [I recall],.* 
bom i odi ‘Was spring coming ?.*-
. [as you recall]
Tense:, direct or: retrospective:, is: either simple or 
compound' according to the: manner in which it is formed.
11&
The;, simple;-: tense; i's formed with' the. tense; suffixes; and 
the compound tense; is: constructed with an auxiliary verb.
In other words; the. Korean tense; is constructed, in two 
different ways: add. represented’ at two different levels; 
by suffixation at the. word, level and. by auxiliary verbrons- 
tructions at. the. syntactia(phrase) level. All compound ten­
ses"; are. construc.feedl with the auxiliary verb Is- 1 pro­
gressive: tense, formative;.’ and, are. all progressive tenses:.
The;'complete; system of Korean tense; is: set out below to 
serve; as: a~ point of reference, for later discussion.
Direct Tense;:
ffense:
(i) Neutral tense..
Present tense 
Past tense 
(iv) Puture tense 
(v). Past*1 .perfect tense;
Cyi) Past pre sumpt i ye tense 
(vii). Past; perfect pre;^  
sumptive tense
Retxospe otiv.e Ten s e:
Compound Tense;:
(i) Present progressive 
tense
(ii) Past progressive tense.
(lii) Suture progressive 
tense
(iv) Past progressive
presumptive tense
Simple Tense.:
(IJ Present retrospective tense 
(Ii.) Past retrospective tense 
(lii) Putura retrospective tense
Past presumptive retrospective tense
Compound. Tense:
(i) Present progressive retrospective tense:
(ii) Future: progressive7retrospective tense*
(iii) Pest progressive presumptive retrospective tense
4-.33*11 The Direct Tense 
4-.33.il* 1 The simple tense 
4-.33.11-11 Neutral Tense.
The neutral tense lacks any time reference: 
and is usedl exclusively in such special styles as- mono­
logue, diary, poetry etc-- 'It is morphologically unmarked 
and its: occurrence, is‘.restricted, to processive verbs suf­
fixed with -da ’declarative mood ending of the low plain 
speech style1 (cf. 4-e35.14- ).
gQ-da ‘to go; HI] go/went.1 < ga- +: -da
QAr si e feda C[I] sleep at ten/o’clock.4 
<?ada < cPa- ‘to. sleep4 + -da
4-.33.11.12 Present Tense
The: present tense: is: formed, in two different 
ways, according to the: type of verbs: and. inflectional end­
ings: involved:: Firstly processive: verbs: occurring with
-da . ending form the: present tense with the. present tense
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suffix ~n-/-nran- . Secondly all descriptive verbs 
as well as those processive verbs, occurring with an 
inflectional, ending other than -da; form the: present 
tense with Zero. The; present tense-has: present-time:
reference-, and., with processive. verbs; it may have: present
Progressive; or.', when accompanied*. by an adjunct of future- 
time;, future: time:, reference,.
e*&* gui ga; mur vur masinda * [He]: drinks water. *
mas in da. < mas i- ‘to- drink* +; -n- +: -da
nar i; dhbsuibnida * It. is: warm. *
dAbsmbnida .<dAb:- * to: be: warm* +: Zerot.sfx
■Er —smbnida 
hanrnr i puruida £ (The, sky is: blue.. £
puruida < purui- ‘to: be blue4 -g-. Zero t.sfx.
+:- -da;
se ga; unda £ The: b i rdi's; s in gin g. -*
unda: < ur^ / to, weep' or cry, to sing*
-n- Hfv- -da
sagwa;. ruir mAgmunda / [She] , is; eating an apple.*
niAgmunda < mAg- * to eat* -nmn~ +: -da
neir liAnabnida *1.am leaving tomorrow.*
^Anabnida. <;'6Ana# :;/td;Ie:a’vc £ -k Zero +: -bnida
to.: odi *1 will, come: again. * <- ‘o:- to come*
-h Zero +: -di
4'. 33. II'. 3)3 Pas±; flense
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The past tense is:; formed witli the past 
tense suffix: -as-/-as-, and. reTersy either to the 
past, .specially when accompanied by an adjunct'of past 
time, or present-perfect.
e#£>* gopwAn esA nor_asda. ‘[We::] (have:) played in
the park,‘ . ‘
ha^fem ■ rnr Jaasni cDid. you have a nap? 1 
. Ade:\ i fcoc i burgAsrnbnida ‘yesterday this
flower was red?4
b]Ag ' i • nAmA^iAsmbnida ‘The. wall has fallen over
35. Ilci4 Future Tense.
Tlie future tense- i.s~ formed, with the future- 
tense suffix;., -ges, and. represents (i) intentive future 
when the' subject of a sentence in which it occur^s; is ■
- expressed, by a: first person pronoun, and (ii) presumptive 
present or future otherwise.
e.g. n.e ga, bogeso ‘I will see; [to] [it.]. ‘ 
ne ga dwegesda cYou might succeed? ‘
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apm&psda ‘ [He] may, be; ill. *
gica ga nui^gesmbnifia . cIs the train goinfe
to be late ?‘
4.33•11.15 Fast-Perfect Tense.
Past, perfect tense: suffix:
-asAS-/iASAs- a/A-form 
  _ —
ppl
The past/tense refers,0: either to the past, in which case: 
it is; identical, to the, past, tense, except that it is; 
somewhat more; emphatic.; than the. latter, or: to a remote 
past, i..e;0, past-past«
e:,g, i dari. ga girASAs i^. ‘This: bridge: was long* ‘ 
tegnjAn fi:ai?.i i gir i 4obasAs4i jo
* This:road- was/had.been narrow, 
until, last year. * 
gm nutn migug; e gaasAsda ‘ [She.] had. been
to America.1
4...33• 11 o 16 Past. Presumptive, Tense
Past presumptive; tense; suffix:
-as ge s-/-a s  ge s-
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The; past presumptive; tense;refert; to the. presumption 
of' an action or-event in the. past., or to presentppe/rfet't- 
presumptive. ■ .
<ligmm docaghaja s gesda; ‘ [I-Ie.]'may have; arrived, now.
sonnim i manhasA bapasges jEi jo
.‘[They] might.’have, been busy as they 
had’, many guests. 4 ’
gVurAinjAn gica. do ^Anaasgesda ,,,
‘In that case, the train may have left too
4 o-33.11.17 Past Perfect Presumptive. Tense:
Past perfect presumptive tense suffix:
—asasge s-/-asas gea- ;
-The. past perfect presumptive tense refersh to the presump­
tion of an action or event in the.: past, in which case it 
is'identical to the past presumptive: tense, or tof that 
in a remote past, ifleM  past-past.
‘[You] might have been' 
late for the school.6 
‘The- postmann might 
have,(had) come.‘
haggjo; e nui^ASAsge sda 
ucebu ga wasASges^i
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4.33oil,2 The Compound- Tenge:
The four compound tenses:, which are ail 
progressive tenses, are formed by two-verb verbal phras&s 
consisting o:f a: verb inflected with the concatenating 
ending -go and the.: auxiliary verb -is- ’progressive
tense formative'(cf. 3*.41.32, p. 71~).
The compound tense is possible only with processive verbs.
4.33.11.21 Present Progressive: Tense:
V*Vst» -go- is- -h- pres.t.sfx.
acim mr mAggo: isda 4 [He] is: having his;
breakfast.* 
isda <: is- '+:• Zero t.sfx. +:■ -da 
na. dd jAgi s a. swigo. isntunda lI am resting
here too.4 
isnmnda < is- -k -norm- 1 pres-, t. sfx. '
+ -da
Past. Progressive Tense:
P..st.. -K- -go H-r is- + past.t.sfx.
nu:n i ogo isAs^i 6It was. snowing. 4 
isAs^i < is- -k--as- ’past t.sfx;’ +: -4i
a* g ■
4:. 33.11.22.
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p^AncPi ruir smgo isAsni ‘Were: you writing a; letter ?.*
isAsni < is- -k--a s - ’past t.sfx.’
h- -"-ni
4.33.11.23 Put.ure Progressive Tense:
V/. st. -go +:• is- -k fut.t.sfx.
The future progressive tense represents: (i) intentive.
future progressive when the subject of. a sentence- in 
which it occurs;- is; expressed-by a, first, person pronoun, 
and', (ii) presumptive, present or future, progressive; other- ■ 
wise;.,
e.g. ne: ga csg mft irggo; isgesda ‘I will be, reading
a; book* 4
. isgesda < isg +:■ -ges- ’fut.t.sfx.1 +. -da 
GAggug turo ogo Isgesda ‘[He] may be. on his way
to England.(lit * may 
be. coming to England.)4
4*33.11*24 Past Progressive- Presumptive Tense
V.st. -fr -go -e- is- -k past presump.t.sfx.
e.g. 4/mhwa rmr hago isASg-esmbnida 4 [He] might have
been ringing.4 
isAsgesmbnida < is- + -Asges- ’past.presump.t.sfx.’
+ —uibnida
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al 6a urgo isAsgesmbnida ‘The baby might have
been crying.‘
4. 33-* The, Retrospective Tense
The retrospective tense is formed, by adding 
to verbs inflected with a direct tense suffix the 
retrospective tense: suffix, of.' which there are two 
allomorphs.: -dlr-Z-dA- . -di— occur/s; exclusively in
the* declarative and', interrogative: mood', of ' the high formal 
speech style(cf. 4,35*11 ). and! -dA- in the, declarative 
and’ interrogative, mocod. of. the low: plain speech style(cf,
4.35.14,1 & 4.35.14.2 ),. as well as; in the'adjectival and., 
adverbial clause::(cf, 4.35*22, p.183 & 4.35*23 ).
Besides: the... retrospective; tense, suffix -di-Z-dA- 
there are’ two inflectional endings; -de 'declarative, mood, 
of the: high plain speech style’(of, 4*35*13-1) and -di/~de 
'interrogative; mood, of the: low: plain speech style:' (cf, 4,35* 
14,2 )' which, although not further analysable, represent 
the retrospective: tense.. Therefore, these two inflectional 
endings, termed: 'Retxcspective; endings' , will be' taken
as. forming part- of the; retrospective tensa system along 
with the. retrospective tense suffix proper, There are 
four simple and three, compound.retrospective tenses.
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4.35.12.1 The- Simple: Retrospective Tense 
4333112* 11 Present Retrospective Tense
The: present retrospective tense, formed, 
by adding to verb stems: with the Zero present tense
suffix either -di-/-dA- or one of the retrospective
endings, refers:., to a past enent as recollected by the 
speaker.
e.g. ai ga urdUvra £The child cried, [I remember]. ‘
urdAra < ur- ‘to cry£ + Zero t.sfx. + -dA-
’retroSot.sfxT + -ra 
dar i. barguibdida £The moon was. bright, [I
remember].1
bargmbdida < barg- ‘to be bright‘ + Zero t.sfx
. -di- * retro S', t. sfx. 1 -f -da
4ib i kaidi. . £Was the horse large, ?Eas you
remember].4 
kmdi < km- ‘to be large' ZTero t.sfx.
+■ -di ' retros-i end. 1
4.33.12.12 Past Retrospective Tense
The past retrospective tense,, formed by 
adding to' verb stems with the past tense suffix the
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retrospective suffix or one of the retrospective 
endings’, ref eras to a: past-past event as: recollected, 
by the speaker.
e*&* bArsA gige:: ga go£aq; i . naasdAra
‘The,, machine: was: out of order, [I recall]. ‘
dAnJsp: i loutnaas de: ‘The:; war was.: over, [I
remember]’. * 
fimtnaasde < fiuutna- ‘to be over' +:- -as- 
’ past. k. sf x.T -de>- * retros. end. '
4.32.12.13 future. Retrospective; Tense , . , *
The. future:; retrospective, tense, formed, 
by'adding to verb., stems: with the. future: tense suffix 
-gee the retrospective tense suffix: or one of the retros­
pective- endings:, refers;:: to the- presumption of an event
in the' past or past-future,
e,*^ ° bi ga ogesdAr.a. ‘It. looked like raining, [I
remember].‘
gut i. do:. £wigestubdida ‘[She] could run too,
[I thought/remember]«‘
mur i cagesde ‘Water might be: cold', [X thought]
c.agesde < c-av 1 to’ be cold* +- -ges- lfuhott,s£Xo
-d©-' ' retrosiend* *
■ . v ; ■■■ ' ; -'.dp; . ‘ - V  159 3"
',■&&£Shown by. the second; exampleV the future tense; suffix. ,
-ges: and the retrospective suffix: -di- are discon­
tinuous., being se.perated by --mb- , ‘high formal speech, . . .
style,-’ . Such,discontinuity also occurss : between other 
kende suffixes- / and’. ‘ the retrospective > suffix . powhen they ■ 
cooccur* with -tub- .
4.33.12:.l4: East Presumptive-Retrospective Tense . .
. . ■ , ■ : The1 past;.presumptive retrospective tense,'
•formed .by adding to verb-stems with, -the past presump­
tive suffix the retrospective suffix or one of the retro- .
spective,endings, ■referns to a presumptive past-past 
..event as recollected, by the speaker. ' . • .
e.g. don , i,AtbhAsgesdAra c[Hed might have been
t .' ' "short of money, . [I thought]. 4
A:bsAsgesdAra < A:bs- ‘to be absent, short of‘ " 
rb -Asges- 1 past presump.t.sfx. + -dk- ; -
• : ' - * ~ra , ' - '■
V ; sihab. .i'. sifegdweAsgesrubdida - '
: ■ . ‘The match might have started, [I thought],. ‘ .
s i <la gdx? e as ge s uib d ida < sifegdwe— ‘to start'
+■ -Asges- ’past presump.t.sfx. 1 t. -uib-
: ’high formal speech style’ +. -di- + -da
4. 33*12.2 The* Compound! Retro spective; [Dense
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The; compound- retrospective, tenses; are. formed, 
by adding to the:; direct compound., ten see; the; retrospective 
suffix: -di-/-dA- or; one' of*the retrospective, endings-
There: are three compound, retrospective: tenses-
4.33-12.21 present Progressive; Retrospective: Tense:
The., present progressive: retrospective, tense, 
formed by addition of the. retrospective suffix or an 
retrospective, ending to the: present progressive tense(cf. 
4;.,33-H-21.)‘, refershnto a~ past progressive event as: recol­
lected by the. speaker.
dop' mr cigfe IsdArai ‘[They] we re- ringing a 'bell,
[I" remember]. * 
cigo is- * to be: ringing‘ ‘ pres- pr.ogr 0t» 1
ai ga. £wigo i&mbdida ‘The., child was' jumping
around, [1 remember]-‘ 
twigo. is- ‘to be jumping'
-uib- Thigh formal speech style1 
1/
' retro s:; t „ s fx; 1
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4.33*12-22- luture: Progressive: Retrospective
The; future progressive retrospective tense, ■ 
formed/by. addition of. the retrospective; suffix.or a 
retrospective: ending’ to the future progressive tense, 
refers ; to a past progressive • presumptive, event as recol­
lected: by the speakerf or - the addressee.
. gopbu nur ha go. is geis d Ar a ‘[He;] might have
' ' been studying, [X thought
■ * or remember]*‘
hago isges- f fut .progr. t„1
dAmhwa ruir hago; isgeadi ‘Was [she] telephoning,
. L . [as you remember] ?‘
. ^ g o ; . isges- 'fut.ppogr*t.? / . '
, -di f interr.retr.os-end. *
4.*33.X2#.25. . Past Progressive Presumptive Retrospective Tense
I'PHHH»IM I | | ■ m il 1 1 ' . .... ..... ■■ml— . -I ■ —.1 I .1- .. .  -  ^ ^ —  T m r  ||„ f M r 1 l  — 11 _ J~1 I I I   
The past progressive presumptive retrospective 
tense, formed by addition of the retrospective suffix or a 
retrospective ending to the past,.progressive presumptive, 
tense", referso to a\ past progressive: ’presumptive event 
as; recollected by the::, speaker or: the: addressee.
had', been looking at 
the, moon, [I. thought];- ‘ 
i.- ’past progr.pre.sump.t.1 
-dA- 1 retro si. t.sfx. ’
gmgJaq e: gagfev/ isAsgesdi ‘Might [he;], have had.
be:en going, [as. you. 
remember]?4
gago. isAsges- ' past, progr. presump -1<,1 
-d'i 1 re.tr os. end.1
4:. 34; Humble. Suffix;
The: humble suffix: has; the; effect of. lowering 
the status of the speaker4 against the: addressee, thereby 
increasing' the degree: of: respect shown by the; former' to,- 
ward, the latter to. a.greater extent than is: possible by 
means: of. the. high or low. formal, speech style; alone. The 
humble; suffix, though hardly used', nowadays in normal 
speech, is: however not. infrequently employed in reli­
gious: &e.ryice;s; as; well as. in the' literary language-
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The humble suffix. appears, in four different allomorphs. • . 
conditioned, both phonologically and morphologically :
(i) -o-Z-iuo- V^/C-form; before inflectional endings:
-bni'da/-'. -na., -miAn, -mia ,
ir .1 i l i m r i  rm  * m f i i  lw - n  i i ifckfin V m r m w  —  rrtMW i l l
-ni. -a(^oVL-)
(iiO -bb-/-mob" V/C-form; before inflectional endings.
-nalda, -naifea, -sosa , 3*i(;]o)9 
-go., -dArado,
(iii) -sao- G-form: before the same inflectional
endings as listed., in (i).
(iv) -rdaob- G~fornu before: ’ inflectional endings:
-naida and -naifea,
Any of these forms: may occur immediately after a: verb
stem ■ or a stem-plus a voice: suffix, and -o—/-mo-,
-ob—/-mpb- of (i) and (ii.) may be., preceded by any tense
suffix except, -n-/-nmn- 1 pres;.t. s:fx! as: well as:, by 
the?- honorific; suffix; -si-/~msi- , but. -sao- and -saob-
of; (iii) and, (iv) can ,not be; preceded, by the: honorific 
suffix unless a. tense. suffix is.found! between them simul­
taneously.
1) The; sentence; particle qo; 1 speech style: modulator1 (cf. 3o 
. ' 4*5.7) is: compulsory when the: inflectional endings; -a-and -^i 
are; preceded, by the? humble; suffix. ~  ““
' 16A
nar i caobnida ‘It., is; wry, cold. £ -
< ca-/to be: coldl +; -p:- -i-
-bhida; \ in fix-.'end. fox4 high 
: 1 formal spe.doh styled \
Adi ro- gasiobnailca:. ‘Where .are you going i ‘..
■ ; ? . : , < gat; * to; got -k -si- ,‘ hono Sfx. ’ +> -ob- ,
. +; -naifia.. •1 infix, end. for high
■ • formal style. ’ .
bi rutr nsrlA drsiobsosA . ‘Please: give,; us; rain I * 
</du- ‘to .give:* +*• -si- 'hon.sfx. ’ i t-obl 
' , -s o sa ’infix.sfx. for high; • •
; '■ formal style:1 • r/ ..
£oc; i bur gsaob<£i; :tjo d ‘Elowers.: are red. ‘
< burg- ‘'to be red* V  -saob- A
~ti 1 infix, end. for -medium style '
-. * A®' ’sentence particle. ’
itmsiAssaona Alt hough- you have forgotten*
< i<£- cto: forget;* * -uisi- ;ihen.sfx.f .
^ -ASr 1 past;t. sfx;d\>- —sao-
^ -na :rnontfinal inflectional, end. V
ceg m r  dArAbhisiAssaoni. ‘As; CyouJ have, spoilt;; '
; this bpok*
• < dArAb- *to be: dirty*' + —hi- 1 pasv.v.sfx
h- -si- ’hoh.sfxi1 -ft —as—, ’past t.sfx.1 +• -sao-
+■ -ni ’non^finai; infix.end. 1
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4.34**1 Difference 'between Honorific and Humble^ Suffix-
The. honorific? suffixc -siW~msi- (cf. 4:. 52) 
and', the: humble^ suffix, both employed" to express: the
speaker * s: respect., are: different from one:: another in
that, the: honorific? suffix:: directs; the? speaker’s respect: 
to the: subject, of: a; sentence, whereas: the: humble: suffix:
directs It to the? addressee:. And- of course: the respect 
shown by the. humble? suffix; is., the. result of. degrada­
tion of. the speaker’s: status; against the: addresse.e;(s:).
e:..g0 sAnsspnim. i osinda; c The teacher is; coming. *
< eon text, of situation^ : a; child: speaking
-si- 1hon.sfx.1 * to his: friends.
ai ga oobnida ‘The: child’, is? coming. 4
C  context of situation> : a? child: speaking
to: his; teacher.
—0“ ’ humble? sfx; ’ 
harniAnim i osiobnida. 4the grandmotkei* is; coming. 4
< context of situation> : a servant speaking 
-si- ’hon.sfx”’ her mistress, showing
-O'- 1 humble; six. ' respect to both.
The humble suffix is; similar, in function to the high and 
low speech style inflectional endinga, which will be des­
cribed. in the? next section.
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4V35 Inflectional Endings-
Hie.; inflectional, endings: which are the5 last 
elements: occurring within the verb are; grouped into
three: different* categories, on the: basis- of the syntactic 
' functions: which they enable: verbs to perform. They are5 
(I) 'Einal Endings:? , (ii) *.Non-“final. Endings:;* , and (iii) 
(Concatenating; Ehdxhgs:’ * . M. verb. Inflected.* with, a final 
ending;.can function as; the; predicate of a final clause, 
the: one; with a n on-final. ending as the predicate of a 
non-final clause, and. the: one; with a concatenating end­
ing, as; a: concatenating form, in the:: verbal’ phrase structure 
(cf * '5• 21 5• 2;1.12-1 ).
4«35'.l Einal Endings.
five speech styles,,and in each style four 
hinds; of mood are’ distinguished by the final1 endings%
'4V35-.11 High Eormal Style;
The; high’ fornidl style, is: the rnpst polite form 
.of speech whereby ’ the speaker expresses respect to war’d'
. the addresse e(s) • It is used, on formal occasions, in 
conversation between strangers:, by youngers'; to elders, 
:and by people: of lower:-social status to those of higher
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one:*. All inflectional endings of’ the high formal style; 
except -naida. and. -nai&a, consist of an ordered sequence 
of three suffixes, which are:-
(i) -h~/fmb» ‘high formal style: suffix’
(iija) -ni- ‘indicative s:fx:. ’
b)‘ -si- ‘volitive sfx. 1
c) -di- ‘ ret x’o spec five tense sfx. ’ (4*32*12)'
(iii)a) -da ‘declarative or propositive mood sfx.’
b) -lea ‘Interrogative mood. sfx.1
c). ~o ‘imperative mood sfx.’
zi-* 35»11 * 1 Declarative’ Hood Endings
(i) ™bn ida/-("s Jiubn ida VYC-f orrn
"    i ~ iMit I.ii* 1^  nil*.m *
C^ -i) -n a ida 'an archaic form whose use is
restricted' to the literary style 
and religious service.'
e.g„ bam 1 gibnida cfhe night is: long. ‘
ge rrnr cocCs)rnbnida ‘ [fheyj are: chasing a dog. ‘ 
god. rb mi age sn a ida ‘ [IJ will leave soon* ‘
d*55.11.2 Interrogative Hood Endings-
Q-) -bn ilia/- (s jufbnilla V/C-form
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(it) -naifca; 'Zln .^rck^ -ic o^rnu J^>ec- 4-:3£. Jt.l, (Vi))
e°g,> we an obni&a ‘Why is: [he] not coming ?‘
gir i dob(s)mbnifca 4 Is the; road narrow ? ‘
Ande osiAsnaifea ‘'When did you come ?‘
4.35»11«3 Imperative Mood Endings
-"(si)‘bsio/“(msi)bsio V/C-form
The imperative mood'- ending -bsio: occurs almost always
preceded:, by the honorific suffix -si-/-uisi- » All in^ era:- 
tive '= mood endings; of any speech style can not occur with
a tense suffix, except the Zero present tense (cf» 4-’. 33)/
e»g0 parri hasibsio. ‘Please do [lit] quickly*4
hana man dibuisibsio ‘Please take one * *
4-*35olio4- • Propositive Hood'. Endings
*
~b s ida/l-mb s ida V/C-form
Like the imperative mood', endings, all propositive mood 
endings, irrespective of speech style, can not occur with 
a tense suffix except the Zero phe&ent tense*
O P*
CAncAnhi bobs Ida ‘Let us; seer, [it J slowly* ‘
i
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gati^ gmrisibsida , ‘let, us.: draw; [it] together.,1
$•35.12. Low: E
Ihe: low.:: formal style: is: lower; and', consequently 
less; polite;, than the high f ormal style'. It. is. the; style 
most often used, between equals ‘and.by superiors to peo­
ple; of ..lower: status.- However it is:, hardly used, by children
A, The;.inflectional, endings; of the low: formal style: 
and*, of all. other lower, styles;:, are;, single morphemes: repre­
senting the: categories: of speech style, and. mood, simulta­
neously,
^•55*12*1 declarative Iiood
e.>g,
0/-UIO
Cii) ■guriA
■DlWW d iifiipwrt
V/C-form
C/f-0)rm [after stems: with Zero 
• t. sfx,]
1 infersestival’ [fhisr ending
is always found preceded by 
a non-Zero tense suffix when 
it secures with a processive 
verb]
na; do har lur ao fI Know how: to do [it] too, 4 
mur i margso ‘later is clear.‘
dar i ^ASgurjA ‘The. moon has arisen!f
4.35*12.2 Interrogative Mood. Endings:.
(i)a) -o/-uio 1/0-form
b) ~so' C-f.orm [after: stems: with
Zero t.sfx,]
'These: endings:, although identical in form, to those of 
the declarative. mo:od‘, differ from the. latter intonationallyo 
Interrogative, sentences formed.with one of the. interroga­
tive mood", endings: are: characterized, by Intoneme F. whereas 
declarative: sentences: formed with one- of the. declarative 
mood*, endings by Iht.oneme;. IF or HF.„
©Togo nsir■ 'BAnasio ‘Are; you leaving tomorrow: ?.*
lopi rmr an Ilbuio ‘Are: you not going to
pick up the paper ?.‘ 
sap i lAgso ‘Is; the table: small. ?.*
o.3.5 • 12 d 3 Imperative- Hood.. Endings:
(i)a) -o/-mo V./C^form
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Imperative: sentences: formed, with one of the imperative 
mood*, enddngs: are: not always:, distinguishable, from decla­
rative sentences' formed! with one of the homophonous: dec­
larative endings* However imperative; sentences:, though 
characterised! by the same type: of intonation as: declarat 
tive sentences: are, i.e., Intoneme IE! or HE~, are often 
distinguished, from the latter in actual speech by (i) 
a higher and' more abrupt pitch contour: and! (ii!) a. stronger 
stress: associated- with them.
e„g. -lumi rrnr ha sip *Be careful. ‘
asa drnso ‘Help yourself(lit. lake quickly.).*
mauim dsro hagurtjA ‘Ho as you please(lit. Ho,
according to your heart.).*
4135*12*4 Hropositive Nood Ending,!
There is no propositive mood endings . for 
the low formal style, parelleling other mood endings 
already described. The high formal propositive mood 
ending -bsida/-mbsida , not preceded, by the honorific 
suffix -si— /-iusi- , may be treatedgas the exponent of 
the low formal propositive mood.
e p* sungjA^ hante murA bobsida ‘Let's ask the
policeman.*
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#.35.13. High Plain Style
The high plain style is lower and less 
polite, than the. low f ormal style:, and it is., used’, by 
elders to younger s: and. by people.: of higher: social 
status: to those: of lower one.*
#3 „ 35• 13J» 1 Be.ciarative: Mood. Endings
(i) -ne.
til) -mseZ—vumse Y/C,-f orrn [promissive]
(iii) -de [retrospective]
Yerbs: with the. ending Hfns.e/dqunse can have: as: their 
subject the: pronouns, of first, person only, i.e.., na ‘Is, 
uri ‘we:4 etc., and', they indicate ’future promise.* or 
’intention* by the: speaker. --mse/-uimse is: not found 
with any tense- suffix except Zero. The ending —de-, 
though not further analysable, has. the retrospective 
tense: reference.
e0.g0 a&u an boine r[It].' is- totally out of sight. 4 
ne: ga he: Jumse ‘I will do [it] for you.4 
guij)hi <?Ari gade 4 [She] went there: in a hurryT [I
remember!'. ‘
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^*35.
A-35
4>.-35
13 * 2 Interrogative. Mood. Endings:,
(!) -mnnga [after V.p. only]
(ii) -nga/-mnga V./G-form [after VocL only]
(iii) -r&aArarfca V/C-form [uncertainty]
©eg. sinmun rnr boasnmnga ‘Did you see the news:-
paper ?‘
Anm gAs i Johunyga ‘Which one is good ?* 
i gAS i jagharfia ‘Will it be weak ?‘
jArjmar urAsmrlla ‘Has she really cried,
[XI wonder]? ‘
1 -^ 5° 3 Imperative Hood Ending
rS®.
e.g. U e  swige ‘Rest now. ‘
nerjA oge ‘Gome, down. ‘
■ 13 *^  Propositive Mood Ending
-se
e0>go bonaJi mase: ‘Let's not send [it] „ ‘
ca hah' Jan hase ‘Let's have a. cu£ of tea.1
(lit* Tea. one cup Let's 
take/do.)
m1 .35.14' Low: Plain Styles
The low plain style Is: the lowest style; 
of speech in Korean and', is. used, by adults, to children, 
between children, between intimate friends:, male, or female:, 
and. in bocks--
4.35 • 14*. 1 Declarative Mo:od Endings:
(i) -da;
Cii) ~r&: [found only with -d'A- 1 retros,t, sfx, 1 ]
(iii) -ma/-mma V./C-form ['promissive’]
(i*v) -guna [ 1 inter jectival1 ]
Just like -mse/~uimse (4»35« 13*1 )\ -ma/-mma can have 
as: the subject the first person pronouns only, and. is 
not preceded' by any tense suffix' except Zero- The inter” 
jectival ending -guna, which expresses emotions of various 
kinds on the part of the speaker, must be preceded by a 
non-Zero t.afx; when occurring with processive; verb -stems, 
but no such restriction applies, xfhen it occurrs with 
de'scriptive verb stems,
e>. g, fioc i pinda £The flower is., blooming, ‘
koc i gobdAra ‘The flower was pretty, [1
remember],*
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ns- gai. saa ' oma 4 X. will buy it ( lit „ I will buy
. and' c;ome) e ‘
h a do kAsguna 4You have. grown up tool 4
< km- ‘to grow: up* +. -a s - 1 past t.sfx. ’
• -k -gun a
(See: 4-:* 22.12*1 for: km- -$> k- before /a /) 
nar i dAbguna ‘It, is:; hot I 4
.< dAb- .‘to be hot4 V..&. +: -guna
'4-;*35-ld.2 Interrogative, Mood Endings, /
(i) -ni
(ii) -numtja after V.pB ,
(iii) -nja/-mncja V/G-form; after V.d.
(iv) -di/~de ’retrospective1
Of the first three endings, -ni is more■colloquial, and 
used v betweenon close friends? than ■ -nuintja . or —nf\a/-mntja, 
which'is used usually by adults' in talking to youngsters.
e.g. - feni ‘4re you sleeping ?*’
sori ga nanmnt~ja ‘Is there.any sound ?4
< na- ‘to arise *• ¥-p= + -man] a 
purumja - ‘Is; [it] blue ? ‘
... ’ ’ j < purm-\ ‘to .be: blue*. H- -n]a . '
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Anru gAS i carbrnn ja iWhich one is; short ?c
< carb— ‘to be. short* + »mnja
mwAS mr hadi ‘What did [he] do, [gs you remember]
< ha- ‘to do* +:• ~di
li-*35*Id.3 Imperative; Mood; Ehdings..
(1)’ -ara/-Ara a/^-form
(11) -gAra ■
(xii) -DAra: [fdund, only with -o ‘to come/]
Civ). -tjAra: [fbund, only with, -ha ‘to do‘] .
The ending. ~ara/~Ara may be) sjiffixed! to any. processive;. 
verbs: but -gAra only to a few, verbs: which can be listed, 
e*g° -ga- ‘to go * , ^dav ‘to sleep*, -sa~ ‘to. pack* , is- ‘to . 
be‘ etc;.
e.g. cocara ‘Ebllow [him].* .
mo<£a ruir bASAra ‘Take off your hat.‘
gjohwe; e gagAra ‘Go to.the church.*
ii*i onAra ‘Gome here. *
ewes An uxr da hap Ar a ‘Do your best.. ‘
;4-’.35-Id.4- Bropositive Hood Ending
(i) ' -la
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evgo cadda £Let’s find [ it ] * *
nsir bucit£a ‘Let us post [it] tomorrow., ‘
$ o 35.1$o Medium Style:
The medium style, is - between the high plain 
and low. plain styles and. is': used by elders: to youngsters 
where' the high plain style is:r felt to be a little too 
high and the low. plain one a little too low.. It can 
also be used between equals whose relationship is not 
so intimate as to require the low plain style.
can function as endings of the low formal style when 
they are followed by the. iDarticle jn 1 speech style 
modulator* Xcf„ 3*4*5*7 )3
C'.35«15* 1 Declarative Mood Endings
The ending -guna, like -guna(*k 35«1#. 1) , must. be preceded 
by a non—Zero tisfx'* when occuri’ingv with pi’ocessive
All inflectional endings of the medium style
C1) ~s/-a
(ii) -J-i 
(iii) -gun
a/A-form 
’suspective f 
1 interjectival
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verb stems, but no such restriction applies when it 
occurrs with descriptive verb stems.
e*g, ai ga urA ‘The baby is crying.4
gudu ga fer mafe ‘The shoes fit me.
perfectly.1
nu ga jArAsA jo ‘Someone has opendd [it]„‘
< jAr~ ‘to open4 + -a s - ’past t.sfx.1 + -a  
jo ’sentencbx partic 1 e~J 
don i manh£l ‘[He;] has: plenty of money,[I think],, 
sen i gobguna ‘ [Y.bur] hand- is pretty. ‘
4i>*35*15*2 Interrogative.. No.odl Endings
Ci) -a/-A a/A~form
Cii) m -^i ’ sxispectiva’
These endings:, although identical in form to the declara­
tive endings, are different from the. latter intonationally 
(cf. $.35.12.2).
e.g. Artum i noga ‘The:, ice is: thawing ?.‘
ne* ga mauas£i ‘-Am I not right ?‘
43 o 35* 15°3 Imperative: Hood Ending
ta/~A a/A-form
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This- ending is usually, but not always.., distinguished 
from the: homophonous declarative ending by (i) a
higher and more: abrupt pitch contour and (ii) a stronger 
stress associated with it(of* 4-d 35°12° 3) °
Go go a s a  anJa jo *[Come; on] sit down.(lit„ Quickly
Verbs suffixed by this ending hardly distinguishable
from those suffixed by the homophonous imperative mood 
ending since they are identical in shape as well as; in 
intonation, both being characterised by Xntoneme LE or 
HIP. The pitch/s tress feature associated with the 
imperative ending(^*35-15*3 ) is also a characteristic 
feature of the propositive mood endingo However, apart 
from the context of situation, which is usually the only 
cue distinguishing the imperative from the propositive 
mood ending, the presence of a. first person pronoun uri ‘we‘
sit down)! c
< anJ- ‘to sit* + -a,
jo ' sentence: particle
Sar mAgA ‘Eat carefully.‘
^ o 35«15°4* Ppopositiv.e. Mood Ending
a/—a a/A-dorm
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serves as the marker of the propositive mood ending,
eag. i^e gaa ‘Let's go now.4
uri do nora. ‘Let’s: play too.i
4«35.2 Mon-final Endings..
The: non-final endings:: are classified", into 
three: different type:s:: according to the syntactic functions 
which they enable, verbs, to perform: They ax^e: (i) Nominal
Clause: Ending, (ii) Adjectival Clause: Ending, and (iii). 
Adverbial Clause Ending, Unlike, the final, endings., the 
non-final endings: do not. distinguish the. five stylos of 
speech.
The: non-final endings, may be:, preceded' by 
an appropriate voice suffix: and/or: the honorific suffix, 
but the- humble suffix is: only rarely found with non-final 
endings:. Any restriction on the occurrence of tense 
suffixes- with non-final endings will be. noted', in the 
relevant sections.
1 3 5 °21 Nominal Clause Endings.
There, are two nominal clause endings: and any 
verb suffixed by one of them has the same syntactic function
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as- a: noim;
(1) "ia/-min V,/C.~form
(ii) ~gi
There is some- semantic difference between the two endings;
-m/-mm refer^s to the abstract side of the meaning of
a-verb to which it is added whereas -gi emphasises
(a) ’actual process;' in the case of a processive verb or
(b) 'degree1 in the case of a descriptive verb,
e0^ 0 i pjiuiJ-i rtur sumi' <£ohda
‘Writing this letter is good[for some purpose! 
sui- V„p» 
i pjAn4i riur sxugi ga <?ohda
‘This letter is good to write(The actual
process of writing this letter is- good),*
dArndrup i bargum ‘The lamp being bright(That
the lamp is bright),‘
tlAzndurq i barggi. 1 (The degree of) the lamp
being bright,4
barg- V,d,
4.35,22 Adjectival Clause Endinp^ s
There are three adjectival clause endings and
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arty verb suffixed by one of them has the same:- syntactic 
function as an adjective:
The three adjectival clause endings are different from 
one another (a,) in distribution with verbs, (b) in 
time reference and (c) in distribution with tense 
suffixes.
i^) -"Ea™ ra^ y be suffixed to processive verbs
only and ref errs to the present time or to an; action 
or event in progress. It is never found with any tense 
suffix}^
e.g. onmn ge ‘The coming dog(lit„ The dog
which comeis/i’s coming. ).*
bi ga onmn nar ‘The rainy day(litQ The
day when it rains/is raining).‘
tmnmn he ‘The rising sun (lit. The sun
that rises/is rising).‘
1) As an exception -nmh may be preceded by the future 
tense?: suffix .ges when the former occur^s with the verb
c^ ° iie‘ as in ^iiggesnmnn (naj %is.erable. (me.). (lit.
(I)who might be: dying),- ‘
(ii) -n/-tr.n V./C - form
( ii i ) -r/-mr V./C-f o rm
(i) -nmn present' 
past/pre s ent’ 
future/presumptive
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(ii) “iiAmn may be suffixed to any verb but 
its time reference varies according to the type of verb 
to which it is suffixed: with processive verbs it referee 
to the past ox* to an action or event that has been com­
pleted, but with descriptive verbs it refers:-; to the pre­
sent time.
with processive verbs.:
£winuin sa:ram ‘The man who ran/has run.‘
bon Argur ida. ‘ [It] is.; the. face, that I
saw/have. seen. *
with descriptive verbs:
fegum mo<?a ‘A', small cap. 1
gi:n gaip ‘41 long river. ‘
The: ending -n/~um may be preceded by the retrospec­
tive tense suffix -dA- or the past tense suffix —as-/
—a s— plus -d'A- o
e’„g0 urdAn ane ‘The wife who cried/was crying, [as
X.', remember). ‘
urdAn < ur™ ‘to cry‘ Y..p, + - < 1a ~  1 retros.
tfsfx* * -f -n
wegug e gaasdAn Xa^gun ‘The general wha had
been abroad, [as 1 
remember].‘
gaasdAii < ga- ‘to go‘ -f -as- ‘past, t.sfx. 1 + 
-dA- 1retros.t*sfx' + -n
18'l-
bargasdAn cai^ mun ‘The window, that, had been
bright.i; [as. I remember]-*
< barg- ‘to be bright* T..d. + -as™ ’past
t-sfXo’ -\- -dA- ’retros.t.sfx.’ -1- -n
(iii) ~r/-mr may be suffixed to any verb and 
refers-- to the futufe or presumptive.
e.g. drib e or ■&£ ‘The time [when [you] come
home.*
goj^  mr dibmr ai ‘The child whoo will
pick up the ball.*
lioc i burgmr *&£ ‘The time when the flower
will/maylbe red.£
-r/-mr may be preceded by the past tense suffix 
-as-/-as- very freely and by the future tense suffix 
—ges- only rarely.
e„.g. daraasmr aduir ‘The son who might have
grown up.‘
< dara- ‘to grow up* + -as- ‘past t.sfx.1
+ -mr
nmrgAsmr AmAni * [Her] mother who might
have agdd.*
< nmrg- ‘to become old* + -a s - + -mr
duggesmr gjA^u ‘The situation in which you
might [feel like] die/[dying|. ‘ 
< dug- ‘to die* + -ges- ’ fut . t. sfx. ’ + -mr
4e35• 2J Adverbial Clause Endings
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Any verb suffixed by one of the following 
adverbial clause, endings has the same syntactic functions 
as: an adverb* Some adverbial clause endings, marked.
'Zero tfsfx*', are not found preceded., by any tense suffix 
while others may be preceded! by a tense suffix other than 
-n-/-num- 1 pres.t*sfx*', which is found only with the final 
inflectional ending -da (cf„ 4*33*11*12)* The time refe­
rence of an adverbial clause ending not preceded by a tense 
suffix is determined, by that of a final clause with xfhich
the: former(the adverbial clause) occurs*
Cl) ‘a n d ‘
e*,g* ac.im mr mAg£o ‘[1] have my breakfast and* ‘
-ffe ‘°and!‘ after Y*c„ only? Zero t*sfx*
e:.g* s a h s u  ij_o koci ida. 4 [He:] is a player and
coach* 4
(2) ~m,ia/-mm;1a V/G-form ‘and; while.1
e°’&° se nmn norc rmr he s mm ,1a iou mn usAsda.
birds sang and flowers s m i l e d * ‘
san mr bom j A gArAsda* ‘ £She] walked while
looking at the mountain*‘
(3) -gosA ‘and then, afterward' after V*p* only; Zero t*sfx®
e*g. ir m r  h a gosA iJAnala, ‘let's, do the job and
then leave * ‘
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(*) -m,iA(nsA)/"mmtiA(nsA) V/Cdform 4 at the same time,
while:4
e;. go lima: mr lmrnjA dani
‘Are- you sleeping [while;] dreaming ?‘ 
dmruimjAnsa bonda. 4 [(Eliey] see while listening*
(5) -Ja 4as:; soon as4 Zero t.sfx.
-da- usually occurrs: in double: form, with the 
second -da suffixed to the verb mar- ‘to stop4
e.g. imda- marJa ‘As soon as. [he] wakes up‘(lit,
wakes: up; [and] stops [waking up]/
(6) -dorog, ‘until, so that4 Zero t.sfx,
e.g. gAdi ga. gadorog gidarida' ‘Let’s wait until
the. beggar goes, 4
" ‘until, so that‘ Zero t.sfx.
e.g. migug mr Jinp;ge irdAg mr caada.
‘ [He:] planned' his: itinerary so that he 
could, pass: through America, 4
^7) -PSurogZ-tursurog V/C-form ‘the more ... the more4
Zero t.sfx.
e..ga. borsurog • dohda ‘(The more I see: [it], the
better [it] is.:4
(8) -r(|)A/"Uir(])A , V/C~f orrn; Zero t.sfx. >
-rjAgoZ-mrjAgp , V/C-.form; Zero t.sfx. I
-go da Zero t.sfx
✓
4in order to* 
3 suffixed to 
Wp. only
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e # g o hab g j AghartjAgo. gopb.uhan da
works: in o.order to pass: the test. 4
(9) -rpundArA/-mrpundArA V/C-form ‘not only, . . but also1
e*g* JibAsuirpundArA da. mAgAsda
‘Not only did I take it, but also ate it.1
(tO) -da(ga) ‘interruption, transference1
e.g, gada(ga) onda ‘[She] is coming [back] while
she: is on her way [to school], ‘
(11) -gAita )
-dmn(ai) I ‘tether or‘
| These endings occur in double 
^^aAmna. V/C-form 3 forma =
e«g» ogAna gagAna ‘Whether [they] come or go1
hajAsdumJi an hajAsd m nli ‘Whether [she] did [it]
or did not do [it]„1
(12) ~mtjAn/-mmcjAn Y/G-form \
• | ‘if, when1 
-gAcIum  J
e„-ga carbuimjAn ePoh<li ‘[It is good if [it] is short. 
bogAdmn mar mr hajAra “Talk to [him] when you
see him.1
(13) ~a{ja/-Atja a/A-firm ^
•ra.ja after V/.o. with f ‘ only if ’ only when‘
Zero t..sfx;
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e 0g„ jag m r  mAgAja nasdi
1 [You] will get well only when/if you 
take: some: pills. ‘
jepmn ceg iraja ‘Only if [it] is a
pretty book1
(11) - (d Ar) aclo:/ -Ado a/A-form )
- r d.i An d Ap /~mr d i And Ap Y/G-formj ‘Even if/though
-rdirado/~mrdirado Y/O-form )
~  —  _  - } 
“rmapdApZ-mrmandAri Y/C.-form )
)
-ndmrZ-umdmr Y./C-form )
e*g. morrasdArad'o ‘Even if [you] did not know it ‘
ha ga diAsmrmapdAri dar i isda
‘Even if the sun has- set, there is the moon, ‘
buda indmr A~&Alce lie
‘Even though [he] is. a rich man,
what can he do ?(lit„ how does he do)
(15) -diman
■g Anman 
-An man after Y,c. with 
Zero tosfx.
-na/-mnsP Y/O-form
‘although 
‘ o o o o but ‘
1) Although identical in shape, »na/~mna of (15) occurjrs 
in single form whereas -na/~mna of (ll) occurts in 
double form. 1
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e.g. nu:n i odiman cubdi anhda
‘Although it is snowing it is not cold.‘
sihbu man isuma sinrap i Aibguna
‘The bride is there but the bridegroom 
is not.‘
i
(16) -r j Anman/-mr j An man Y/C~form ‘might/would ... but.®
e:ag. sadin i manhuirjAnman han dap do an boinda
‘There might be. many photos: but I can 
can not see any (lit. none is se:en)a ‘
(17) -a(;sA)/“A(,sA) a/A-form ‘and' then; as, since, because‘
Zero t. sfx.
e:*g„ up;j o. rmr saa(sA) butiAra:
‘Buy a stamp and. then stick it 
to [the letter].*
nau i marga( sa) gipmda
‘[I] am happy as. the weather is fine. ‘
(18) -mrnro/-mrnmr0 Y/G-form ‘as:, since:, because.1
e.g. dib i kmmmro sode:: rmr hagi ga: az*jAbda
‘Because, the house is. large it is
difficult to clean it up.‘
(W) -nifea/-mniia Y/C~form ‘Time: when, as:‘
‘Gause: because, as, since1
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e.g. dasi bini j op s Alia s ib s I o
*A's/because I apologize: once more, 
please forgive me.1
nA rmr bon ilea gipAsda
£ [X] was happy to see you(lit„ because I met you.)
(20) znmnde. after V..p. ) ,and« [topic introauoer]
~nde/~mnde after V-„d. )
gopbu rmr hanrnnd1© ws^  ^Admni
‘1 am working and why are you making [a noise ?. ‘
don i manhdi anhasnmnde aaasni
‘You did not have enough money and you bought it ?‘ 
ki ga kmnde i up i up ha gun a
‘[She] is tall and plump I *
(2d-) -dwe? ‘may/might 0 ... ..... but ‘
parti e gadwe jamdAnhage isAra
‘You may go to the party but behave yourself.* 
(lit. but stay well-mannered.)
35*3 Cbncatenating Endings
Every verb ending in one of the following four 
inflectional endings is a concatenating form occurring in 
the head structure of verbal phrase(cf* 5o2l).
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(!) C o n c a te n a tin g  E n d ing  I; - a / - a a/A-forrn
( i i )  C o n c a te n a tin g  E n d in g  I I ;
( i i i )  C o n c a te n a tin g  E n d in g  I I I :  -ge
( i v )  C o n c a te n a tin g  E n d in g  I V : -d .i
The c o n c a te n a tin g  endings:; a re  n o t fo u n d  p receded  
by I: any te n se  s u f f i x *  P ro c e s s iv e  ve rb s : may end in  
any o f  th e  fo u r  c o n c a te n a tin g  e n d in g s , d e s c r ip t iv e ' v e rb s  
~ a / ~ A , r-ge and., - d i , and', th e  c o p u la  v e rb  in  - a / ~ A 
o n ly  *
e 0go sarma. d in d a  ‘ [ I t ]  i s / g e t s  b o ile d *  ‘
sarma < sarm - ‘ to  b o i l *  V . t r ,  +■ -a
d in d a  < d i -  * pasv.* v .  fm tv .  * + ~nda
sarmgo is d a  ‘ [She:]' i s  b o i l in g  [ i t ] * ‘
is d a  < i s -  ’ p ro c e s s iv e  t . f i t i t v . 1 + -d a  
krnge h a jA ra  ‘ Make i t  [ t o  b e ] b ig .  ‘
krnge < k m - ‘ to  be b i g ‘ V .d * +■ -ge  
h a jA ra  < h a - 1 c a u s .fm tv .  1 + -jAra
k m d i anhda * [ I t ]  i s  n o t b ig 0 ‘
anhda < anh - ‘ n e g a t io n  f m t v . ’ + -d a
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5.0 The phrase consists of two or more words and 
may be: substituted by a word of similar syntactic func­
tion,, There are three: types': of phrase in Korean:
(i) Nominal Phrase, (ii) Verbal Phrase and: (iii)
Relational Phrase *
5 o1 Nominal Phrase
The nominal phrase is an endocentric construction 
which consists of a: noun or its syntactic equivalent as 
head and one or more subordinates preceding the head 
as expansion. A*, nominal phrase is syntactically iden­
tical to ar. single, noun,
5*11 The: Elements, and Structure: of Nominal. Phrase
The elements': occurring within a nominal phrase 
may be divided, into two major constituents:, 'Head'1 and 
’Expansion'„ The order of occurrence: of the two cons­
tituents: is fixed, head alway-s following expansion,
except in certain type:s. of speech,'1'^
1) In a: careless: and/or friendly speech, the Expansion- 
Head, order is sometimes" reversed; jAnpin lAgi isnuin
‘The: pencil [which is] there* ,where the head noun j-Anpir 
precedes: the expansion JAgi isnuin ‘which is there ‘, ins­
tead of the usual order1 ‘ lAgi ’Tsniun jAnpir,
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Examples:
Ja
amumdaun Ja
„fe Jib 
ser Jib 
ss Jib 
ss Jib
Aiim aruimdaun han ss Jib.
*[A] bouse 1
* [AL] new, bouse 1
‘ Tbat new bouse1
‘Clit. Beautiful 
tbat new bouse)*
‘(.lit. Certain 
beautiful one 
new. bouse ) ‘
In tb© examples given above, tbe noun Jib 6bousec is 
the bead and. tbe subordinate words preceding tbe bead 
constitute tbe expansion.
5»12 Nominal Head,
Ibe exponent of tbe; nominal bead is (i) a 
single1 noun, simple or compound, (ii) two or more nouns 
linked with or without coordinators, or standing in appo- 
sit ion, Ciii)' a\ nominal group; or (Iv) a; compound numerals
5-12.'. 1 Single. Noun as: Nominal Head';
Any noun can fill tbe: position of tbe. nominal 
bead, wbefber it is independent or dependent, simple 
or_ compound.
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ff?amP,l0di ± |og; 1 This; flower 4
4a \ ha :h gabary; ‘That, old briefs case:4
pururn hanuir ‘EDhe] blue; sky*
aiiui gAS ‘Which one:(iit. which thing)4
gAs 'Nlnon-ind,'
■^u gWAn ‘Two volumes 4
gWAn ’ Noiion-ind. 1
anum ca ‘Pretension t'o know., (lit, pretending
to know)4
nArbiun sAurundori^ap 4 Wide: Seoul stadium4
SAurundi3^au; < 1N , comp„ 1 < saut 4 Seoul4
-f tm&onfet;} ‘stadium4
5-12 * 2 03-Wo or More. Nonna as;: Nominal Head
The linking of two or more nouns, that 'fill the 
head position of the nominal phrasermay be., effected! either 
by coordinator(s) or paratactically unless: they stand 
in apposition*
5.12„21 Nouns linked by Coordinators )
Nouhs may be. linked by a conjunctive: particle 
(cf o 3.45.6 &53.45o61) such as wa/gwa 4 and4 and na/ina
»minjQi 11 mi i mlSrT. t n i tR tH nM PM O W M M aM W
‘or4 or by a conjunctive adverb(cf, 3.44-6) such as 
gmrigo ‘and.4 and. -Sonmn ‘ox*4 as the coordinator.
1 9 6
se wa gojapi ‘A. bird and a cat*
san gwa namu “The mountain and tree01
mur (gwa) ga;rr gwa bs ‘Water, river and ship
sAur ina dopgjAp ‘Seoul or Tokyo*
ca ES: kApi ‘Tea or coffee*
^om gairigo ;jArmm ‘Spring and summer1
neir fanum mors ‘Tomorrow or the day
after tomorrow.*
There is no theoretical limit to the number of nouns 
to be linked by coordinators and functioning^ as: the: 
head, in the nominal phrase., but in practice; they rarely 
exceed' more than, three in all*
5-o 12° 221 Nouns: linked by parataxis
Batat actica 1 l'y linked nouns: do not. include.: 
coordinator (s.) and. are: linked,, to one another phonolo- 
glcally by appropriate ihtonationso
Examples:
Ci) j^acs:, ^gogi, ^sagsAn.
‘Vegetable:, meat- and fish*
(ii) ^jAphwa, ^Angmg, mug 033.
‘Eilm, play and ballet*
In the two examples: given on the previous, page:, every 
noun except the last ones; is accompanied", by Intoneme 
IE or Intoneme E, each followed by the tentative junc­
ture, which is' very often used to list items *
Paratactically linked, nouns have potentiality 
of. taking coordinators., thus resulting in the same cons­
truction as. nouns linked, by coordinators»
e:0go jace: (wa) gpgi (wa) saps An
*Vegetable, meat and. fish*
jAphwa (wa) jAnguig (gwa;) mujoq 
‘Film, play and ballet*
It is: to be noted that of coordinators., na/ina ‘or* 
an(^  onmn *or* can not be added between nouns linked 
para^acticallya In other words’, the coordinators that 
may be added between paratactically linked nouns arc 
wa/gwa ‘and* and guirigo ‘and* only.
The structure of nouns linked either by coordinators 
or by parataxis may be summarily set out as follows:
5<,12.23 No.uns in Apposition
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Nouns ic. apposition consist of two immediate
1 2  1 constituents N and N occurring in that order. N
is most often filled by a family name, a given name: or
2by both, and. sometimes; by a; nickname., and. N by a title
or' other nouns; descriptive: of N. . Less: frequently both
1 2N and IT ' may be: represented by nouns; other than personal 
names' and titles'.
han ggosu ‘Prof. Han* (lit. Han professor).
jun detccqnjA33’ ‘President Tun* (lit. Tun
president).
gar: gamcan '^arigun ‘General Gang Gamchan*
■feJatmiiimt±rid+ ■' II^T I \iiih .immI hm* w «im<n hWl iMaiftUftfill ’ »'
N. “ (lit. Gang Gamchan General).
gaq gamcan < gar] ’family name’ +
gamcan 1 given name 1
p
gim no in ‘ 1 he old" man, [Mr]' Gim ‘
(lit. [Mr] Gim, the old man)'.
j.ApcAr SAiibs ‘ [My university] senior:, Tungchul ‘
(lit. Tungchul, my senior).
uri mi laram bsKdusan ‘Our'pride:, Mt:„ Baegdu* 
N1 N2
Nouns; in apposition usually form a single: stress group(cf.
2a,6~, p.42) and- are spoken consequently with a single
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intonation, However when they are realised1, as two
1 2 "stress- groups-, N and N each forming a stress group,
I:N is: very often marked by Intoneme L»
e:.go ^han ggosu ‘Prof, Han‘
or -han ^ggosu ,r
^jun dstopngAg ‘President Yun‘
-gun ^dctorgng'Aq n
j 2
The order of N “ and 3M may sometimes be. reversed,
1especially when N includes both family name: and given
2 Iname:, resulting m  N * N .
e,g0 Jangun gan gamcan ‘Gen, Gang Gamcan'
N K1
sausu gu inho ‘The player [Hr,] Yu Inho‘
2 “ r ’N Nx
cf- tju inho sAnsu
Nx N
Nouns standing in apposition are superficially similar 
in construction to those linked paratactically(5.12,22) 
since, both constructions lack coordinator(s)- But in
fact they are different from each other in the following
respects:
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(i) Nouns- in apposition are not capable of taking
1 2a coordinator between N and. N * whereas: nouns 
linked- parat’acticalTy have, potentiality of taking 
a~ coordinator between every two member nouns*
(II.) There, is an intonational contrast between the 
two constructions * The. first of the two nouns 
ii. * istanding in apposition is: usually marked, by In to­
neme. L whereas with paratactically linked nouns, 
every member noun is: marked by In tone me:; Ll/Ht 
or Intoneme R.
5 o l2o 3 Nominal Group as Nominal Head.1
The: nominal group, itself an endocentrie cons­
truction, has as its structure::
N1 H2 ..... ig
T*1
In whidh N or the last N in the. sequence., is. head 
and" all other nouns preceding Nn subordinates). The 
subordinates: may be. further analysed as: consisting of 
the' last noun as: head' and other nouns preceding It as 
subordinate(s) and so on*
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jAhen Junbi ‘Preparations for journey*
(lit. Journey preparations)„
j Arjgug sa:ram * Englishman *(lit, England man),
migug JA^bu siceg ‘American Government Policy*
jAngu gehweg JagsAg wanrjo
‘The. completion of the drawing of 
research plan*(lit, Research plan 
drawing completion).
Like nouns, in apposition, every member noun of a nominal 
group, if it forms a seperate stress: group, is normally 
marked by Intoneme L, except the last one which may be-
differs;: from nouns in apposition in that:
(i) every member noun except the last one has poten­
tiality of taking the adjectival particle(3^45*8) 
nil cof*, thex'eby resulting in an adjectival phrase 
standing in a subordinate I’alation to the? immediately
"■•  : succeeding noun while nouns in apposition have: no
such potentiality.
accompanied by any intonation. However a noun group
e.'„ g „ j Ahsip jut) Junbi
Ad j. p; 
‘Preparations for journey* 
(Journey1s: pre parat 1 on s)
(ii) the order of the member1 nouns can not be: altered
while that: of the nouns: In apposition is* In general
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reversible, and’, (iil) unlike, nouns- in apposition 
it does not include personal name/ as: an immediate 
constituento
5■ a 12*4: C.brirpoixncl Numeral as: Nominal Head
The compound', numeral, which consists, of a 
sequence of two or more numeral nouns(cf, 3°42*11) and 
denotes: a. certain quantity, may function as:* head of the 
nominal phrase:* A,- compound numeral may be followed, by 
a classifier(cf. 3*42.*, 21) and; with it constitute a 
’Compound Numeral Expression’, which is; itself an endo- 
centric nominal phrase with the classifier.’ as- head* The 
first constituent (subordinate.) of a*> compound numeral ex­
pression must be represented; by a compound numeral ad^ec- 
tive.(cf* 3.43.1, p.94) and. not by a compound numeral (noun) 
if its last number is one, two, three or four*
sasib o (w a p ) ‘E.oy/rty five (won)4
< sasib o ‘fourty five.4 ’compound numeral
(noun)’ +. w a s  ’monetary unit’ ’N*clasif’
sambeg jugsib cir (gwAn)
‘Three hundred sixty seven volumes4
< sambsg jugsib cir c367‘ ’compound
numeral (noun)’ + gwAii 1 volume’ ’NoClasif’
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ahum han (mari) ‘Ninety one (heads)[of sheep]*
ahmn han ‘ninety .one* 'compound numeral 
adjective' + mari ‘head* 'clasif.1
5-'„l2«4-i:. To express the number or quantity of the 
referent of a noun, the following construction is most 
frequently used:
N + Compound Numeral Expression
' csg isid o gwAn ‘Twenty five volumes- of boohs*
N (lit. books: twenty five 
volumes)
<lddbqca. jAr ]a s as ds ‘Sixteen cars,*
(lit. cars sixteen sets)
ej]aqi smmur han <£aq ‘Twenty one sheets of
paper (lit. paper 
twenty one sheets)
The. construction N + Compound Numeral Expression may 
be' best described.as a special type? of appositional cons­
truction.
Less frequently, as.; an alternative to the. one 
described above, the following endocentric construction 
is~ also used:
Compound Numerical Expression +• mi N
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e:*g<, i'sib o gwAn m i  egg “Twenty five volumes
^ of books‘(lit, Twenty 
five volumes’ books)
jAr Jasas dg mi J-gdonca ‘Sixteen cars‘(lit,
^ Sixteen sets* C Sirs)
smmul ban top mi <£bri ‘Twenty one sheets of
paper‘
5.13 Nominal Expansion
The nbminal expansion consists, of (i) up to 
three adjectives, (ii) up to two adjectival clauses(cf. 
6.42), (iii) one or more adjectival relational phrase(cf* 
5*32), or (iv) a:, combination of up to three adjectives 
and an adjectival clause.
5• 13" 1 Ad'jective(s) as~ Nominal Expansion
Any adjective and., any combination of up to 
three adjectives1 may occur as the expansion of the nominal 
phrase, except that the demotic and. interrogative adjec­
tives (cl, 3<*43*2 & 3*4-3*3 ) are mutually exclusive. There 
is no fixed, order in which adjectives are to occur within 
the nominal expansion except that a. qualitative adjective 
(cf0 3* * #3‘«> 4*) i if present, must come last in the series,
i) A af -fcivo or m o r e  dietc-hic or
auL-ec-fc^es *S Mo-t pos»s*b<e.
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i.e., immediately before the; head,
eBg„ £a ceg ‘That book*; <£a ‘that* Adj.dele.
SE 3ib ‘[A.] new house1.; se: ‘new..4 Adj.q.
Aimi gogdaq ‘Which factory ?*
Anuu ‘which, ’ certain* AcLj„interr. 
Anrn ss gog-lag ‘Which neitf factory ?*
Antu han ss ceg ‘ [A.] certain new book *
han ‘one* Adj.num.
5o15o2 Adjectival Clause(s) as Nominal Expansion
Up to two adjectival clausesCcf. 6045) may 
occur as- the nominal expansion. . When the expansion 
consists'of two adjectival clauses, they are linked either 
by a coordinator such as gmrigp ‘and* or tonum ‘or1, 
or by parataxis.
e*8* ganiun sarram ‘The man who: is going* (lit„ The.
going man)
«l-ib e: onrnn ai ‘The, child, who. is coming* (lit.
The home coming child)
sagwa rmr -fear- cAnjA ‘The: girl who will pick
apple ( s:) * (lit. The apple 
picking girl)
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nmrgum so. ‘An old cow/ (lit. A, cow: which is old')'
Adjectival clauses: linked, by coordinator:
^Armtun gmrigp AjAprnn sinbu ‘A., young and beau- 
c tiful bride*(lit* A.
bride who: is. young and beau­
tiful)
AJe bon gmrigo nsir mannar cAnnjAn
■ 1-1 i i I » I rn I ■.■*■>!VtfiiiMUT* mi— » Hiiir nit - .fa ^^i-r-m-TTTn-1 mv -   n — r «  V
C
‘The young man whom X saw. yesterday and 
will meet tomorrow/
pargan ~5omun paran jAnpir ‘A’, red or blu© ponoil* 
c (lito' A-^pencil which 
is: red or blue)
Adjectival clauses, linked by parataxis:
sa::ram i manhmn bogfebhah gAri ‘The. crowded (and)
busy street1(lita 
The street [in which] people 
are numerous and which is com­
plicated)
kmn jarbmn cfopi lA large; and thin [sheet of]
paper* (lit. A\ [sheet;; of] paper 
which is. large:; and. thin)
5.13-3 Adjectival Relational Phrase (s.) as, Expansion
One or more adjectival relational phrase.(cf„ 5.32)
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each consisting of N +- m i , may occur as the nominal 
expansion. A nominal expansion consisting of two or 
more adjectival relational phrases exhibits its 10 
structure as follows:
Although theoretically unlimited, the number of adjecti­
val relational phrases found in a nominal expansion 
is in general not more than three in all.
ua m i  AniAni ‘My(lit. of me) mother*
doflmu mi a^Asi ‘[My] f fiend''s.; uncle 4 (lit. Uncle:
1 N5 mi
of [my] friend)
gjojug ini him ‘The; power of education4
AmAni uii abA^i mi salin
4[My] mother1s. father1s photo4(lit. 
ivThe. photo of [my] mother's father)
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clhgu mi a^Asi. mi sxnssrr mi "&ar:
‘[My] friend’s:: uncle's teacher's daughter1
g j osu mi jAngu uii gjArgwa..
‘The. results, of the professor's research1(lit„ 
Theyresuits.of research of the professor)
There is: a tendency, especially in spoken language, for 
the particle mi to drop when a series: of it oc..cur in 
the; nominal expansion, leaving as: many as:, would, he.- required 
to avoid; ambiguity. For: instance: the two examples given
above may be. rewritten as.:
clngu (mi) a&Asi mi SAnssp; (lui) £ar
gjosu mi jAngu (mi) gjArgwa
5 ° 13 * 4- Adjectives:;: & Adjectival Clause, as:. Expansion
Up to three adjectives; and an adjectival clause-, 
occurring in any order except forftherre^triCtions' stated 
in 5.13.1, may function as, the nominal expansion.
e.g. han sigsighan cAqnjAn ‘[A] brave young man1(lit. 
Adj a adj,cl.
[A] young man who is brave)
i aruimdaun sfe ca; *This beautiful new car1 
Ad j, adj . .c l . Adjf
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_jgtu sAur esA ~ on eApnjAn ‘That young man from 
mx. ~ aa^cl. Seoul‘(lit. That who-
came-from-Se:cml young man)i
. Anm han . jPohurn ss _ 3-xTo ‘A certain nice new house*
Adj. Adj. Adj.cL,Adj. (lit. Certain one, nice
new house)
5.14 TO embedded in a larggr_Jl
A. more complex nominal phrase may comprise an TO 
aas its: head', and- every such WE- includes, two expansions.,
the, one:; belonging to the: embedded. HP. and the other to the.
*
larger: Np; of J which the1-embedded'. UP.' occurs!: as;: the head, as 
shown by the,, following formula-:
HP -$>• Exp. +: H
H. -»• HP1
HP1 -> Exp.1 +:- H1
HP.' -> Exp. +: Ex p .1 ~--b- H1
Varytoften a-tentative juncture. occurs:, after Exp- in the
' i
above' formula, thus se.peratingi Exp« from Exp° *
‘■The. streets of Seoul 
that I saw/
e'8g, ns,;ga bon, SAur. tui gAri
Exp.3 Exp.1___ H1
H
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.' araimdaun,, .tjAla mi mogsori ‘The. beautiful woman's 
Exp." Exp*1 H voice * (lit. The womanfs
voice- which is beautiful)
na uii, AinAni uui guinsim- ‘My mother's worry‘(My
* i rn ' \Exp; ; Exp, H . worry-about my mother)
■ i
A nominal phrase of the. structure. Exp. +.• Exp.' H:.
may in some instances., be subject to more than one. struc­
tural. interpretation. and consequently give rise to seman™ , 
tic ambiguity,, Ebr instance,
aruimdaun ; tj A u i i  mogsori ‘The beautiful woman's
voice*
may be interpreted in two; different ways depending on where 
the first IC, cut is made;: with the first IC cut coming
between Expv and Exp,n, the nominal phrase translates
‘ The woman ’ s voice: which is beautiful*, but if it iscmade;
1 ■ -
between Exp. and',. Hi the same, phrase translates ‘The 
voice of the beautiful woman‘» The two different IC 
cuts may be shown by following diagrams.
* The- woman * s voice; 
which is. beautiful* 
(The beautiful 
voice, of the woman)
(i) aruimdaun £}A<Ia uii mogsori
Exp 1
j Exp h ;
EE!
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(ii) ■ aruimdaun fjA£a: uii mogsori ‘The. voice; of the
beautiful woman4
- s
| Exp;. |H.
hp: . . . .
[.' aruimdaun 4 (who/which)is1 beautiful 4 ’.adj.'cl 
woman4 ■ ’ N , . uii £ of* 1 Eel „ ad j • ' ,
‘voice4 N ]
The 10/ analysis: of. (1) refers:' to the- structure, .of
'■ ' ■ 1 an HE comprising an embedded HR as ids: head, i.e.,
Exp» + Exp, -i- EH'-,., whereas; that. of. (ii) refers,;- to
an HE structure- of ■ Exp, 4-: H~ type:, where Exp. is
analysable into successively smaller constituents- ' in
the manner shown diagrammatically on p.20.7- As; stated
earlier, a tentative juncture is, frequently found between
•TV ’ T  1Exp, and- Exp, in the nominal phrase; comprising an embedded 
NB and this phonological feature serves to distinguish, 
in spoken language at least, the former from the other 
type.
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’5<>2 Verbal Phrase
The verbal phrase, despite its central importance 
in Korean syntax: and indeed in grammar as: a whole, has 
been given an incomplete and unsystematic.treatment up to 
now* Bvem when a discussion of the verbal phrase: as
such was attempted, which was. very rare, it hardly went 
beyond two- or three-verb phrases^ and was fragmentary*
This: chapter attempts, to describe:, the- structuring of the 
.verbal phrase in such a:, way that a complete picture, 
may be shown e
The syntactic function, and especially the exter­
nal distribution,/V::d^ ^^  the; verbal phrase is. exclusively 
determined by the inflectional ending sxif fixed. to the verb 
of such a phrase,, Box1, instance., a. verbal, phraser may func­
tion as: a. clause or* sentence on its: own when its last verb 
is-inflected with a final ending, or as-any non-final clause 
such as* nominal, adjectival orxadverbial clause: when it is.
suffixed, with a. non-final ending* This, however, will be 
discussed” at the clause level and the present section is 
devoted entirely to a discussion of the internal structure
1) It will suffice: to quote- one example* In the most compre­
hensive Korean grammar so far* published, namely, "uri-malbon". 
[Our(Korean)' Grammar 1 hy Prof* Hyun-bae Ohoi,-only a few lines 
are written on p*383 about the multiplexverb structure*
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of verbal phrases
5 * 21 The Elements and Structure of Verbal Phrase
The verbal phrase has two immediate constituents, 
'Expansion' and 'Head' occurring in that order. The head, 
is further analysed into 'Nucleus' which consists of one 
to three full verbs and 'Satellite' which consists of one 
or more auxiliai*y verbs. The expansion, consisting of an
Ct »
adverb or an adverbial phrase, is/optional element and so 
is the. satellite o The., verbal phrase structure may be set 
out by the following diagram:
Adv.* /AdVoEh.* V.1 V.2 id
1 2 3 n-s Ya aiix, V.* aux, V.„ aux „ *»»V Q aux»
Nucleus (Satellite)
(.Expansion) Head:.
Where the. verbal headl consists: of twb or moi,e~ full verbs, 
or of one or more full verbs plus one or more auxiliary 
verbs, every verb except the last one must be: inflected in 
one of the four concatenating forms Cc.f* 4,35°3) as, required 
by the immediately succeeding verb* Apart from a modifying 
par-ticle(cf „ 3°45»9)\ a plus juncture or less:, frequently a 
tentative juncture, no. word., of. any class can intervene 
between any two elements within a verbal phrase-;*
JL
.-
Jkamples
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(i) Nucleus only:
n-AiriA gada ‘ to  go o v e r1
< h a b a ‘to cross.4 + gada ‘to go‘ 
toba guA mAgda ‘to catch, grille7 and eat1
(ii)' Nucleus + Satellite:
sipda ‘to want to go1 
Nuc„ Sato
< gag© ‘to go‘ + sipda ‘to want to‘
dibA Jida ‘to be picked up‘
Nuc- Sat,
< SlbA. ‘to pick up£ + <lida ’pasv.fmtv1
£w ±a  gago sipA hago isda
Nuc. Sat,
‘to be wanting to go running4
< ■fewiA ‘to run4 + gago: ‘to go4 +
sipA ‘to want to* + hago ‘processive 
verb fratVo 1 +■ isda ’progressive t.fratv.1
( )  Expansion -e Head:
dar hada ‘to do (^something! well*
Exp-a Nuc,
H
< <£ar ‘well* + hada ‘to do*
Arrmn ;£w i a  gada ‘to go running quickly4
Exp,   Nuc o
H
< Arrmn ‘ quickly4 + £wiA gada ‘ go
running4
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a^u mArri
Exp„
.a  gago sipA hago isda 
Nuc * Sat .
H.
to be: wanting to go running very f a r 4
< a&u ‘very4 •£ mArri ‘far4 + £wiA gago ‘to go
r u n n i n g 4 +: sipA hago isda ‘to be' wanting t o 4
5o 21 o 1 Head, of Verbal Phrase:
In Korean, as: in other 1 Turanian’ languages’^,
Expansion ( or subordinative/determinant) regularly 
precedes: Head ( or determine ), e?0g., adjective precedes; 
noun, adverb precedes: verb, and so on. However the rela­
tion obtaining between Nucleus and Satellite, the two 
constituents of the verbal head", is rather unique. The: 
satellite, consisting of one or more auxiliary verb(s), 
is syntactically bound and' therefore unable to perform 
any syntactic function by itself unless it is preceded 
by the nucleus'which isrsyntactically free. This criterion 
justifies' taking the: nucleus- as: central and the satellite 
as; subordinate to the former. In respect: of the syntactic 
function(s) of the verbal head as a whole, however, the 
satellite is central and the nucletis only peripheral, 
since it is (the last auxiliary verb of) the satellite 
which determines the external distribution of the verbal
1) C .E a B a z e ll ,  "The Fundam enta l S y n ta c t ic  R e la t io n s " ,  p . 11*
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head and ultimately the entire verbal phrase in which 
the satellite- occurs, s Accordingly, by the criterion 
of syntactic functions^ the satellite is subordinate 
to the nucleuso
5-21.11 Nucleus of Verbal I Baade
One to three processive verbs(cf0 3*4-1.1), each 
inflected in the concatenating form I except the last 
one, may occur as the nucleus of a verbal phrase. One 
verb nucleus is most frequent, two-verb nucleus less 
frequent than the one-verb nucleus and three-verb 
nucleus: very rare;. Descriptive verbs: may occur as 
the exponent of one-verb nucleus, but no multiple-verb 
nucleus- may include, or consists: entirely of:, descrip­
tive: verbs:, with the. exception of two-verb nuclei of 
Which the- second'verb is: boi- ‘to be: seen, to be: shown, 
to seem*, a. passive: verb derived, from bo- ‘to see.* Vltr. 
Ihe: first position of such a: nucleus may be filled by 
ah$everb, processive or descriptive.
e. g. nturgA boinda * [He 1 looks old. ‘
< nairg- ‘to get old* VI p* 
dArmA boinda * [She:] looks: young. *
<’ tom- ‘to be: young* Vl'd.
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Nucleus is of- two different types, trans/tive 
and intransitive, according to the type of veirbs included 
in it* The. nucleus which includes: one or more transitive 
verb(s) is a. transitive type and its; syntactic function 
is the same as' that of a.single transitive verb. On the 
other hand, the nucleus which consists; only of intran­
sitive verbs, is; an intransitive type and has the same 
syntactic function as an intransitive verb.
Examples:
(i) Nucleus of Transitive Type:
liArm uir Jab a ganda ‘[They] are taking the 
0
bab rnr
~ — c r ~
feoc: rnr 
0
pai^  mr
tiger with them1(lit»[They] 
have caught the tiger [and] 
are going away)
anJa mAgAsni ‘Did you eat your* supper 
—  sitting ?‘(iit. Supper
sitting ate ?)'
‘Let us plant flowers and 
look after them1(lit„ 
Flowers planting let’s 
look after)
gUA carra nohasda *[She] toastedl, cutv.oi. v.tr. v_^cr^ and served the
simA galmJa 
Vetr0 Vatr„ 
Nuc.
Nuc
bread1(lito The 
toasting, cutting, served)
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snr tur nuA £ar a masinda-.
O' " V«,int:n V.,tr, V.„tr,
‘[He::] is: drinking wine lying, ‘ (lit. Wine lying 
pouring out. is drinking)
(ii) Nucle.ua- of Intransitive- Type.:
giA gasda ‘[He] went crawling.*(lit. Crawling 
V c. in t r, V., in t r went)
faiA onda ‘[He] is. coming running4(lit0 Running
V. intr, V,0intr aas;, coming]
anfe. swiA gailla ‘Shall we sit down and rest
TESEe V-intr. Vintr. be_fore W0, gQ ?lQit> Sitting
resting shall we go ?)
5«21 * 12. Satellite of Verbal . He adj.;,
The satellite, which is the optional element 
in the structure of the verbal head consists of one 
or more auxiliary verbs, each inflected in the appro­
priate concatenating form, except the last*: one. The 
number of auxiliary verbs that may be found within a 
satellite is. theoretically unlimited,, Eor instance, 
anhw 'V»aux„ for negation1 may be repeated any
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number of times as. in the following example with 
multiple negations:
gago sipJi anhld anh^i anhlf * *.»„ anhli anhda
£ [1] do not not not * * * » not want to go4
(lit, Go do-not-want-to do not not not * * * not)
< gago 4to go4 V0intr,, sipJi 4to want4 V.aux*
But in practice: not more than five auxiliary verbs occur
in the verbal head*
A general statement may be made as follows with 
regard to various functions of auxiliary verbs which 
constitute the satellite of the verbal head:
EEery auxiliary verb in the satellite (i) deter­
mines the concatenating form in which the immediately 
preceding verb, whether it is a full verb in the nucleus 
or another auxiliary verb, is to be inflected, (ii) 
semantically restricts;, or add's additional meaning(s) 
to, the preceding verbs(s), and' some auxiliary verbs
(iii)‘ determine: the type of the verbal head in which
they occur, e*g* verbal head of processive type or of 
descriptive type, or' (iv) supplement and extend the
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morphological formations-of voice- and tense, &eg. 
passive: voice formation by the auxiliary verb <11- 1pasv. 
Vofiiitv0T or progressive tense., formation by the auxiliary 
ve.rb is- *progr.t.frntv. 1 (c:f. 4*. 33* 11*2)',
In the following section auxiliary verbs, 
will be: classified into four different groups: according 
to the. concatenating form in which they reiquire. the imme­
diately preceding verb, full or auxiliary, to be, inflected, 
and. then each auxiliary verb in each group will be. dis­
cussed in turnvas: regards other relevant features.
5* 2l„12.1 Classification of Auxiliary Verbs according
to Concatenating Restrictions
5*21,12.11 Auxiliary Verbs, of Group I
vtr/■*
Any auxiliary grohp of this" group requires 
the immediately preceding verb to be inflected in the 
concatenating form I,
V.st.~a/~A V.aux. I
(2) (3) duiri- (4) ds- (5) bAri-
(6) sah- (7) (8) ga- (9) (10) noh-
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(11) na- (12) ne» ,\l
All auxiliary verbs of group I are processive and may 
follow a nucleus, or a nucleus plus a satellite, of pro­
cessive type, with the exception of £i- which may fal­
low a-nucleus, or a nucleus plus a satellite, of both pro­
cessive and descriptive type* A. verbal head whose sate­
llite consists of, or ends in,one of the auxiliary verbs 
of group X is itself a processive type and may be followed 
by any other auxiliary verb. See 5°2lel2„3 for examples,
5~2lol2„l2 Auxiliary Verbs of Group II
Any auxiliary verb of this group requires 
the immediately preceding verb to be inflected in the 
concatenating form IX(c.fT. 4-:,.35-3)*
~Vhst.-go -k V.,aux« II
CL) i h  (2) sip-
These- auxiliary verbs, are descriptive, and. may be: preceded 
by a: nucleus, or a. nucleus, plus, a- satellite, of processive 
type: onlyQ A, verbal phrase whose, satellite consists of, 
er ends: in, one of the two auxiliary verbs of group II is; 
itself a descriptive type: and may be: followed, directly
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by an auxiliary verb of descriptive type such, as: aniha-
’negation’ or mosha- ’negation, to be; unable to1 (cfo $«. 
21012ol4)o However it can not be followed by an auxiliary 
verb of processive type imless it is first of all trans­
formed into a processive type; by taking a processive 
formative such as. Ji~, ha*-., mandrnr-, and dwe- (cf* 5°21C12 
11 & 5o2lo 12*13) * Se:e. 5°21^12„3 for examples,
5* 21»12o 13 Auxiliary Verbs of G-roup III
Any auxiliary verb of this group requires 
the immediately preceding verb to be inflected in the 
concatenating form III(cf„ 4„35«3).*
V..st.-ge + V:Qaux0 III
(l) ha™, (2) manduir-, (3) dwe~
All auxiliary verbs of group III are processive and may 
follow a* nucleus, or a nucleus plus a satellite, of both 
processive and descriptive typeD A verbal head whose 
satellite consists of, or ends in, one of the auxiliary 
verbs of group III is itself a processive type and may 
be followed by any other auxiliary verb. See 5*21»12.3 
for examplesa
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5* 21.120-1d Auxiliary Verbs of Group IV
Any auxiliary verb of this group requires 
the immediately preceding verb to be inflected in the 
concatenating form IV (cf* do35°3)°
VoSto-Ji -t- VoauXo IV
(3-) &niha-, (2) mocha-, (3) mar-
aniha- and mos^a- are auxiliary verbs of both proce­
ssive and descriptive type whereas mar- is a proce­
ssive type* Accordingly aniha- and mosha- may follow 
a: nucleus^ or a nucleus? plus' a satellite., of both px’ocessive 
and descriptive type:, whereas, mar- follows: only that of 
processive typeo A. verbal head, whose: satellite consists 
of, or ends in, aniha- or mosha- is: either j^ocessive 
or descriptive type: depending on whether the preceding 
verb(s) is-: processive or descriptive.* If it is. processive, 
the entire verbal head is also processive and may be fol­
lowed, by any other auxiliary verb, but if it is descriptive, 
the entire verbal head is als:o descriptive and may be fol­
lowed by a descriptive auxiliary verb but not by a proce­
ssive auxiliary verb unless: it is first of all transformed 
into a processive type: by taking a processive formative
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such as: t?i~, ha-, maiidm-, and, dwe-- (cf„ 5-21.12.11 &
5.21.12*13')* See 5°2l.l2o3 for examples* ‘
5*21*12.2 Rules on the Distribution of Auxiliary Verbs
with Other Verbs within Verbal Head*
The classification of auxiliary verbs into 
four different groups on the basis of the morphological 
restrictions imposed by auxiliary verbs on the immediately 
preceding verb(cf* 5°21*12.1) shows in which of the four 
concatenating forms the verb, full or auxiliary, must: appear 
when followed” by an auxiliary verb* However it does not 
specify in detail what type of verb may precede or follow 
a particular auxiliary verb, which, as; auxiliary verbs' are 
not concatenated, in a disorderly manner, is: vitally impor­
tant for the; correct understanding and generation of 
verbal Heads, especially of long and complex: type * It 
is’ the distinction of verbs', whether full or. auxiliary, 
into the. processive and.descriptive types: that is directly 
relevant to the manner' in which auxiliary verbs combine with 
one another" and with full verbs' in the nucleus. Ihe state­
ments on the distribution of auxiliary verbs1 with other 
verbs in the verbal head' structure, as: conditioned by the 
criterion of the processive/descriptive difference of.
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verbs, have already been made; at relevant places in 
the sections: dealing with the four groups of auxiliary 
verbs(cfa 5®2l,l20l)* They may be-brought together here 
and collapsed into a. single rule egs: follows:
x:
x:
Satellite
The abbreviations used in the rule above are:
X = Processive full verb(s)
X =  Descriptive full verb(s) 
x =s Processive auxiliary verb 
y =r Descriptive auxiliary verb
The above rule is to be read from left to right as follows
1 lThe nucleus X or X may be followed by x or y in the
satellite, either of which may in its turn be followed by
2 2 d 5x or y , or x^ or y respectively, and so on0 Thus
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the foilawing sequences are possible
i) X: x1 2X
ii.) X x^ 27 y
iii) X h 3x^
5
YT
iv) Y 1y 3y 3y
v) Y x1 2.y l.X
etc;
The: satellite, structure:;, which is; optional, is.; open-ended, 
and" therefore the. x/y expansion may be; repeated theore­
tically any number of times, although in practice it. rarely 
repeats: itself more than five, times., in all. In the appli­
cation of the above rule: the following restrictions must
be observed;:
®> r n x; f x u
f i t
(II) z: «• ’Erocessive: formative*- fli -, ha~, dwe- etcJf
e0.go X\ -9>' ■ X y^ * z;
Y Y, z
The application of the,.':: rule;, given on the previous page, 
in conjunction with the restrictions on the choice' of an
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appropriate concatenating form and any limitations 
which will be mentioned in the exemplification of each 
auxiliary verb(cf* 5021*12.3) - will generate correct 
verbal heads., subject only to collocational restrictions.
5.21*12.3 Exemplification of Verbal Heads
Examples of verbal head's will be divided into 
two type® , (!) those: with simple satellite and (ii) those:
with compound satellite* Simple satellite consists of 
one auxiliary verb, and compound, satellite of more than one*
5.21*12*31 Verbal Heads with Simple Satellite
5*21*12.31-1 With the Group I Auxiliary Verbs
-O bo- V.*p*aux* ‘to try to, to attempt to*
irgA boasda * [He;] has tried to read fit]**
X
iiua irgA bogesda * [I] will try and read [it]**
^ X (lit* Lying reading [I] will
try*)
V*p*aux* ‘to do something for someone as
a favour*
dibA d-urlca ‘[Shall] I. pick [it] up for you ?*
X x
3) dmri- Vapohon„axix. ‘to do something for someone
as: a favour ‘
csg' mr 03:3-3. dmri ge sxubn IdaO’. ~ x: ' ‘x
‘I will find the book fox* you, [six*] ‘
^£w~ V,’.p#aux. ‘repetition1
The: collocability of this: auxiliary verb is very 
limited' compared with ■ sah-, which may collocate with
almost any verbo Verbs which collocate; with ds~- are: 
mAg™ ‘to eat:fi, ur- ‘to cry*, norri™ ‘to tease*,
icabur- ‘to behave flippantly*, bur™ ‘to blow*, etc0
gugsu ruir mAgA dsnda ‘ [lie.] is eating noodle- again
.  ~  .
and againo
norriA dsAsni ‘Did' you tease [him] much ? l 
X, x'
5) sab-- V.0p0aux,> ‘repetition, continuation*
ws' USA safcni ‘Why do you keep on laughing ?‘
XI x:
ar mr  sarma mAgA sahasda: ‘ TWel boiled eggs and
ate: them without end* *
bAri- V.p.auXc ‘to do something completely, or
thoroughly‘
Jaa bAriAsda * [He.] went to bed. straight away, *
X. ~ x
nurrA bAriAsdd. ‘You pressed, it completely, didn't
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7) Ji-
8')' S2>
Vop<>auXo
(a) ’passive voice formative’ when preceded
by a Totr,
sadin i cigA <1inda ‘The picture is t a k e n . ‘
"X x
carra dinda ‘[It] is broken/cuto ‘
’ X x'
(b) ’unintentional or independent of the will
of the subject’ when preceded; by Yointr*
ang^ a dinf ‘Can you sit ?‘(lit* Do you find 
x yourself sitting [even if you
d,on’t intend/try to]?)
dar gaa din da C[I] find [myself] going well 
^ ^ [even if I don’t try to]*‘
(c) ’processive verb formative’ when preceded
by a V.d.T plus: the meaning ‘progression 
or to become:.* 0
fioc: i. burgA dige.sda ‘The flower is: likely
x ‘ to become redl ‘
AduA dibnilla: ‘ [Is it] getting dark ? ‘
- X ™  5T“
V.ap#aux, ‘progression [toward, a: goal] from
present to- future or- away from the 
speakex^ * or: ‘iieur~completion ‘
adAsi ga: nuirgA ganda ‘My uncle is getting old* ‘ 
X.7' “ x.
busan e do.caghajA ganda ‘ [We] are getting near 
^  x Pusan*‘
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surbj^q- i bi'A gaasda-- ‘The wine bottle- was;
x getting empty,‘
-9) o~ V,p»aux0 ‘pxnogression [toward' a goal] from
past to present or toward the speaker*
noin uni itmr don an gido~ m r  ha ha oasda
XI x -
‘‘The old man has said, prayer for the past 
two days,*
ir mr gati hajA oasda * [We:] have worked together. *
X.‘ x
noh- V-.p.aux, ‘completion, retention*
This auxiliary verb is: usually preceded by 
?ntr. only.
gogi rmr carra nohasmbnilla ‘Hev.e you cut the meat 
X x up [and le:ft it in that 
cut-up state] ?*
usAn arai nohara ‘kind about [it] first of all,* x: x.
na~ ‘progression, completion* V,p.aux,
It is found with a limited number of V.intr.: 
pi- ‘to blossom*, sos™ ‘to rise, soar*,
J-ara- ‘to grow*, sar~ *to live* etc.
he ga so S3- nanda ‘The sun is rising/coming out.* 
X  x
ai ga feraa naasda ‘The child has grown up,‘
X X-
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(12) ns- ‘progreasion, completion£ V.p.aux.
It. is: found with a limited, number o:f V;.tr.: 
gjAndi-- ‘to endure*, ha~ ‘to do:*, igiv ‘to:-win* 
Jis- ‘to devise:, compose or: make* etc?*
gnimdlA nsge&o ‘Chn you stand Lit] ?*
X. x.
ai ga? sug^ e; riur hajA nsnda “The - boy is doing M s
X x borne: work- [and he? can 
finish it by himself].* ‘
5,* 21.12.31 .>2 With the.. Group II, Auxiliary Verbs
1)’ is- ¥.d*aux. ‘progressiva tense formative*
3ib uir Jisgo isda; ‘[They] are building a houseC ‘
X. y
nu:n ^ Qg° isASda ‘It; was snowing* (lit. fhe„  T 1
y snow was coming)
sip- ¥.d*aux* ‘to want to, to wish to:*
san mr nAmA gago sip so ‘ho you want to go
0 X v^ over the mountain ? *
AmAnl.. n m n  don m r  bon ago? sip as da
0. X. y
* [His:] mother wished to? send~ [some] money.*
Ihe object of a; transitive: verb followed by sin- 
may e:ither (I) remain unchanged as It would without sip-
2?2
or (ii) become- a complement’ by means;: of .; the replacement 
of the abject particle; rmr/mr by the complement particle 
ga/i» Ihus the sequence V. tr:. +. sip-- may exhibit two 
different syntactic:- patterns:;
Ci) 0 + ~W.tr. -k sip"
(’ii) Q: -k V.. tr. + sip-
W.tr. -f sip- in (i) is syntactically equivalent to a 
transitive verb whereas:- the same verbal head’, in (ii) 
is equivalent to a descriptive verb occurring with G.
e-S* pan m r  mAggo: slpda * [I] would, like to have.
® some bread.*
pan; i mAggo; sipda ‘[I] would: like to have
G some bread.. *
5-21'• 12". 51.3 With the Group III Auxiliary Verbs:
lX ha- W.p.aux.
a-)' 1 causative: voice formative:' when preceded 
by a V.,p.
b) 'causative voice and: proceosive verb 
formative' when preceded by a V.d.
X, verbal head, that includes: ha- in the satellite.
■ -  ’ *' , . . "■ ■= - : 23?
is: syntactically equivalent to a transitive verb and", may 
thus: take: at least one object. If, the nucleus; of such 
,a. verbal head! is^.the transitive type , there may: be.- two 
objects: but if it is. an intransitive or descriptive 
type, only one:; object may occur. * • .
(a^ ; When preceded by a; W.pr ,
. ai run? fege . ha£a. ‘let's make, the baby sleep. *
- / , 0...-. ' :X. ■ x;/ ; ; ... . , .
fege tto: sleep‘ V.intr. . : .
; map: uir pur tur niAgge. habsida . , :
; ' , ■ Q: • ; ■ 0 ';•■■■ - X . • X . ;
, V;. • ■>:, \ ‘let) si make the horse: eat graas v * : -
. mAgge., ‘to. eat ‘ V.trv -•
. Cb) Whqn: preceded: by a. W.d. , ; ; i .
sori rtur ^Agge: hajAsda, ‘ [He], turned; thd volume 
: ' ^ x '. down.* (lit. made the
• •- . * . ' sound, small)
. csgsap uxr, nopge, hani * ire:, you, making the. table;
■ - A  ..:. ; , x x [to be-J high ?‘ \
.) ; mandmr- V.p.aux. \
. v This auxiliary verb is identical to ha- in
every respect . except; that it is: more emphatic: than the
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latter;
(a) When preceded by a. V.p> .
ca rmr gage: mandmrAsni * Did! you make; the
0 X-- X  ^  o icar go;
nu ga, ha', ruir don m r  bArge: mandmrAsni 
0 0. X x:
‘Who has made: it possible: for you to make: money ?.* 
(lit* Who has made; you make:/earn money ?)
bArge:, ‘to earn* V.,tr.
(bj When preceded, by a . V.d. .
bur m r  barge mandmrAra ‘Make: the: light brighter.*
0 X x
gudu rmr gAmge; mandmrAdo 'Ev.en dif you make, [your],
0 X. x~ ! shoes.-: [to be] dark.*
dwe,~ V • p. aux.
aj 'independent of the will or intention on the: 
part, of the subject* when preceded by a. V-p.
£ib e. oge: dweAsda ‘[I] happened to come home
[although I did not intend tol*
harabA^i gai bosige;; dweAsmbnida
X x:
*It so.happened that [my], grandfather is 
going to see: [that]:. *
■23$
b) 1pr ocessive• verb formative* with' the meaning 
‘to become* when preceded by a V.dr.
gvu i ga nocpgei dwerlW ‘Will, hebedomei high ?*
Y x: -
hanuir i margga; dwe as#.! ‘The; sky has become
x" clear, hasnft it ?:*
% 21.12:.31 *4-- With the Group IV, Ahxlliary Yb rbs:;
*0 V.p/d.aux; ‘negation*
2)' mosha- V.p/d.aux. ‘to be unable to*
3). mar- V.pvaux. ‘negation*
Of Jthe three auxiliary verbs listed, above* aniha^- and 
moshav are in complimentary distribution with mar—  in 
relation to the types; of sentence; namely, aniha- and.. . 
mosha- occur -in declarative and interrogative sentences; 
only whereas: mar- occurrs: in imperative and.-prepositive^ 
sentences, only. As, an exception to the complimentary dis:- 
tributi'on mentioned, above , mar- may also:: occur” in inter­
rogative sentences if the subject no.un is; expressed, by
a.first person pronoun.
1) aniha-
i ai rnnn a^ig gAd^i anihanda . ‘This child does
x not walk yet. *
coxr vur so:&i anihajAsda\ ‘[Pie]; did not fire,; the gun.* 
x: x
haggjo ga mArr^i anhni, *Isn‘t the school far ?*
Y y
[ anh- is ai shortened form of aniha:^] .
giprn^i anhso ‘Are, you not happy ?*
j y
2J morshav
norrasA duad^lr moshajASda ‘Frightened, [she] could
x not heark.*
gmgJaq e; g a M  moshanda ‘[She] can not go to the
x theatre. *
onmr uxn nar: i jPoh^i moshade ‘It. is not clear
^ ^ today.* (lit. It can
not be.clear today) [regret 
tably])
A'., slight semantic difference, is observed between anihar- 
an(^  mosha-, both of which are used to form negative cons 
tructions. aniha- expresses, ‘simple negation1 while 
mosha- expresses' (i) inability or incapability on the 
part of the subject if the subject is represented by 
an animate noun, especially a personal noun or nouns,
(b) ‘regret1 on the part of the speaker for something 
being unfavourable;.
s.ur m r  saai o^i maseyjo ‘Please, do not bring wine 
X ^ with you. ‘ (lit. Please-,
do not bujr and: come.)
[See, /r/-dropping stem-, 4.22.22.1, for 
mar:- -*>-mav- bafore /s/ ]
neir $ A n a H  mabsida: ‘Let: us. not leave: tomorrow..
x: x
uri. nmn camsAgha^i mase: ‘Let us not, tahe part
x‘ in [the meeting] . *
na. nmn ga£i. maffca ‘Shall I not go ?;*
XI x
.5-21.12.32. Verbal Heads.: with Compound.. Satellite
following the illustration of verbal heads: 
with simple sate llit e,Ccf. 5*21.12.31)» illustrative: exam­
ples: of those with compound satellite are given' below, 
und'&r, two seperatei. headings:, X and. YI, the former 
representing nuclei of processive: type: and: the latter 
tho se.' of de scriptive type.
5*21.12.52.1 XI type-
(1I Verbal Heads: with two auxiliary verbs-:
Xyy:
Xyx:
(ii)
Xxxx r
Xkxyl
mAgA boge hasihdai 4 [He] allows?; me: to: try and’ eat: 
T x: x
irgA, ^u a sahnumda * [She] is reading [it]’ again 
x  x and" again [for you].4
ibA bogo si'pda. 4 [I], would like., ho try and. wear [it]x: x: y
gmrirn i gmriA 3ig0"> isba 4 The. picture is;
x  ^ being drawn*4
anJgo is&i anhda 4 [She:] is:; not sitting.4
X y y
nub go sip<£i anhda 4 [He], does: not want to lie: do.wn* 
X y y
gago; sipge. ha^ Asda;. 4 [X] had him want to go.4
X y x
eforgo isge. manduxrgesda 4 [Yvou] are- going to make
x ^ x [her], sleepy.4
Verbal Heads: with three- auxiliary verbs::
urge manduirA boa sahnumda 4 [He:] is trying to 
X x: x:
dAn^jA £ige:: hajA bofe
X
gmriA
x:
x x x
&La gago isda: 
x x: y
x mdlte her cry again
and again.4
4 Let; usi try to get it 
to be thrown away.4
[The. picture.], is nearly 
finished.4(lit. is being 
drawn [and almost, done]’)
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oS'i anhge mandmr go sipda 6 [I] would like: to make 
^ x x~ ^ . [him] not to come.*
Xxyx:; sa dturigo . sip a <?inda. * [X] feel, like;; writing
x: y x down [for her]. * (lit.
[I] feel inclined! to write 
[it], down [for her])
carra- bArigo sipA handa * [She;]; would! like; to
X. x 7 x cut it off.*
Xxyy: nora: sahgo sipSi anhda. ‘[I] do not want! to
^ x; ^ ^ keep' on playing.6
IcaburA dsgo: is£i anhas«Xi 6 [You] were not! behaving 
X ^ ^ flippantly, [were you?].6
Xyxxr sargo: sipge: hatfi marai 6 Bo. not make [himI want
21 y x" x. , n tto live.6
nor/go sipA liage: dweAsda 6 §He]’ has: c:ome to like
X' y x x T .. (■ playing.1
Xyxyr -kwigo isge hagp:> si|iAsda 6 [I] wanted him to be
^ x ^ running.6
duidgo sip a hago; isda. 6 [They]; would like; to hear: 
^ ^ X~ 7 [it].* (lit. are: wishing
to hear it)
Xyyx: manJigo is go: sipA handa ‘[She:]' wants to continue
^ ^ x‘ to: touch [it]. 6
£orgo’ is&i anhge. dweAsne. 6 [He] has managed not 
^ ^ ^ x to; be drowsy. 6
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Xyyy: man4igo isgo sip&i anhda
X: y y y
* [She:] does: not want to continue to touch [it].1
hogo sip4i anli«fi anhAsda. 1 [She] did not dis- 
^ ^ life to see: [it] .4
' ‘ (lit. did*, not not
want to see:; [it].)
(iii) Verbal. Heads, with four auxiliary verbs:
Xxxxx: urA ds<£i anhge hag a boara: ‘Try . to stop her
x' x x. x - going on crying. ‘
(lit. Try to make 
her not to. go’ on crying.)
Xxyxx: busiA dego sipA ha4i marge ‘Stop wishing to
^ x: . y x. x destroy*" [it] comp­
letely. 1
Xxxyx: ggAndiA nage. dwe;go sipA handa, ‘[He]; would-like
x x. y x .^0 himself
enduring [it].‘
Xyyyy: nuA isgo) sip^i anh4i anhAsda. ‘ [HeJ did not
s: y 7 y y dislike, to be
lying down.‘
(iv) Verbal Heads with five^  auxiliary verbs:
Xxxxxx:: usa nAmgjA bArgA 4i‘4i anhges hag a 4uAra.
3T x: x x x x
‘Bo not allow:[it] to be laughed away [for 
her' sake ]. ‘
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Xxxxyxr 4abhi'A ga&L anhge' ha] a <£ugo sipA handa
X. x: x x y x
* [He::] wants to make [liimX not to be 
arrestedr-and-taken-away [for him].. *
Xxyxxx: igiA nego s-ipA haePi anhge: mandmr Asda
XI x y x x x
4 [They] made: [her] not to want to
overcome [pains].. ‘
5.21.12:. 32.2 Y Type:.
(i) Verbal Head's.: with two auxiliary verbs: 
Yxx:
Yxy:
Yyx:
marga J;]a bAriAsdai 1 [It] became completely
Y x: x n tclear.
4-Armge: dweA borlW ‘Shall I fry to become
Y x x :  0 .yo.ung ? ‘
burge hago sipni ‘Do:: yon want to make it red. ?*
Y x: y
kmge mandmrgo isda ‘[He] is. making it big. ‘
Y x: y
gir^i anihage d'weAsda ‘ [It] became not long. ‘ 
Y- y x
nop^i moshage hajAra ‘Don't make it long.4
Y y x.
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Yyy: kuiJi mosha^i anhda ‘ [It] is not quite small.4
Y ^ ^ (lit. It can not be not big.)
(ii) Verbal Heads with three auxiliary verbs:
Yxxxr barga <Iige; ha.jA bo<Ia ‘Let us try to make
Y x x x‘ it bright.‘
hrnrige hajA noMi marAra. ‘Do not cause: [it] to
Y x x x be:come dim [and remain 
so]. ‘
Yxxyr ^mrgAbge mandmr a  nohgo sipda, 4 [I].-would. like to 
Y x. x y make, [them] to be:
happy [and remain 
so].4
ma^ge hajA dugo isda, ‘[He], is: making it* correct
^ x: x y  ^ pt, n i* for [her].4
Yxyx: naptuge dwego sipge; ha]Asda ‘[She] made: [him]
Y x "v "v*J J to: wish to become bad. 4
gumjAghage dwego sipA hani ‘Do you want to 
^ x y x :  become famous ?*
Yxyy: ArjA ^ggo slpjli anhAsda ‘[She:], did not wish to
Y ^  ^ ^ become young.4
hajahge dwe:go isefi anhAsda ‘ [It] was: not getting 
x- Y Y white. *
Yyxx: smrpm^i anhge mandmr a - n ohara. ‘Make [her] not
Y y x x to, be Had. ■
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Yyxy:: aprnJi anhge dwego sigda '[I] want to be not
T y X. y 111bC
Yyyxr suiJi anh<?i anhge dwergesda 1 [It] is going to
^ ^ x become: bitter. * (lit.
not not bitten)
Yyyy: £ob<?i mosha^i anh£i anhda *
Y' y y y
* [It] is: wide.*(lit. can not not not bernar:fcow.)
(iii) Verbal Heads with four auxiliary verbs.:
Yxxxx: smrpA 3ige hajA bAri^i mar3a. ‘Let us not make.
Y x: x x: x r, ~ -i ^  <, [her] sad.*
Yxxxy: niu^A ?i?i anhge.. hago sipda ‘[I] would like to
Y x x x . y i r * 4 “i j— ^ make [xt] not to be
late.*
Yxxyx: aarba , £ige hago. sipA hajAsda ‘[She?] wanted it
^ x y x  ]5ec-oine <
Yyxxx: garjAb^i anhge hajA <£ua borlla ‘Shall I attempt
Y y x x x to make: [him]
not to feel itchy.‘
Yyxyx: burpjAnha<?i anhge dwego sipA ha£i
Y y x y x
‘[She:] wishes* to become not uncomfortable.*
Yyxxy: jarb£i anhge manduirA nohgo isAsda
Y y x: x y
‘[Shed was making it not thin.*
2 m
(iv) Verbal Head with five auxiliary verbs::
hegboghage. djA gage hajA £uge dweAsda 
Y x X- x x x
* [I] happened, to make [them] to become, 
happy [for them] . *
nopge dwego sipA hago is4i anhda 
Yx x. y x y y
‘[He] is: not hoping to become high. 4
gAm^i anhge ha 3 a  nohgo sip a  <£inda:
Y y x x  y x
‘[I] find [myself] wishing to make, [it] 
nob-black [and keep it like.that].*
apm4i anhge; hajA noha 3ugo sxpAsda 
Yx y x x x y
* [The; doctor] wanted, to make [her] not to 
be; painful [and., remain so'][for her]. ‘
5*21.2 Expansion of. Verbal Phrase:
The expansion of a verbal phrase may consists: 
of (i) a procerseive adverb, (ii) a descriptive adverb,
(iii) a-, procassive-descriptive adverb (c£. 3.44.1 — 3),
(iv) a nominal phrase; which has as; its: head the. post-
Yxxxxx:
Yxyxyyr
Yyxxyxr
Yyxxxy:
modifier mankuum/manci ‘as: ~ as* or ‘to: the degree
that* (of. 3.42.22)-, or (v) a relational phrase which 
consists: of the noun 4Ando: ‘degree* and the particle
ro: ‘to, towards, as, with, by* (cf. 3-45.41), or (vi) an 
adverbial phrase: composed of any two of the elements men­
tioned in (i) to (v) above.
5*21.21. Erocegsive Adv.erb as: Verbal Expansion
A', processive adverb occurs ■ only before the; 
nuclei whose first verb is processive.
e*S* £ar 3anda ‘[She] is sleeping well.*
Arrum £wiA gagAra ‘Run along quickly.*
CAncAnhi hago: isda * [They] are doing
[it] slowly.*
baram i sorsor bura wasda: ‘The wind blew
gently.*
5.21.22 Descriptive Adverb as Verbal Expansion
A. descriptive adverb may occur before the 
nuclei whose first verb is: descriptive.
e.g. merq £oh<£i anhasda: ‘[It] was:, not very good. 4
bag I dgrdanhi 3 oba: -^jAsda 4 The room has:: become
very small,‘
pAg carbge: dweges^i * [It] may beo:ome very short
5..21.23 Eroccsalve-Descriptive Adverb as: Verbal Expansion
A. processive-descriptiv© adverb may occur before 
any nucleus, processive or descriptive.
e*^ * nAinu ^a^i marai ‘Do not sleep# too much.4
V.p.*
nAmu o^hge. mandmrAsda 4 [Bhe]' made it too: good.4 
V.d.
sandanhi swib^i ‘[It] is very easy.4 
V.d.
sandanhi masigo oges^i ‘[He] will come [home]
very drunk.4
5.21.2#: Nominal. Phrase as Verbal Expansion
A. nominal phrase: of the: structure,
Adnective/Adnectival clause: * mankium/manci
may occur before a nucleus of descriptive type: and, less 
frequently, before: one: of processive type.
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e*S- i mankanm barge hafe *Let1 s make [it]
rj v
as: bright as: this.*
norrar manci kA aso * [It ] has grown as
" big as to surprise me
nun i . bumr mankvum £ago naasda
. ■ ■ ■ *..P> ■
* [He:0 has:slept [so long] that his. eyes: 
are swollen.*
5* 21.25 Relational Phrase as. Verbal Expansion
.. -^ relational phrase of the structure, , .
M tj> /Adj. Q;1. +; ^Ando ro*, may odcur before
a nucleus of descriptive type; . and, less; frequently, before 
one of processive type..
e.g. gut ^Ando ro bisage: -ha.iAdo ‘Even if [you]
V.d. make [it] that
: expensive*
^JAijWAn e: gar iAndo^ ro: a-pmge dweAS^i
V.d
. : ; ‘[She:] became so ill. that [she:] went to
•' a hospital.1 (lit. to the extent that
.•'■■y- ■ she: went to a hospital)
norrar A^xido ro mAgnumda
y ; . v - p -  :
eats; as: [much] as to surprise; me. *
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5.2r.26 Adverbial Phrase: as- Verbal Expansion
The: adverbial phrase, an andocentric cons­
truction consisting of a- proceasive adverb as itss head 
and (i) a. descriptive adverb, (ii'-) a processive-deserip- 
tive adverb, (iii) a: nominal phrase(5*21.24), or Civ) 
a relational phrase(5 21.2 5) as: its subordinate:, may 
occur before nuclei of. processive. type.
* msu fer handa ‘[He] does, [it], very well.‘
sub »?•,
adv. ph.
msu ‘very* Adv.d.
sandanhi CAncAnhi ogo isA ‘[They] are: coming
~ a5F:pr:~ * —  •. rather slowly.1
s^ndaxihi ‘considerably, rather*
iv.p.d.
i rnankmm ■ fcelousi smge dweAsda ‘ [You]; can manage 
sub H
aSVpil.' . t0 write'; s® clean
as • this.‘
i rnankmm ‘this much* NB:
usmur A^ridb ro parri £Ja bAriAsda ‘ [They]
sub. __  H;: , . r.,-,
adv.ph. built [it]
ridiculously fast.* 
us.uiur <?Afldo ro ‘as to make one laugh* rel.ph.
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5.3 Relational Phrase
llie relational phrase. is; an exocentric cons.- 
truction consisting of two immediate constituents, ,
'Axis’ . and 'Hfelatum' occurring in that order. The 
axis is most- commonly filled! by a. noun or a! nominal 
. phrase' but in some relational phrases,: it C^may also be 
filled by other relational phrase; or a clause, fhe 
relatum is filled-by a particle.
Two types-of relational! phrase are distinguished 
on the basis;; of their syntactic functions, ’Adverbial Rel­
ational Phrase"’ and. 'Adjectival Relational Phrase'.
5*31 Adverbial.. Relational Phrase:
fhe, adverbial relational phrase: has as: its; 
relatum (1) a: directive particle:, (ii.) a quotaiive 
particle or (iii) a: clausal conjunctive, particle (cf. 
3-45.41, 5.45.42, 3 4^5.62);. All adverbial relational 
phrases may occur either alone as minor sentences- or 
more commonly as adjuncts: in ' the clause structure.
Some adyerbiai;*. relational phrase sr. may be followed by
a. modifying particle:(cf. 3..45.9)...
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Examples:
(I) Directive Particle: aa; Helatum:
«?ib e isda;. * [She], is at., home.. ‘ 
e ‘at, to, toward*
bafe taro ga£a ‘Let's go out1 (lit. to out) 
mro ‘to, as, with*
namu ro mandmrAsda ‘[They] made it with wo'od. ‘
x^AndAn sa man bor su isda ‘[One] can see:, [it]
only in London.1 
sa ‘at, in1, man ‘only* ‘ Pei.md'f.
guig^an e; do gani ‘Do; you go to the theatre
as: well ? ‘
do ‘also, asiwell* Pcl.mdf.
(ii) Quotative: Particle.; as Peiatum:
gm do s-igor e ogesda go handa. ‘He: says: that
lie will come to 
go Pel. quot. the country too.‘
i. gAs mr urn irago burmnda ‘We call it silver.1
irago Pel. quo t.
, : .v ' ‘ : . ;/ . ' 251.
(ili) Clausal Conjunctive Particle as; Re latum:;
3 gxu c sg mr boaada:. . man dasi bogo sipda.
41 saw/readi, the book but X wbuldl like; to 
sen it again.‘ : v
man Pal. cl. cion j. ‘although,, but*
nAd, do. arda. sipl sigan i Aibsda .
‘As;: you know;, there; is; no time. 4 ^
' ■ . 1 : sipi PcI.cl.conj. ‘as:4 ■... r ^
5.-32 Adjectival Relational: Phrase
The adjectival, relational, phrase, has as its; ; 
relatum , the? adjectival, particle V mi ‘of‘ (pi. 3.45.8)
and.. i„ss syntactically .identical-to .ah) sidjactivei.e.,
'occurs^ as .a subordinate to a-, succeeding noun or HP. 
The axis'of the adjectival relational phrase may be
filled either by a noun or a. nominal phrase or an ;
adverbial relational phrase.
Examples;: 'Vv . ■ * . ■.• 1 ■
(i) -N or HP. as. Axis:
na - uii cai- ‘My car4 (lit. I of car)
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jAngug um  goijWAn ‘Parks: of England* (lit.
England, of parks;)
^Armum nar mi 3mm; ‘The: young days;' dream*
HP; _______
a&j.relph.
HP'
( i i ) Adverbial Relational Phrase: as Axis;:
The adjectival relational phrase; which has: as: 
its. axis an adverbial, relational phrase; ends in two 
particles since the axis itself ends in a, particle.
SAur esA mi sosig ‘The news: of from Seoul* 
“"^a^^reTT"" (lit. Seoul from of news)
cingu egesA. mi pjAn^i ‘A, letter of from.a friend.*
" (lit. a. friend from of
a letter)
AmAni. ege mi gamsa ‘Thanks of to mother1 
aadj:fii-.ph. ~ Oit. Mother to of thanks;
cfeisiteamro; mi dbri ‘Son’s duty* (lit. Son 
adv.. r el. .P  ^4- \
adg.rel.ph.  - as; of dut^
gjo^an gwa mi gin dshwa. ‘A long talk, with the / 
adv.rel.ph. . . , t ^ .
^adjTrelTpir  principal (lit. Princi­
pal with of a long talk)
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6.0 Ihe clauae>may be, defined: as- an endo centric 
construction consisting of a predicate as: its: head 
and one' or more other elements: preceding the head as 
its expansion. The predicate, which is the only 
obligegbory element within the clause structure, consists 
of. a. full verb or a. verbal phrase inflected, with a; 
final or non-final inflectional ending(cf. 4.35)* &&
a predicate may be expressed by m single: verb., the- 
minimal form of a clause in Korean is ai single verb, 
except where the:-verb is the copula- i-r ‘to bev‘ (of. 3. 
41.11), which is^  always found preceded: by N or NPJ.
6.1. Pinal and: Non-Pinal Clause
Ihe: clause: is: of two major types:, 'Pinal G-lause' 
and' ‘Non-Pinal Clause' , and-all clauses: are raferrable 
to one: of the. two types. Every final clause has: its:
predicate inflected with a. final inflectional ending(cf.
I
4.35*1) and o:c:curf*s by itself as a. major sentence, whereas 
every non-final clause has. its, predicate: inflected with 
a non-final inflectional ending(cf. 4.35*2) and may occur 
either by itself as: a minor sentence, or more: commonly 
as part of a major sentence.
Examples:
Einal c lause si.:
hanmr i mar^da. ‘The: sky is cleax*. *
£mm uir sihnuinda. ‘[They] are chewing gums.* 
E.
gjohwe e gani. ‘Are you going to the church 
P
c:eg mr bobsida. ‘herb's lo:ok at the hook.* 
p;
Non-final clauses::
hamnr i~ margmmjAn. ‘If the sky is cleat.*
E
feuum uir sibuimjA. ‘While: chewing gums.. ‘
E
gjohwe e.: ganmn. ‘[He] who is: going to
the church. *
c:eg mr horn. ‘To look, at the book. *
E
6.2 Element’s, of. Clause
The elements of the clause are, (i) E (Predicate),
(ii) S (Subject:), (iii) 0 (Object), (iv) Cl ( Complement) ,
(v) A'g. (Agent) and', (vl) A (Adjunct). Of these dix
elements, only P. is obligatory and-the rest of them 
are: -optional.
6*21- Predicate ' '
Any verb or VP. which is: inflected with a 
final or non-final inflectional ending may occur as the 
predicate of ai clause. There are six different types; 
of predicate distinguished according to; the type of 
clause: in which they occur? they are; (i) ’Transitive 
predicate(ii) ’Intransitive predicate1, (iii) ’Des­
criptive predicate’, (iy) ’Equatibnal predicate’, (y) 
’Passive predicate1, and: (vi) ’Causative; predicate:’.
6.21.1. . Transitive Predicate.
The transitive predicate .consists of (a) 
a: transitive: verb(3-41.2J or (B]i a. VP of. transitive 
type, i.e., one; which includes! at. least: one; transitive;, 
verb in the nucleus- but does; not include, the passive 
voice formative i?i~ (3.41.32) in the satellite. Every 
transitive predicate-may occur with an object.
e*^ * gor) uir canda ■ * [He.] kicks the ball.*
P.tr.
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irgA noWi anhasda. * [HeQ has not read, the book
p- -j-p
[for tomorrow.1 s. lesson]. * 
irgA ‘to read* V.tr.
6.21.2 Intransitive;. Predicate
Thee? intransitive predicate consists of (a) a 
prosessive intransitive.; verb (5-4-1.2 & 3'.4-1.4) or (b) a 
VP of intransitive, type, i.e., one: whose; nucleus is com­
posed of intransitive verbs only and. which does not inc­
lude a causative voice formative; (3.4-1* 32) such as ha- 
or mandtur- . in the satellite.
64 g. an^Asda. ‘[She] sat down.*
P.intr.
nor go: isQa. ‘[They] are. playing. *
E.xntr.
nuA swigo sipfla. *[I] would like to lie down 
E -intr' and Ee.sf . ■
6.21. J Derscriptive Predicate
it predicate which consists of (a.) a; descriptive 
verb (3.4-1*1) or (b) a VP of descriptive type, i.e., one 
including a descriptive verb as nuclexis: and one or more
auxiliary verbs other than the causative voice formative 
as satellite, is a descriptive predicate.. Every such
predicate may occur with a complement
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e.<g. ' gui nuin mamm i £ohda ‘He is*; ltind.. * (lit. He
C P.d. heart nice)
nAngam x don i manh^i anhAsda- 
CL P.d.
‘The: odd man was not rich.‘(lit. The old 
man money was not plenty)
6... 21.4- Equational Predicate
The equational predicate: consists of either 
the copula verb i- ‘to be ‘ (3.4-1.11) or dwe- ‘to 
become4 V„p.f or a. VP; with i- or dwe- as. nucleus'.
e-g.. <?anmi Ida ‘[It] is. a:rose.‘(lit. Rose is.)
C: ET“
gui ga ^a:ram i dweAsda ‘He has become a man.4 
0
The copula, i—  is always found preceded by the element CL
6..21.5 Passive Predicate
The passive predicate consists of (a) a*, passive 
verb, i.e., a transitive verb c:omprising the passive voice: 
suffix: (4-.31.1) or (b) a Verbal phrase of passive type, i.e.,
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one including at least one passive, verb in the nucleus’ 
but 'excluding the causative: voice formative (3.4-1.32 & 
5.21.12.31*3)' from the satellite, or one. comprising a 
nucleus of transitive type (5.21.11, p;.2l7) and the 
passive, voice formative di- t
e.g* £umi ga feiurrinda ‘[His;] attention is: drawn. ‘
P. pasv.
< lour- ‘to: draw.* V-.tr. +: -ri- ‘pasv. 
v. sfxv' +. -nda
^abhiA mufeiA. gaasda ‘[He] was. caught, bound
B.pasv. and! taken away. *
<'3abhiA ‘to be: caught ‘ (<; feb- ‘to catch* V.tr.
-f -hi- ‘pasv.v.six. 1 -a) -f mufeiA ‘to
be. bound* (< mule- ‘to bind* V.tr. + -i- 
'pasv.v/.sfx. 1 + -a ) -k gaasda ‘went* V.intr.
namu ga carra .^inda. ‘The tree. Is cut. *
E,pasv.
< carra ‘to cut* Y.tr. + ^inda 'pasv.v
frntv.1
6.,21..6 Causative. Predicate
Every predicate which consists of (&) a. causative, 
verb,. i.e.., a-, verb comprising the: causative; voice suffix 
(4-. 31.2) or (b.) a: verbal phrase/of causative type, i.e., 
one; including a causative verb in the nucleus and/or a
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causative" voice formative (3*41.32- & 5*21.12.31*3) in 
the satellite, is: a causative predicate* A causative 
predicate of phrasal type including a causative verb 
- in the nucleus results in double causativity (6.36*6).
e:.g. mmsig mr mAgi^a ‘herb's make him eat. food*4
P.caus.
< mAg- 4to eat4 V.tr. + -i- ’caus. 
v.sfx.' + -Ja
a  rmr norriAsda ‘[She] made the child play. 4 
P. caus.
< nor- ‘to play4 Y.intr. + -ri- 'caus. 
v.&fx. ' + -a s - 'past t.sfx*'
+ -da.
son^A ga Argur m r  burghiAso ‘The? girl blushed. 4
.caus. (lit. reddened her 
face *)
< burg- ‘to be red4 V.d. -£ - M -  'causr.v.afx.' 
+• -a s :—  'past t.sdx.' -i- -o 
Argur m r  burghige hatjAS.o ‘ [Ihey] made the
P. CaUS. '-i n in -u i/n-j-girl blush.4(lxt. 
made the girl redden 
her: face.)
< burghige ‘to redden* V.caus. +: hajAs.o ‘c:aus:.
v.fintv. '
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sungjAq mr £ w ± a  gage. mandmrAsda ‘ [They] made: the
P.caus. policeman go
running.‘
< £wiA ‘to run4 V.intr. + gage ‘to go‘ V.intr.
+ mandmrAsda 1 caus - v. f mtv. *
6.22 Subject
The subject is. commonly expressed by a noun 
or NP plus, the sub je;c:t/complement particle ga/i. , 
fees a  or esA (of. 3 . 45 . 1 ) " ,  or &y a. noun or NP plus: 
a:, modifying particle (cf. 3-45.9). In spoken Korean, 
just a noun or nominal phrase ©.courts frequently as 
S without being accompanied by one- of the- particles 
mentioned, above.
e;..g. bi ga onda ‘It. is: raining. * (lit. Bain is' coming.)
3
san i nop so ‘The: mountain is: high. ‘
S
or sa: ram urn mjAC' inja: ‘How. many people are
S due to come ?‘
um ‘emphasis, contrast4 Pcl.mdf. 
eO Aibda ‘There is no: letter.‘
1 rcsg -CilardufeAbda ‘This book is thick.1
• s:
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6.25 Object'
The object is commonly expressed by a noun 
ox*' NP plus the: object particle, rmr/mr (3*45*2), 
or by a noun or NP plus a modifying particle(3*45*9)* 
Just like the element, S., 0 may, in: spoken language,
be expressed by a noun ox* NP alone.
e.g. ca rrnr tanda ‘[She] rides in a: car.*
0
mwAS mr mAgmrlla ‘What, shall [we] eat ?‘
0
gaban do bonsni ‘Are you sending the
^ brief-case: as well ?.*
do ‘also, well* Pel.mdf:.
sinmun^Cmr) bonda *1. am reading the newspaper.*
6.2ft Gomplement
The complement is: commonly expressed by a noun 
or NP plus the subject /complement particle ga/i, or 
by a noun or NP plus: a modifying particle (3.45.9).
Like S and 0, the element C is likewise expressed 
frequently in spoken language: by N or NP alone.
e*S* gra g& nai ga, JAmda ‘He: is young.‘(lit. He:
C£ C
age. is. young.)
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SAnseri urn. niAri ka&i a-pAs^i ‘Ther teacher even
C had headaches:. ‘
lca^ i ‘even* Pel.mdf.
cApnjAn i bs /ga) apAso ‘The young man had, stomach-
^ ache.* (lit. The young man
stomach was painful.)
6.,25 Agent
The agent occur^ 's both in passive, and causative 
clauses. The element Ag. in passive clauses is expressed 
by a noun or NP plus the agent particle (3*4*5.3) only? 
and. the agent, particle is: obligatory. However, the element 
Ag. occurring inocausative1;.clauses may be expressed either 
by N/NP plus ' the agent particle; or by N/NP plus a 
modifying particle (3♦4*5.9). The causative agent may be 
expressed by N/NP alone.
e*g*^  ai ege mAgi<£i mara ‘Don't make the child eat 
Ag„ P.caus. [it] ‘
nul do~ ibhirfea, ‘Shall I make my sister wear [it]
Ag.'" P. caus:. n 0,also ? ‘
do ‘also* Pel.mdf.
ai mAgi^i mara ‘Don't make, the child eat - 
Ag. P. caus:. t
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2.64
cingu hante. butdrarriAsda * [She..] was held by a.
Ag* E.pasv. friend* *
6.26 Adjunct
Ihe adjunct may have) as its exponent (a) an 
adverbial noun (3*4-2.14), (b) an interrogative adverb 
(3*44*4), (c;) an adverbial relational phrase (5-31), or (d) 
a nominal phrase expressing 1 Distance’ or ’Duration of 
time:’ . Such a nominal phrase: may sometimes be followed 
by the object particle ruir/mr (3.45-2) for emphasis, or 
by a modifying particle (3.45*9) with additional meaning.
The* element Ag. expounded! by + rmr/mr, although 
identical in construction to the element 0, is; differentiated, 
from the latter by its inability to be transformed! into the 
element S of. the pas si vp c claus e:. c or re sp ondin g to the 
transitive clausa inv&hich such an agent occurgl.
e.g. (i) Adverbial Noun as: Adjunct:
hsir ^AggA^aq e gageso: ‘I will go to the
A station tomorrow.1
jAin i «?Agi cAncAnhi gahda ‘A. woman is:
*""7l going there 
slowly.‘
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(ii) Interrogative Adverb as Adjunct:
we hagggo ga^ -i anhni * Why don* t- you go
to sichool ? *
A&Ahge . nA- do parri hagAga dweddL
* Somehow: you have to do [it].*
(iii) Adverbial Relational Phrase as Adgunot:
aoim e. nu ga isAso; ‘Who was:[here] in the morning.* 
-A-
«?AngA^ .an e gageso ‘I will go to the station 
&
tomorrow.*
(iv) Nominal Phrase as Adgunot:
sib ri Crmr) *&wiAsda ‘[He] ran ten ri. *
A
[ri=a measure of length(about 
1/3 mile)]
ir: £uir (mr) noni ‘Will you have; a: week, off.?*
terebi rmr du sigan (mr) boasguna
(T A - .
‘Xou. have watched the television for 
two hours!*
ac-im mr mcjAc sigan mr mAgni ‘How.. many hours
 'O'- A , .
are you eating
your breakfast ? *
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6*27 Interrelations among the Elements of Clause;
The Interrelations obtaining among the elements 
of the clause may be stated in two different ways. Firstly, 
using the criterion of binary opposition of obligatory/ 
optional occurrence, the. six elements; are: divided into 
the obligatory element P. and. optional elements, S, 0,
0.', Ag. and A* And this criterion provider the. basis^ for 
analysing the clause as, an endocentric construction that 
consists, of' a P as head and other elements, as expan­
sion. Secondly, on the basis; of the: degree of cohesion
with B, the; five optional elements may be grouped into 
(i) 0, C, and Ag. , and (ii) S and A. The. cohesion
between P: and O/C/Ag., whose presence or absence; is 
potentially determined,, by E, is, greater than that 
between E and S/A, which may occur; in any clause; Irres­
pective of the type of P found in it.
6.3 Types of Final Clause
Six., different types of clause, are distinguished 
in Korean according to (i) the type of predicate (6.21)
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functioning in tliem and other clause elements that 
occur, with P. They are (!) Transitive. Clause, (ii) 
Intransitive:. Clause:, (iii) Descriptive Clause, (iv) 
Equations!. Clause., (v) Passive: Clause, and (vi) Causative 
Clause.
^•51 Transitive Clause
& transitive clausa includes: a transitive; 
predicate (6S21..1) as: P. and', has; potentiality of having
the; element Q. present in it. The elements and structure 
of- an unmarked (non-emphatic) transitive: clause are: as: 
follows:
(S) -e CO) +: E
In the discussion of the six different clause, types, the 
element it is to: be: understood as positionally free: except 
where restrictions are: introduced. Host transitive 
clauses lend, themselves: to passive transformation (See 
pa s s ive c lause:, 6.35)*
e*€* son,iAn i gop; mr canda ‘The: boy is. kicking
S Q; P v. in *a ball. *
gg ^Agi. sa ai. ruir cocnuinda * A. dbg is
Si iL 0. P .chasing a.
child thare:. 1
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efArimar gui nmn A<5e gonbu riur manhi hajAsda:
&. B E- 0 E
‘Really lie studied, much yesterday.*
transitive clause structures: of marked(emphatic) type, 
which are: less: frequent than the unmarked, one, are 
?/P£iS)Erf R\S;:(G) and EC p) (-S;) , in each, of which the 
first, element is; brought into focus.
a#g* :&kg mr irgA borfca ‘Shall I try and
^ ^ read, the; book ?/
irgA borfea ne* ga ceg mr *
e s: o,
irgA borfca ceg mr ne ga:
E 0 S
6.31.1 transitive: Clause with 'Split Objects.'
M  transitive clause may take two objects which
1
ire related in such a way that the; two; objects, 0 and 
2G. may be; freely replaceable by a unified single object;
1 2lc:ompos:ed of 0 and 0 ~ in the form of a nominal phrase.
1 PIt is; noted that the semantic relationship of 0 to G 
Is one of 'Whole - Eart,1 , e.g., 'man - (his) head1,
1 weman - (her) hand1 or 'table: - (its) leg' etc., or
one of 'Unit - (its) Quantity', e.g., 'paper - (one) sheet',
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'book - (ten) volumes-1 or ’ soldier - (ten), persons’.
T 20 and; Q, standing in such a. relation as is; described 
above will be termed ’Split Objects-'. In general, split; 
objects are semantically more emphatic than the; correspon­
ding single; object. The; structure: of. an unmarked transi­
tive clausa; with split objects is::
+ ?0X> +: (Q2) +;• P
sinsa rmr bar iur barbasda ‘[He] stepped, on the:
-01- Q2 P gentleman' s: foot. (lit.
stepped; [on] the: gen­
tleman [on] his foot:.)
e;f:. sinsa bar mr barbasda 
0, P
aduxr. m r . borgr rmr cjAsda 4 [Ila] spanked; his
0 ^  CL P son [on] the
buttocks.. *
c:f. aduir borgi rmr cjAsda _  ^
csgsarr mr dari rmr bun^irAsni ‘Hid you break a
0P Q2 f  leg" of the table?4
(lit. break the 
table a. leg ?)
cf. csgsar- dari- rmr bun^irAsni
0. P
c;gg mr jAr gWAn mr IrgAsda. 4 [He;Q has read ten 
0^” Q P books.4 (lit. read
books ten volumes:.)
2.70
c £. csk ,iAr CTAn uir IrgAsda 
0 P
Less: frequently occurring marked (emphatic) structures: 
of the transitive clause with split objects are 
O1; . 02 P s; , and.’. (S) 02 P o1,.
dambs rmr du d'g rmr pini ‘Are you smoking two 
Q1 0^ P cigarettes ?.‘(lit.
smoking cigarettes 
two ?,)
of . du ds: rmr pini dambs ruir
o p o1
6.<32- Intransitive Q.laus;e;.
An intransitive clause:; includes an intransitive 
predicate: as P: but neither 0 or C. The elements
and structure of an unmarked intransitive:: clause are:
P
e..'g.‘ harabA^i ga <£igm.m gipi ^umusinda ‘ [Hy] grand­
s' A. P „ ,,
father is now.
fast asleep.‘
ml<?a a. ^ojphl anfera. ‘Sit on the chair quietly. ‘ 
A- P
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OAncAnhi mogsa nmn gjohwe; fo: gArA gaasda
A\ S, A. P.
‘The:: priest walked slowly to the church. *
The structure of the marked intransitive clause is:
P B'u
e*g. 3sp.ar.ri; isAnaS.da beucnum ‘Hurriedly left
P' s the actor.*
Gv33 Descriptive Glauses
i> descriptive clause/includes, a descriptive 
predicate (6.21.5) as. P. Two kinds: of descriptive 
clause are distinguished according to the type of des­
criptive: predicate used. They are descriptive: Clause I* 
and:. ' Descriptive: Clause XI1. Although the elements; and* 
structure of the descriptive; clauses of both types can be 
uniformly set out as::
(6J +: COT. +: B'
the", relation, both structural and semantic::, holding 
between the; elements £>' and~ C is different in type; I 
and type: IX. Thus the elements; S and C, in a descrip­
tive clause of type I may be replaced by a new. subject:
S. composed of the original S- and- 0' in the same: way that
I 2the split objects 0 - and G. may combine to form a; single;
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unified object in the transitive clause with split 
objects; (c:f. 6.31.1). Semantically the relation of S' 
and 0 may be; characterised, as ‘possession* since in 
most cases; the* referent of the noun functioning as O'
may be regarded", as 'belonging to1, 'related to* or
’part’ of1 the referent of the noun functioning as S.
For instance, in the following clause,
na. nrnn mAri ga apuida * I. have headache,. *
® ^ (lit. I head. is~sick.)
the: elements: S and. C. may combine;- into a. new. subject
na mi mAri ga. ‘my head*, where, the subject noun na. *I‘ 
and the. complement noun mAri ‘head* constitute a nominal 
phrase: by means: of the adjectival particle, ini *of-‘.
On the other hand, no such relation holds 
between S and C within a descriptive of type II. For 
Instance, in the following clause:,
na nrnn ge ga. sirhda ‘I dislike a dog. ‘CJ Q I™” -p “*
(lit. I a dog amr-loathsome . )
the subject na *1* and the complement noun £s ‘dog* 
can not combine^ into a single nominal phrase: na uii gs
*my dog* to; stand ultimately as S* of the same clause 
without destroying the original structural, relation and
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meaning as. exhibited by the clause. In transformational- 
generative terms, the relation between the descriptive 
clauses: of type 1 and IX may be viewed, as a; case of
surface neutralization of.' two. different deep structures;, 
since the descriptive; clause structure & +; 0 + F of 
type X may be described as being derived from the 
kernel1  ^ string S. P of intransitive; type (cf. 6.32)
by so "O’ —  inserting" transformation", and the, descrip­
tive: clause: structure S., +: C.. +, P. of' type: II. from the 
kernel, string S.‘ +. (X +: P of transitive type; (cf. 6.31) 
by a. "Ddtransitive" transformation. The distinction of 
descriptive clauses.; of type; I and type: II is: reinforced 
by the fact that the subject noun of the descriptive: 
clause; type II is: represented by an animate: noun only
whereas: that of type; I may be faprasented by any noun, 
animate or inanimate.
6.33*1 Descriptive; Clause of Type I.
The descriptive clause: of type; I has. as the
exponent of B any descriptive verb except the verbs 
listed in 6.33*2. Examples: illustrative of the verbs
1) Noam Chomsky, "Syntactic Structures", p. 45.
Emmon Bach, "An Introduction to Transformational
Grammars:11, p". 69
2?4;
occurring in the descriptive clause of type I are:
msnh- ‘to be many, much or plenty*, 
km- ‘to be big, tall, large*, gir- ‘to be long* 
apm- ‘to; be ill, sick*, smrpm- ‘to be sad* 
etc.
mogsa nmn bar i mobsi apasda ‘Ihe priest fs 
S O  31 foot was aching.‘ 
(lit. Priest foot 
was aching.)
cf. mogsa: (mi) bar i mobsicapAsda
a I - - -
gm m i  abAda. nmn ki ga. kAsda 
S C. P
‘His father: was: tall., ‘(lit. His: father 
the height was: tall. )
of . gm m i  abA^i (mi) ki ga kAsda:
s:
toggtio ga undop^au mn kmda
S.. CL P
‘The. school playground is. large.‘(lit. Ihe 
school the playground is large.)
c f. haggnd (mi) undon^ap mn kmda
s:
i. tolli . nmn han dari ga dA: girguna
s: a p
‘This, rabbit Has a.leg longer than the others 
cf. i tolli\(mi) han dari nmn dA girda
s: p
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Less common but marked Ce^phatic) structures of 
the de scriptive c 1 ause hype; I are* (S)P(O', P 3 (  G ),
QPCS;., and: P G;(S);.
e.g.
(s );p,cg.);:
P-CSKC:):
(PJPCSJ:
P(G)CS):
r :;SOn 1HAin urn
S..
^AgAsda: tjAin m n  son i 
P s: G,
son i ^AgAsda eiAin m n  
G P s:
^AgAsda. son i tjAin m n  
P C, S
‘ Ihe, woman1 s hands 
were small.*
6*33.-2 Descriptive: Clause of Erpe II
---------n---------------------------“ **  ^ --------r - T f i H i i i i r ------" ---- r -----n i i i i im n r iM B n tn .M tn f f i  i  ifc« nmn r unr
The: descriptive: clause o:f type: II has: as 
the exponent of P a member of the small class' of des­
criptive;' verbs which can be listed. Ihe: verbs given 
below are illustrative:
gmrib- ‘to mis:s: or long for:4, sirh- ‘to dislike*,
bangab— ‘to. be happy to [meet- or hear from] *,
<£dh- ‘to be good, to like*, musAb- ‘to bd afraid of.4, 
sAunha- ‘to be. sorry, sad, regrettable*,
Agurha- ‘to. be: unjust, to feel robbed*, 
s m r p m -  ‘to be. sad‘, aswib- ‘to: miss [something]* 
gmnsimsmrAb- ‘to be. worried*, 
guijgmmha- ‘to be. anxious, concerned*
etc o
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e*&“ AinAni nmn £ar i gmriwAsda 
S; C P
‘The mother missed [her] daughter.'
4angrjo nmn buha mi <Iugmm i smrpAsda 
S C P
‘Ah officer was: sad over the death of a soldier.*
bA:m i Armana musAbni
C. ' A P
‘How, much are you afraid of a. tiger ? ‘
Less frequent but marked (emphatic) structures of the 
descriptive clause type IX are (S)P^£), P;_J3;(C), 
(G)P/ S' and P(0;(S).
e*S
(S,)P 0 >: na nmn gupgmmhesda ne s:osig i 
~ E - p c:
‘I was anxious to hear ££om you. ‘ 
(lit. I your news was worried.)
P(S) (G 'i: gupgmmhssda na. nmn ne:. sosig i
P s: C
(G)PsS' : ne^  sosig i gupgmmhssda na nmn
C ' P. S.
P-CP) (3): gupgmmhssda ne: sosig i na: , nmn 
‘ P G S.
6.34: Equations! Clause
An equatiohal clause: includes, an equational
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predicate: (6.21.4) as: P and: thd element 0. The:
elements and structure of an unmarked! equational 
clause, are:
. (&) + a; + P
N or NP' occurring in an equational clause as the
element G is not followed! by the complement particle; 
f/ga when the element P ±s.. expounded! by the copula
I If II . I I I !  J ,  V  J ,
verb iz t^ ° ke‘» and.no other element such as A. 
may be interposed between C; and. p;.
e.g. gm nmn sApagga ida ‘He:, is a singer.*S. 0- P
hangup tun gmgdon e isnmn nara idas: C. P.
‘Korea ia a far-eastern country. * (lit. Korea 
is a: in-the-Par East-existing countrya)
mur i bArsA Arwm i
S A! 0 p:
‘The water has become ice already I * 
1m m  i hriAnsir :i dweAS<?is: g; P
‘[Your] dream has: beceme a reality.*
The marked (emphatic) structure of the equational clause
v
is 'GPvaX
\
e.g. nugu: in tj a gm i ga ‘Who is he ?/
C P . S
cf. gm i ga nugu ini a 
S OT P
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6.35 Passive Clause
A’, passive clause:, includes: a passive predicate-
r
(6.21.5) aa: its P: and', may take the element Ag. There
are two kinds of passive clause distinguished on the: basis* 
of the elements operating in them. They are termed 1 Passive 
Clause Type X* and' Passive: Clause: Type XI*.
6.35*1 Passive Clause Type X
The: passive clause type X, which is structurally 
related to and' derivable, by a passive: transformation(cf. 
the; diagram below ), from the: underlying transitive 
clause of (&).-{-(O')+P type, exhibits; its; unmarked
structure as follows:
(S') 4-1 (Ag.) -f P
where the elements & and Ag. are transformationally
related, to 0; and S., respectively, of the transi­
tive; clause, as; diagrammed, below.
(a) (S:) -f. (0) + P.tr. =* transitive clause
(t) (S) + (Ag*) -k P.pasv. = passive clause
e.g. ' . gs* ga. gojani ruir cocasda ‘A. dog chased, a cat. ‘
S. Q; P.tr.
gojapi ga gs ege cocgiAsda ‘A cat was chased.
S; A’g. E.pasv.. by a dog> <
'Examples:iof^ Passive Clause Type I:
dodug i sung^Ap hante ^abhiAsda *A_ thief; was:: caught 
S by a policeman.4
onuir mn maru ga <Sar dafea. <?ini
A.. & £
‘The: floor cleans well today. 4 (lit. The floor 
is cleaned well today.)
ai e;ge murriAsni* ‘Have you been bitten by the baby?1 
Ag. P
Harlced structures: of. the passive clause type: II are 
(%*§§•}:• F, (Ag.)P(S), (&XB(Ag^ , E(s:: *;Ag.; andp;AgvVB;.
e’®" baram e; dori ga. narrinda ‘lit. By wind the paper
Ag. &<  P „n. . (xs: flown.4
baram. e; narrinda loni ga. ‘lit. By wind is: flown
Ag. P. £> ,, t& the paper.
Jori ga narrinda. Baram e: ‘lit. The. paper is flown
by wind. ‘
baram e ‘lit. Is flown the paper
by wind. 4
narrinda baram e <?ox)i ga ‘lit. Is flown by wind
P Ag. £L paper.4
narrinda:
6.55.2 Passive: Clause Type II
The passive clause type II, which is structurally 
related to and; transformationally derivable from the
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underlying transitive clause with split obje.cts, i.e.,
(S J-kCO1)-k(0^ )-fP type, (cf. 6.31.1) exhibits its unmarked 
as follows::
(S!) -k (Ag.) (0/0) +: P.pasv.
Where the elements. Si and Ag. are:, transformationally
1related, to G and- respectively, of. the transitive
p
clause., and (C/0) to: 0 , as diagrammatically shown below.:
(a). (S) (Q1) 4-: (0?)' + P. tn= transitive clause
(b). (S)’ + (Ag.) + (C/0.) +:■ P.pasv. =  passive . clause:
gs: ga dodug/. m v  son mr murAsda ‘A. dog bit bh©
S rJu ' " P.tr. .. . ‘ . tQ 0 thref-jon.-.the hand. 1
dodug i gs* hante pson i murriAsda
cr a’-« sen mr __Ag. -yrjrr  P.pasv.
‘The: thief, was bitten on the hand by a dog. ‘ 
.Examples: of Passive Clause Type II:
£1 ga AmAni ege par uir JabhiAsda * The■child1s; arm
S Ag. 0 P « _ , ,,was: held by hrs
mother. *
sinsa: ga. gA^i ege bar i barbhigesda 
3 . • rg.“ — c p
‘The gentleman may be: trodden by a beggar
on the foot.*
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nui ege38ii i mil  mAri rrnr ftalciAs^i 
S  Ag. 0 P
*[My] brother's hair was: cut by [his] sister.*
Although the" element Ag. in the passive:, clause:, is most 
commonly expressed by an animate:, noun or: nominal phrase:,
it, may also be: expressed, by an inaimate noun or nominal 
phrase: unlike the transformationally related S in the: 
underlying transitive clause., which is: always: expressed 
by an animate noun or MP except in those rare instances 
where an inanimate: noun or NP may occur personified 
or animated. C.onsequently many passive clauses; with 
an inanimate;: noun or NP as; Ag. are: not matched by c:orre.s> 
ponding transitive, clauses. Ihe: following example.-s exem­
plify this point:
npdoxicPa". nmn kar e bar i cirriAsda
id Ag. 0 P.pasv.
‘A labourer's foot is pricked by a knife 
kar i nodon^a rrnr bar m r  cirrAsda
 ---------- —  "TTEET*
CA' knife;: pricked! a labourer's foot.*
Marked structures; of the passive clause type II are: 
(S)CAs.)P C/o ; , (S) (C/0)P; A§.), (Ae.)(0/0)p: S and
(0/0)(Ag.)p( g:,).
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e:.g.
so: ga sopali ege parrinda <£as: rnr 
S Ag. P 0
* The cow.1 s. breast ( or. mi 11c) is; sucked by a calf.* 
(lit. Ihe cow, by-a-c:alf is-sucked a. breast;.)
so ga. <?as i parrinda sopa^i ege;
liLLili iiVwTm . bm ■ i i n  A bb i ■ ■ ■ >i  .......  » iwiwim w w n n n V m w i i u w r n m  in n  w><r. . . .. ■
s: a p Ag.
sonali ege: 5as i parrinda so ga
PH liliiiimiriliii I mumwuriiiii mi innrnip ■ i ■ ■ i I HU 1'Q‘ ■!>. I I| Pi m w i — imwhhtb?*™ i — ■ * W pupil
Ag. 0 P 8
<£as mr sopa£i ege1 parrinda- so> ga.
0 “ Ag. P S
6.36 Causative. Clause.
A. causative: clause includes: a causative predicate 
(cf... 6.21.6) as: it's: P. and. may include up to two. 
objects and/ox* a complement and/or an agent. Any of 
the five types: of clauses so far discussed, except the: 
equational clause with the copula verb ir£ fto be* as P., 
may be transformed into a causative, clause, and the ele­
ments and', structure of; a causative clause: are determined 
by the, type: of. the underlying clause; from which the former 
is derived. Ihe following bfive: types: of causative
clause: are distinguished according to the elements opera­
ting in the causative clause structure:;
CiJ (SC) (Q) B 
(iij (S) (0) (G.) E
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(iii) (B) (O^/Ag.) (O2) P 
(iv> (S) (Ag.) (O1) (O2) P
(v) (S) (O1) (Ag.) (02/C) P
Each of these five types will he discussed in turn 
with examples in the following sections, noting the 
structural relations, between an underlying clause: and 
a causative clause derived from the former.
6.36.1 Causative Clause: of (&)(Q)P
The: causative; clause o:f (S‘)(G)P type is; 
derived from (a) intransitives (b) descriptive or (c) 
passive clause; of (6) P type, and., the structural rela­
tion holding between the: underlying clause; and the corres­
ponding causative clause is: as: follows::
(S.). -f: (0.) +: P.caus. = causative clause'
abA^i ga adiar uir oge hssda ‘The father made his;
(S')' + H ~ underlying clause.
son come
deriv. from intr.cl..
adiur i wasda ‘ The son came..4
[wasda: < o- ‘to come4 +; -asda]
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The element S in the; causative clause, such as 
abAdi ‘father4 in the; example on p.283\ is: an invented, 
element' which is not expressed! in any ..form in the; corres­
ponding non-causative clause structure.
e.g.
(a) caus.cl. deriv. from intr.cl.:
AiriAni nmn -fear uir an^hiAsda ‘A- mother made her 
S ^ ^ daughter sit up.*
' i an^Asda ‘The daughter sat up.‘
S P. intr.
nu ga. , nA rrnr nor rage hssni , ‘Who surprised you ?‘ 
^ ^ (lit. Who made you to
x be; surprised ?)
< ne norrasni ‘Were you■I I  ■ III i ■ I in MUM m n n —n~ | L ,  [■iiihm»iim «
S P. intr. surprised ?‘
C tor nA/ne ‘you* see p.81 ]
gug axr sighi4i mara ‘Don't make the soup get cold.
O P
< gugjL ^  signuinda ‘The soup gets cold. ‘
(b) caus.cl. deriv. from descr.cl. :
feid rnr barghihda ‘ An electrician makes
8 0 "S
the:, light bright.*
< bic. ul: bargda *lhe light is. bright. ‘
""S P
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i tonno rrnr P^obge mand'mrSa ‘Let's make this 
O P passages narrowsh
< i, toxino ga. £obda ‘This passage: is: narrow. ‘ 
S P
(iii) caus:.cX. deriv. from pasv.cl.:
nu ga £ur uir IminhA £ige hesda;. ‘Some;one caused the 
S O  P string to be; broken.‘
< dur i launliA diASda ‘The:, string was broken. *
S P
Jausa. nmn sagwa: ruir tor., parrige hatjAsda.
S 0 P
‘The vendor caused apples to sell (lit. be s:old)
well. *
< sagwa.. ga fer parriAsda, ‘Apples: sold ("lit. were
S P sold) well.1
6*36.2 Qausativej Clause of (S)(0)(Q)P
The causative clause: of (S)(0)(C)P type is 
derived from an equational clause:: of (S) (C)' P type
where P' has as nucleus the verb dwe:- ‘to: become:4. 
The: structural relation between the underlying clause: 
and the derived causative clause is as follows::
(S') +: (O) + P.equ. «. underlying clause
© I  + (0) -I- (0); *{f. P .caus. = causative clause:
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sAnsenr urn <le:£a ruir i'ngan i dwege hssda:
S *0 0 P
‘The teacher made*; his: pupil to become a man. *
< defe ga  ingan 1 dweAsda ‘The. pupil became
S G ^ a man.4
leum i h,iAnsir: i dwege ha.iAra ‘Make your dream 
o G "" P become a reality.‘
< feum i hrjAnsir i dwenda. * The:; dream becomes a:
S O P  - . . ea realxty.‘
6. 36.3 Causa tiv.e Clause of (S.)(Q^Ag.) (0.^ ) P
The causative clause of (S:) (oVAg.)(D2) P type 
is derived from a transitive clause; with a; single object,
i.e... (S)(0}P type, and. the: structural relation between
them is as. follows:
+ CO:) -k P.tr. = underlying clause
-I 2+: CP/Ag.) (0: ) +: PJ.caus.= causative- ciause
The* above diagram shows.; that the: element (S) of the 
underlying clause may be transformed; either into the ele­
ment 01 or Ag.
er. g. ai ga ge: rrnr mur rnr mAginda ‘A child makes: a del
Wim—  I*  M M ;nw illll||>l lllJ IW . I I I  — ■ I . ■ .  I Ill  » W  I l l l .M IM I.I .M  jP l
S 0, 0o P . 1 ,. , ^1 2 drink water.*
< gs~ ga mur:' tur mAgnumd.a ‘A’, dog drinks water. ‘ 
S O  P
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buin mn gAeki ege os: uir ibge hsada,
S Ag. 02 P
‘The woman made a beggar put on clothes.4
< gAtJi ga os- mr ibAsda ‘A\ beggar put on clothes:. * 
S 0 P
6.36.4 QausatiVe Clause: of (8)( Ag.) (01)(o£) P
The-causative clause of (8) (Ag.) (O^CQ^) P type;
is: derived from a transitive: clause with split objects,
1 2i^e., (S:)(0 )(0. ) P type, and their structural relation 
is as follows::
(S) -i- CO1) +. (0.^ ); +. P.tr. - underlying cl
(8) (.Ag.) +. (01) -i- (Q^) + P. caus. - caus.cl.
e.g, AmAni nmn admr ege harmAni rmr dari rrnr ffummrmge handa 
S Ag. ^l ^2 ^
*The mother makes her son massage his granny on 
the leg.4
< admr i harmAni rmr dari rmr <?umurumda
s  3 -  _ _  _ _
‘The son massages his granny on the leg.4
dumog mn buha ege jAin m r par m r  febge. mandmrAsda 
S Ag. 0X 02 P
‘The boss made: his, man grab a woman’s arm.4
' < buha: ga J>yvin mr par mr <?abasda 4 [His] man
3 01 Oo P M  ,l ^ grabbed a: woman' s
arm.4
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1 p
The split object 0 and" 0 in the causatxve clause 
are. very often combined into a single object as in the 
underlying transitive; clause (6.31.1). In such a case., 
the resultant clause structure: will be; identical to the: 
causative clause of (S) (oV-Ag.) (0^) P bype (6.36.3) i
1except that the. element Ag. can not alternate with 0 ,
i.e., can not be stressed. in the form of an object. 
Thus the: examples: given on p.287 may be rewritten as: 
follows:
AmAni nmn admr ege harmAni dari rmr ^umurmge handa
nil— t.lWlH IN ■ 1 ir . » 11 »l, I HI WwMh. ....1 ill I l.llllli . I , HW   ■ 1*1 . HI  f f  lV* | Ilf  Mil  I
S Igl 0 P
‘The mother makes her son massage his; granny's leg
dumog m n  buha ege; buin par m r  <?abge mandmrAsda
Ag. 0 P
6.36.5 Causative: Clause- of (8.)(01)(Ag.XO^C) P
The causative clause; of (S) (01) (Ag.) (O^C) P type 
is;; derived from a passive clause, of (S.) (Ag.)(C/0)P type 
(6.35.2), and their structural relation is as follows:
(B) -1- (Ag.) + (C/0) * P.pasv. • = underlying cl
+ (0.1) + (Ag.) -j- (O't'C) -i- P.caus. = caus.el.
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e.g.
adAsi nmn dodug mr 
S ’ o1 Ag,
son mr/i mukige hssda 
1 P
‘ [Myl uncle; made tlie thief's: hand to be chained by
a policeman.1 (lit* made the thief the hand
to be; chained.)
< dodug i sungnAfl e;ge: r son m r -. muAiAsda
S Ag. Lson i J P
“oTc
6-36.6 Double: Oausativlty
Every causative clause so far discussed, has 
been described, as being derived, from one; or the other of 
the five different types of non-causative underlying 
clauses, i.e.., intransitive, descriptive, equational, tran­
sitive and. passive. However, a clause may be
derived from an underlying clause which is also causative 
IfT tlie underlying causative clause Includes: a morpholo­
gically effected causative predicate. In other words, 
a double causative clause is' formed by transforming a 
suffifeeffected causative; clause into a phrasal causative; 
clause by means: of t'he causative formative ha- or 
mandmr- (3.41.32, p.71 & 5.21.12.31.5, p.232). It-is
to be noted that a phrasal causative clause, i.e., one;
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including a * causative formative., can never occur
2L
as: an underlying clause for double caus£ive. formation
e:. g,
Anumi nmn na. ege: ,dons:sn mr bab mr
S Ag. 01 02 ~ £
‘My mother makes me; f eedl my brother. ‘ (lit. My 
mother, makes; me "make my brother eat his meal.)
< ne ga. dorissir mr bab mr mAginda
um 1 I Ml M MHmS 0i 02 P
‘I feed, my brother.*(lit. I make my brother 
eat his; meal.)
<?uin mn hain ege s:o rmr pur mr £mdgige hajAsda 
8 Ag. 0 °2 P
‘The. master asked/lit. made) his: servant to 
graze the. cow.‘(lit. make the, cow pick the 
grass.)
< hain i so rmr pur mr *&mdgiAsda
S O j ~  ~ o T “ P
‘Ihe servant grazed! the cow;*
(lit. lnhe servant made; the cow pick
the grass.)'
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6*4* fypes of. Non “Final Clause
Apart from the final/hon-final difference:: in 
the predicate: form, final and non-final clauses are 
identical in respect of the elements and. structure", 
except for the: positional restriction on the element B: 
within the:- non-final clause-, structure (&ee: 6„4l). Thus
the clause elements, S, 0, 0, Ag., A and' B are:- found to 
operate; in the:, non-final clause in much the: same: way as: 
they arc in the final clause. Accordingly, the six 
different clause types:, i.e., transitive?, intransitive, 
descriptive:, equational, passive and. causative clauses, 
set up on the: basis; of the type; of predicate, can all be 
distinguished' in non-final clauses.
Unlike the final clause, however, the. non-final 
clause has three important syntactical functions! thus, 
some, non-final clauses: are similar syntactically to a noun, 
some to an adjective, and some to an adverb. In other 
words', the non-final clause is: a rank-shifted, clause:, 
downgraded from the clause level to the: word level. By 
this: syntactic criterion, all non-final clauses, irres­
pective of." their internal structure and. which of the six 
different types: of clause: they belong to, are; classified
2 9 2
into three syntactic classes: (i) ’Nominal Clause,
(ii) ’Adjectival Clause, and. (iii) Adverbial Clause.
6.41 Internal Structure of Non-Nina1 Clause
The internal structure of the non-final clause 
is identical in every respect to that of the corresponding 
final clause, with one; notable exception, fhaf is, the; 
element P occupies: the final position in every non-final 
clause structure and: no other elements, singly or in any 
combination, can ever follow. P, whereas- this Cpost-P 
occurrence of non-B elements)' is possible in the final 
clause structure. Because of this positional restriction 
on the element P, non-final clauses are naturally out­
numbered. by final clauses: in the variety of internal struc­
ture. P.or instance, a final clause like
gs g& darg mr bonda ‘A\ dog looks at; a hen. ‘ 
S O P
may be internally restructured aa,
(a)' ga: ga, bonda. darg mr
S F ~  “  0~ "
(,b) darg mr bonda. gs* ga
>r ................. ......* '"■■■ ' ■■“*■ ■■rwifrrfw ■■»■■■»*» ■■
U P S
(c) bonda dgrg. urc: vgs.:ga
P 0 s
etc* ,
29.3
where B is: followed by 0, S or by both. On the
other hand’, a non-final clause like
ge. ga darg mr bom- ‘That a dog looks at, a hen.1
*3 0 P
may be: restructured only as
darg mr gs ga bora 
0 S B
since neither S. nor 0 may occur after P.
6.42 Nominal Clause
fhe: nominal clause is a; non-final clause of
which the element P' is suffixed with one of the nominal
clause endings, -m/-mm and -gi (cl. 4*35.21), and has
practically the same; syntactic functions: as: a single: noun,
but the range of distribution of a. nominal clause is:; by 
no means: parallel with that of a single noun since: not, 
every syntactic position filled by a. noun can be filled 
by a; nominal clause, lhat is: to say, the, distributional 
range o£ a nominal clause is narrower than that of a. noun, 
fhe distributional parity between a nominal clause: and. a 
noun may be: set. otit as follows..:
(i) A. nominal claiis.ej can not be preceded-by a nominal 
expansion (cf. 5*13)* Bor instance, a noun like namu ‘tree:4
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can be preceded' by an expansion as,' in
ss namu ‘A- new., tree:4 
Exp;. K
na: uii namu. ‘My tree.4 
Exp. - H.
but a. nominal clause like haggjQ- e: g;am 4Going to school4
can not be: preceded by an expansion:
5£" i baggtjo e gam ‘This: going-to-scliool4 
Exp. n.cl.
3£“ jna mi haggj o e gam ‘My going-to-school4
n.cl.
(if) A nominal clause is never followed, immediately 
by the adjectival, particle:; mi ‘of4, whereas: a noun may 
be: followed', by m i , forming- with* it an adjectival relational 
(cl. 5*52);
m i  gipmm ‘The: joy of life4 
N
adj.rel.ph.
but x bab m r  mAgmm m i  gipmm ‘The joy of eating
n.cl* jv- • idinner.4
jAngu m i  gjArgwa ‘The: results of research.4 
f -
adj.rel.ph. 
but x  > i-gi mi gjArgwa ‘The: results of being chased4 
n.cl
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6.42.-1 Syntactic functions: of Nominal Clause
Various syntactic functions: performed by
а. nominal clause are: illustrated below:.
б.42.11 Nominal Clause as Minor Sentence:
A. nominal clause- whose P is suffixed with 
the ending -m/~mm occurs' frequently on its own as a 
minor sentence in official documents', diaries and 
advertisements, etc..
e.g. par WAr e sAngA rmr slrsiham
I I ■■ 1BMMW1H I    ~ - ______________
A: 0 P
‘Holding the election in August.‘
haggno esA onmr sihAm mr bom
a, a: g. p
‘Taking an exam, today at school* 
i jag mn dutoiy e tmgh,io im
B JL c: E'
‘This medicine, being specially good for 
headaches.*
6.42.12. Nominal Glaus a as S7, Q,, C, in Clause. Structure 
m Q  ) As S i
ail ga urgi ga, ,jesa ida ‘It is: usual that a
n.cl. 0 P , , . , . .— — g—   baby cries:, ‘(int. A.
baby crying is: a common thing.)
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gm n A<?a p;a mAri ga £'ohasgi ga: s¥ibda
S C p
n.cl.
S P
It is: likely that she' had good', brains, ‘(lit 
That she. had good, brains is likely.)
(id) Ah; 0. :
son;]An i haggno:: e gam mr boasni 
S A P
n.cl.
0
‘Did you see:: a boy go to school ?~‘(lit. A hoy 
to-school going did-you-see: ?)
tiAin mn gic:a ga. *&Anagi rmr gldar.iAsda 
v ;V  S P
n.cl.
S 0
( iii ) As 0 :
s:ontiA. nmn lmim i lc£A<Jim i antafeawAsda 
•3 S P
n .o:l.
S G P
‘The girl was sorry that [her] dream was? 
shattered. ‘(lit. The girl [her]-dream 
being-shattered was-sorry.)
OAi) i dehag e danim i burAWAsmbnida 
S A , —  P
n.cl..
■ ~ ™ ~ —  P
‘[He] envied his brother attending university.* 
(lit. Brother to-university attending 
[he] was envious.)
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6.42.13 Nominal G'lause as; Axis of Adverbial 
Relational Phrase
M. nominal clause: may function as:; the axis; 
of an adv.efbial relational phrase whihh has; as its relatum 
a directive particle (cf. 3-45.il).
e*go csg mr irggi ga. ai rmr bogi boda Johda
S n.cl. - Pci P
adv.rel.ph.
‘Reading a book is: better than looking after 
a baby
boda.. ‘ than * Pci.
iron mr iheham. e 
0 P Pci
n.cl
adV.rel.ph.
‘[She] just understood, the theory(and no more).* 
(lit. She stopped, at understanding the theory)
6.43 Adjectival Clause
The adjectival clause is: a non-final clause 
of which the element P is suffixed. with one of the adjec­
tival clause endings, -nmn , -n/-mn and -r/-rmr (4.55.22.). 
Ah adjectival clause has. practically the same: syntactic; 
functions as, an adjective, i.e., occurs as the .^nominal.v. 
expansion (cf. 5.13.2 ). .It is to be noted that the
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majority of "Adjectives" in familiar European 
languages including English correspond, both syntac­
tically and semantically, to "Adjectival Glauses" in 
Korean, i.e., are: expressed in Korean by semantically 
corresponding verbs infleeted in the non-final clausal 
form. There are only a limited number of adjectives as such 
in Korean, e.g., s§r 'new*, hA;n ‘old, worn out6, etc:*, 
which are comparable: to adjectives; in European languages 
(of. 3.33 &. 3-43 ).
e.g. aruimdaun lioe 6A beautiful flower. 6 (lit.
adj.cl. A_flower which is., beautiful.)
mAri ga  ^lohuxn gasu ‘Ab clever sifrger.6 
— (lit. A. singer who; is
clever/whose:
,brain is good.)
ne ga dan in haggj o ‘The: school X' went to.h 1 
'""^ adj ci^ (lit. 1-attend‘ed school.)
na; m i  maium i d/nnmar: pjAnhar nar 
S ~ F
adj*cl.
‘The day when my heart will really feel 
free.‘(lit. My heart will-be-comfortable 
fey.)
The Korean language: has been described, by grammarians:, 
native' and western, as: a language: without "Relative
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pronouns" similar to those found in familiar European 
languages, such as 'who-1 , 'whom', 'which1 or -that' in 
English and. 'qui', ' que' , etc:-., in Erench. Lack of 
such pronouns has often been quoted as one of the charac­
teristics features: of Korean which distinguishes the
former from those: having such pronouns, fhis is: a. correct 
statement based, on the fact., but it is: not sufficient just 
to mention that, relative pronouns do not exist in Korean, 
thereby suggesting not infrequently that Korean is less' 
efficient and. rich in expression than those having them.
It is~ far more relevant to. note that a clause functionally 
similar to the one introduced by a: relative pronoun in 
English is. expressed or formed by a different grammatical 
device: in Korean, namely, by verbal inflection. Eor 
instance, the following English clause,
(The boy) whom L saw yesterday, 
may be expressed in Korean by an adjectival clause
asjsa- ^  bon *lit. I-yeste.rday-saw
udj'..cr7 ‘ boy. *
Exp.
which is: formed with the. adjectival clause ending -»n 
added to the predicate verb bo- ‘to see4. The Korean 
adjectival- clause is therefore $like not only the: adjectibe
of European languages but. also the: modifying clause 
introduced by a relative pronoun. As: a rule, the 
European adjective corresponds to the Korean adjectival 
clause: whose: P is. the descriptive type (cf. 6.21.3) 
whereas the. European modifying clause marked by a 
relative pronoun corresponds to the Korean adjectival 
clause whose P. is the processive type: (cf. 6.,21.1 — 2 ).
0 O’
"good" i folium ‘which is good‘ =..
< <Jbh- 'to: be good4 V.d. * -mil
"which (Ij bought" r san "which (I) bought"
< sa~ ‘to buy1 V.p. + ~n
6.4-3.1 Syntactic Eunction of Adjectival Clause
The: adjectival clause functions exclusively 
as: a nominal expansion, i.e., constitutes:; an endocentric 
construction with an N or NP as its: head. The. structure 
of such a construction is normally adj.cl. -e H as in
ns~ ga san c:sg ‘The: book which T bought. ‘ 
adj. cl. H
but H - adj*.cl. may also occur (See p., 193* fn. 1), 
although rare, as: in
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Although less fr.e.e than a nominal clause, an adjectival 
clause may occur also;as a minor type sentence providdd 
the- context is^  clear. For instance, the adjectival clause 
ne ga san ‘which I bought* can occur on its; own as a: 
minor sentence in reply to such a question as:
musuin osg ‘What book ?*
6./i-3• 2 Relation between Adjectival Clause and., its I!
N or NP functioning as H af an adjectival 
clause may be., either (i) an element: of a: transformationally 
related final clause, from which the fadjectival clause 
may be analysed', as being derived, or (ii) an extra-clausal 
element, which is: not an element of a transformationally 
related final clause:;.
60.4-3.21 H. which is: an element of the underlying clause
H: of an adjectival clause may be expounded 
by (i) S , (ii) 0 , on- 01, (iii) oV-Ag. or 02, or
Civ.) A of. a final clause from which the adjectival 
clause is; derived.
C’i) S as- H :
jArihwa rmr bon wan ‘The king who smw the film.*
0 P 8
adj. cl. H:
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1mm i manhum £ar 
0 P S
adg..cl. H
‘A. daughter who has many dreams, ‘
(ii) Q or 0 as EL:
uri ga baranmn gAS’ 
S P 0.
‘CDhe' thing which we want, *
i »o 1« H
ai
S
sipA hanuun u,iu ‘Milk which a baby 
v  , o would like to drink.4adj.cl H
buin i bar mr barbum sinsa 
S 0o P 0.
adj. cl
P
H
4A gentleman whose 
foot a, lady sieppddi 
on. *
(iii) O^/Ag. or 0^ as: H ;
The underlying clause fin, which the elements
1 / 2:0- /Ago and.. 0 occur is. a. causative clause of
CS.KoV a k . )((£) P type. (of. 6.36.3),.
  os mr ibhin admr ‘ fhe sen whose mother
S °2_____E q/AgT clothed [him].‘(lit.
adj.cl. H r ,, ,u whose, mother made
him wear clothesa. )
< Aiium! ga radrnr ege  ^os m r ibhiAsda 
S Lad'uir mr 0p P
0.1/Ag,
‘A mother clothed, her son.‘(lit. made her s;on 
to wear clothes.)
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gunin i mur mr mAgin gs * The dbglwhich.. a
^ ______^2 ^ O ^ A g « soldier made to
adj.cl, H drink water. * v.
< g^-nin i rge gge: -, mur mr mAg-jAsda 
S Lgs: rmr^ 0o P
fp^sT
‘A. soldier made, a dog to drink. 1
AmAni ga padtur ege-, ibhin os ‘The clothes which 
8 L.^|£^ . £..J P °2. a mother made her
son to wear.1
gunin i gs ege mAgin mur ‘Water which a. soldier
^ ,Sf g 7 ^ ”' ^ ^  made, the dog jito drink. ‘
( i v )  A as H :
a) Adverbial Noun as H :
£ar i juciwAn e ganuin nsir ‘Tomorrow when [my]
s: “A ~ p a  ^1,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  -------------- daughter is going
to  a  p la y  s c h o o l . ‘
< £ar i  n e i r  tju c iw A n  e: ganda ‘ [H y ] d a u g h te r
H 3  * T “  A p— -----   —  is going to a
p la y  s c h o o l tomo>
rrow.‘
b); N/NP of a- relational phrase as H-:
i f f *  i - ganuin ju c iw A n  ‘ A. n la y  s c h o o l to
S„ A. p
—  ’^ a r j .c i 'V  ' — H——  w h ich  my d a u g h te r is :
g o in g  to m o rro w .4
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mur mr giruir ssm ‘A well from which to
~“ 0 P
adj.cl, H draw water,‘
< ssm esA mur uir ‘Shall I draw
^ water from a we 1X31)"
6.4-3• 22 Extra-clausal Element, as II:
satram i moinmn gAs ‘That people get together, *
— §— -- -— E— _  _— - (lit. The: fact, that people
adj.cl, H . gather*)
hangug esA JAn^sn i nasmr ts ‘The time when
—  "aAjTol.---------   “T “ tke war broke .
out in Korea.. *
uri ga gati nordAn je snar ‘The. olden days when 
  acCj.5l.~ ? " — H ~  We Pla^ed' together. ‘
dap sin i hwemi e nmfeuin gjAqu ‘The situation
~ --------Sdgrsr:---1—  ~~w~ in which you
ax*e late for 
meeting.*
6.44 Adverbial Clause
The adverbial clause is a non-final clause of 
which the element P is suffixed with one of the adverbial 
clause endings’ ( cf. 4.35*23 ),
6.44..1 Syntactic Eunctions of Adverbial Clause
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6.4-4*:. 1 Syntactic Punonions of Adverbial Clause
An adverbial clause: may occur either (i) 
alone as~ a. minor: type sentence or (ii) more, frequently 
as: a subordinate: to a final clause, or a. non-final clause.
An adverbial clause is: very often marked, and.thus; seperated 
from a. final or: non-final clause to which it is subordinate, 
by a: tentative juncture..
Examples.:
(i) Adverbial Clause as: Minor. Sentence:
jArmm van gago. ‘(The summer: has; sone. and.4
S P
adv.cl.
Icoc: i burg as Ado. ‘Even though the flower
— — s s v m r —  w a s  r e d - 1
ne ga bjApwAn esA mis a ruir mannamjAn.
S A 0 P
‘When you see a doctor at the hospital.‘
(ii) Adve:rbial Clause as. Subordinate to Other Clause:
(JAmsim mr manhi mAgAsdAni, be; ga burmda 
0 P S P“
adv.cl f.cl.
‘As: I overate myself, at lunch, my stomach 
is full.‘(lit. As: I ate lunch much, my 
stomach is full.)
30.6
bs r m r  tago, jAhep- uir hajAsni.
0 p; 0 E
adv.. cl o £. cl.
‘Did you travel on board a ship ? ‘(lit. Elding 
[on] a ship, you did! a. travel ?)
murga ga bisasA, sax'll ga himduirAdo.
S P S P .
adv.. cl. nf.cl.
‘Even if life is difficult as~prices are high.1
(lit. As: prices are; high, even if life: is difficult.)
6.44:. 2 Types: of Adverbial Clause:
An adverbial clause in Korean, although similar 
to a subordinate clause: in English both syntactically and. 
semantically, differs sharply from the latter in construc­
tion. The Korean adverbial clause is formed infle:ctionally 
with an adverbial clause ending, whereas the English sub­
ordinate. clause is formed with, or introduced, by, a subor­
dinate: conjunction such as 'if*, 'when1, etc?. Eurthermore, 
in Korean, the; coordination of a. clause to another is also 
effected by an adverbial clause ending and. not by a con­
junctive word as; in English. That. is. to say, the first of 
two Korean clauses standing in coordinate relation (seman­
tically) is expressed in the form of an adverbial clause, 
without any conjunctive word, occurring between them. Thus,
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both the coordination and subordination of. clauses., are. 
effected, in Korean by verbal inflection, i.e., by an 
adverbial clause ending. In XG. terms, a Korean adver­
bial clause would be. analysed into two bound constituents, 
the; adverbial clause ending which, is bound, on the one 
hand and' the rest preceding the adverbial clause ending 
which is also bound on the- other. The: following examples 
from Korean and English will contrast the. different IG. 
analysis as applying'in the two languages:
(a) nar i aoh~/^ttmi, ball e nagai£a.
adv.cl. f.cl.
‘Let us go out as it is fine.‘(lit. As: the day 
is fine, let. us go out.)
(b) As:/ it is fine let us go out.
~suBTcl. main cl.
( c)' ai num ac.lm. mr mAgrr/-goi, hagg,j o e gasda.
adv.cl. f♦cl.
‘The boy toot his breakfast and went to school.
(cl) The boy took his, breakfast and went to school.
clause 1 clause. 2.
The two Korean examples: (a) and! (c) above show, that both
subordinate and coordinate constructions: are: formed inflec 
tionally, and the: IG boundary comes immediately before: the 
inflectional endings, thus yielding two bound constituents
whereas' the: corresponding English examples: (h) and: (<3T)
show that subordination and coordination are both effected’ 
by a: conjunction and the IG.: analysis:, yields:: two free 
forms. In view: of the. evidence, presented so far it is: 
very clear that on surface: structure: at least there is: 
no formal distinction between subordinate and coordinate 
clauses and consequently Korean adverbial clauses can not 
be classified into subordinate: and. coordinate types: as>
in English.
Instead, Korean adverbial clauses: may be classi­
fied according to the relationship between the element S 
of an adverbial clause and that of another clause with 
which the adverbial clause, is. in subordinate: relation. 
Those adverbial clauses: whose S', must function also as 
the S of a sucoeeding clause: are termed ,lConcentric 
Adverbial Glauses:!111 and. those adverbial clauses, whose S 
niay (I) function also as the S. of a succeeding clause 
or (ii) be different from the. Sr of a: succeeding clause are 
termed "Eccentric Adverbial Glausess- That is: tomsay, a 
concentric adverbial clause: has its; subject shared with 
a succeeding clause to which the former is subordinate, 
whereas an eccentric adverbial alause is: free to have 
either one common subject shared by both clauses or a 
subject of its own which is different from that of a
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a succeeding clause:. Some', eccentric adverbial clauses:: 
express different meanings* depending on whether their B 
functions as S. of a succeeding clause ov is different 
from the latter.
6.11.21 Concentric Adverbial Clause
Ai Concentric adverbial clauses. is..; formed; with 
one: of the following adverbial clause; endings:
(1) “gosA ‘and then, afterward*
(2)’ -mjA(nsA)'/-uamjA(nsA) ‘at, the.- same,.time,, while 
(5.) -r(o)A/-mr(o)A  ^ ; '
-rjAgoZ-mrjAgo x ‘in order to*
-go£a ^
( 4;) -da ( ga J ‘ Int e rrupt i on, t ran sf e ren c e *
e^g
na nurn ,iAx»hwa ruir bogosA <£ib e dor a ogesda.
B 0 P
adv.cl. f.cl.
*1 will come home after seeing the film.‘(lit 
see the film and then will come home.)
gamfiA(nsA) nore rinr handa.
~  ~
adv. cl. f.cl.
‘While walking the vendor vis singing.*
ho-ter e gar ,1a tegsi ruxr taasda
A ______P
adv. cl. x .c _l.
‘[She] took a taxi in order to go to a hotel.*
3io
hagssui i sihAm ja butgofe- gonhu rour manlii handa.
S F ”~ P
adv.* cl. f.cl.
‘In order to pas:s the exam, the pupil is working hard/
nAnuin c:sg m r  irgda( ga) feni-
n ~ n  imi~i ” ^  >n— r n  i w »n* t> it. ■ i T» in ;i wiw u f a m  mftnVfumBlw*
&'..  0... _J>____ fadv.cl. x.cr.
‘Are you asleep while reading a hook ?.* (lit. Reading 
a hook [without finishing it], are you asleep ?)
6.,44.22 Eccentric Adverbial Clause
Ah eccentric adverbial clause: is: formed with
one of the following adverbial clause endings. The first
two endings^ , namely, ~mjA/-mmjA and -asA/-ASA express
two different meanings depending on whether the subject of
the adverbial clause formed with one o:f them, symbolized 
1S~ , functions as: the subject! of a. succeeding clause., sym~
2 _ p
bolized S , or is~ different from S .
(1) -mjA/lmmjA ‘and4 when S1 ^  S2, ‘while4 when S1^ S2 
e:.g0
S^^A-S2: ai nmn usmmjA ga nmn Rwanda.
Sx E S2 — ?
adv:.cl. f.cl.
‘il baby is smiling and a dog is: jumping,
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S a=r S :* ai nmn uju m r  mAgmmjA usAsda 
S- 0 P
-L      f.cl.adv.cl.
*AL baby smiled while having milk
cf. uiu m r  mAgmmiA ai nmn usAsda.
0 P So P
adv.cl. f.ci.
i 2
As: shown by the above:, examples, when S. and S ' are 
identical, only one of them is. represented- in a sentence.
i p
(’2) -a(sA)/-A(sA) ‘ as , since;, because * when S S. ,
e.,g,
‘and. then‘ when S ^ =
gl_A ^
~r~ * gir i mikmrAWA( sa) un<3hm i ArdAbda.
im i" "i . m miii i n r i it—mi—rr-rr^ urf i i ■■ iim mi i imifT-ni. u» ■ i« >. t.tm n i i^ ji ii.nnnw.ii n.miu
Bn P Bp P
adv. cl. • f.cl..
‘As; the road is: slippery, driving is difficult 
difficult.‘
1 t2S. === B : : mis a rmr mannaa( s a) ,jsgi rmr hafjAra.
0 P 0 P
adv.cl. f.cl.
‘Meet the doctor and have; a; word [with him].*
(3) -gen, -do ‘and
er.g. nun m r gamgo ha; nmn gid'o rmr hani.
0 P~ ~ B. 0 B
adv.cl. f.cl.
‘Closing your eyes, are; you offering your prayer?* 
(lit. Are you closing your eyes; and offering 
. your prayer ?)
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(4*) ~Ja ‘as- soon as;*
e.g. bi ga. gmciJa sfhab i siJagdweAsda.
S P S P
adV.* cl. f.cl.
‘As: s:oon as: the rain stopped, the game; started. *
(5) -dorog y ‘until, so that*
-ge )
e * ^  ° dan sin m i  Jicidorog ir mr hanm.ngur.jA.
S P 0 PJ
adv.cl. f.cl.
‘You are overworking yourselfi*(lit. Until you 
are exhausted., you are working I *
(6) *-rs:urog/-uirsurog ‘the more the: more*
e.g. rsatan- m r  Admrsurog soniA n m n  gijpAsda..
. j .jwji»i i n» .« ikJfjiiiniaii.iiw i mi i. iMhhi^ » i.um.i  n imm , ,i !■ ■ i , n»—i............................rmr ~ -......-
0 P S P
adv.cl. f.cl.
‘The more sw.eets: the; girl got, the.; happier 
she: became. *
(7) -rpundArA^-mrpundArA ‘hot o n l y  but also*
er.g, hanmr i purmrpundArA juwAr m i  he ga ganhada 
S P Q p
adv.cl. f.cl.
‘hot only is the sky blue but also the 
sunshine of June is strong.*
\
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($) -gAna
*-dmn(«?i) ) ‘whether or*
~na/-mna
e.g. nu:n i ona bi ga ona na: nmn ^ohda.
S P S P S P.
acEvucl. f.cl.
‘Whethex* it snows: or rains., I am all right.1
( 9 ) -m0Am/-mm3An } «if) when.
-gAd'tun )
e.g. nar i margmmjAn san jap- mr har&a«
S P 0 P
adv.. cl. f.cl.
‘If the weather is -clear, shall we go hhunting ?‘
(10) ~aja/~Aja
•raja  ^ ‘cmly if, only when*
e.g. bumo nmn eJasig i 3*a-r dweAja gipmnga.
s s P P
adv.cl.
‘Are, parents happy only when their sons become 
successful,. ?.*
In this example S. andl E of the. final clause are 
discontinuous.,' being interrupt eh by the adv. cl.
(11) « ( d A r ) a d o / “ A d o  1
-r^ iAn<lAi3/-mxi«?iAn^ Ai3 <
-rJirado/imr^irado ) Even if /though*
-rmaip^ApZ-mrmap^Ap 
-ndiur/-umdmr
e:*S* gm nmn ki ga: jCagmrJiAnJAp minam Ida.
B — g—  p    Q' *~ ~ p ~
adv. cl. f.cl.
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‘PSren if [lie] is small, he; is: a handsome man* ‘
(12) -4iman )
-gAnman <j 4 although ... 4, *... .but 4 
-Anman 
~na/-mna
e>^ <’ s:sn gag m n  4ohmna sircAn i ArtiAWAsda 
S P S P
adv.cl. f.cl.
‘The. idea was good, but the practice*- was difficult. 4
(15) “-rjAnman/“UiroAnman ‘might/would ... but*
s:onnim i manhi ortiAnman tPuin um tsp,iAn ida.
S P S P
adv.. cl o f.cl.
‘Ihere would be; many guests: coming but the 
host is not worried. ‘
(14) -xam.ro/~mimu.ro ‘as:, since, because4
harmAni ga. hAri ga apuxmmro <?iguim swisinda.
^  g— —  p A ‘ P
adv.cl. f.cl.
rAs:: my granny has lumbago, she is resting now;. *
(1 §) -nd(lla)/-urni0ca) ‘lime:: when, as. ‘
‘Cause: because, as, since:4
e.g. ner ga 3esa. boni(ka.) du si _iAS.<
S P C P
adv.cl. f.cl.
‘When I woke: up it was 2. a.m. 4
•nmnde/ y ‘and* [topic inhi'oducer] 
-nde/-umde
'* i Icoc* i dohmnde ws: an b.odi
S P A
adv. cl. f.cl.
‘Ihis flower is nice and why don't you look at 
it ?;‘
-dwe 4 may/might..... but'./
don mr smdwe do sim uir hapAra
O P  O P
adv. cl. •£. cl.
‘You may spend the money but be. careful. ‘
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7,0 Definition of Sentence
The sentence is defined here phonologically as 
a: stretch of speech which ends with one of the seven- 
teen tunes of the: Korean intonation system(of. 2.6) and 
has:: potentiality of being immediately preceded and 
followed by the terminal juncture: (cf. 2.. 5)* fhis: exclu­
sively phonological definition of sentence, is: desired, since: 
it is: the only criterion uniformly;; applicable both to the: 
major and. minor types of sentence, the two main types of 
sentence which will be discussed, in the: following sections. 
A Korean sentence thus defined, may consists of a word, a 
phrase, a clause, final or nonpfinal, or any combination of 
these;, units:. A_ sentence including more than one final 
clause will be analysed; as a: compound, sentence (cf. 6.3).
Example sr:
dar. ‘fhe moon.s N\
Aa. ‘Ah Inter j.
'neir. ‘ Tomorrow; ?.‘ N.adv.
'mAgA. 4Eat [it].* Y 
ss ^ca. ‘A new car.* NP 
parri 'gabsida. ‘let us go quickly. * VP
3 1 8
xSAur ro. ‘To- Seoul ?‘ adv. re 1. ph.
-gjAur mi ^nors. ‘He: song of. winter.1 KB 
'osi»?I ^masejo. ‘Please: do. not come:. ‘ VP=f .cl.
'ceg mr 'irggi. ‘Heading a book ?* n.cl.
'uri do ^gaa. ‘Let us go tool ‘ f.cl.
-ne: ga. he~ Uo:, 'na. nmn . anther. ‘Even if you do, I
adv .cl. f * c l o i t -a r * “i lwon1t do [at].‘
7• 1 Major and. Minor: Sentences.
There are two main types:, of sentence, "Major1 
and "Minor" types. A', major sentence consists of or 
includes a final clause, and a minor sentence does 
not consists of or Include a final clause. A. major 
type sentence in its minimal form may be represented", by 
a, single verb inflected: with a final ending (cf. 35*1) 
since: such a single: verb may also occur as: a final clause 
(cf „ 6.1 ).
Example s:
(I) Major Type Sentences',;
(a) cubda. ‘[It] is cold.‘
(bj he ga AnJe -fembnifea. ‘When does the sun rise ?1
(c) bom i omjAn, £a£mshagesdPi.
‘It will be warm when spring comes:. ‘
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(d) jAxjhwa. rmr bogo, cAncAnhi habsida.
‘Let us do [it] slowly after seeing the film.4
(ii) Minor Tyhe Sentences:
(a) we, ‘Why ?‘
(b) ne, ‘Ye-s.h
(c) Adi ro. ‘Where to ?‘
(d) sesu rmr mAUcPA hago. ‘ [After] washing [my]
face: first. ‘
(e) sAur e bom i omjAn. ‘When spring comes to
Seoul. ‘
Intonation does not serve as a useful criterion for 
distinguishing sentences- into the major and. minor sentence 
types since, in theory at least every and any sentence may 
be uttered with any of the seventeen tunes.
7 ilaj or- Senten c e
The: major-' sentence is the largest unit in the: 
grammatical hierarchy by reference to which systematic 
statements of grammatical structures and relations may­
be made. This: definition of sentence does not preclude 
the: possibility of setting up a: larger unit, e.g., 
"Paragraph" in which inter-sentential relations may
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is
be studied, but suck a- unity's imply outside the scope*: 
of the present thesis*
7*21 Hatj or: Sentence. Structure
A, major sentence may ihciude, in addition to 
a final clause which is obligatory, one: or more non-final 
adverbial clauses (cf. 6.4-4.1), a sentence, adverb (cf* 3*44-.5) 
and a sentence particle,, (cf. 3*4-5*7)* '^ ke usual unmarked 
order of the:se elements rls as follows:
n 2 1(Adv.z. )4-(ady.clo .....adv.cl.fadv.cl. )+Pinal cl. * (Pcl.z.)
Examples':
m u ii.i i i  i«— niin r u ii m iTiiiui ■ n m
guirAna nsir i ^ohmmjAn *&Anabsida gmrjA.
Adv.z. adv.cl. f.cl. Pcl.z.
‘However, if it is all right tomorrow, let's leave I *
giurAna rjAhsr mr ghago nsntjAn e dorawasA 
Adv. z . adv;. cl. ^  adv. cl. 2
tlmgsi saAb uxr sie£agham,iAn nu<?4i anhgeso. 
adv.cl.^ f.cl.
‘Will it not be. late if I make some trips:, come back 
next year and start a business immediately ?.‘
dAguna dan sin ran sangmm mr taasumi gipmgesmbnida ginrjA, 
Adv. z. adv.cl. f.cl. PciJz7
‘Purthermore since you have got the prize money, you 
must be happyI‘
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She less: frequently occurring marked, order is :
o 1
zj-f i Final cl* -i- (Pci * z *)-k(adv. ci.n u;r,.ady.cl. ad.v«ch )
 ± Jaingan man is a  no bapiuges Jiman.
adv- z:* " f■. cl. Eel- z . adv. cl .
‘Therefore, stay a: while although you are busy* ‘ 
£o s.unah mr Jar hade gmrjA
i«i T1 rTTfci -TiVAan ii f '• • iTtr i‘~- ~ • i i——r— i r l imn n > i <r 1—rr-ii >J»A n i aii ihiphMmw^
z- Lcl. Pci.z.
nmrgAsJiman marmgo tmntumhesA.
adv*cl* adv*cl* adv*cl*
‘And [he] swam well because; he. was lean and strong,
though old!‘(lit* Andl [he] swam well, although
he. was old, because he; was: lean and strong.)
7 * 22 PTajor' Sentence Categories
The major type sentences may be; classified into 
four sentence categories on the basis of the' inflectional 
mood endings (cf* 4*35° 1) occurring with the: element p (
They are- (ij "Declarative: Sentence" , (ii)"Interrogative 
Sentence:", (iii) "Imperative Sentence" and. "Propositive 
Sentence"* Intonation plays, an important role in distingui­
shing s;ome: sentence categories:, since; not only is; the
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selection of certain types of intonation fairly regularly 
related to a\ particular sentence category but it. can snrne- 
times characterize a: sentence which is modally ambiguous 
as one or: the. other.
7.22.1 Declarative Sentence
A: sentence: whose P. is infle.cted with one of
the declarative mood endings: of any of the five speech 
styles (cf. LV, 35*1) is ai declarative sentence. A. decla­
rative:. sentence: is phonologically .marked almost always 
by Intoneme LE/HE’(cf. 2.61), except the one whose B is* 
inflected with -£i 1decl.md.end. of'the medium style 1(cf.4. 
35«15*1 ), which is: marked by Intoneme LE only.
Examples:
bi ga: o^bnida. ‘It is:raining.‘ 
adAsi nmn don mr manlii bArAsmbnida.
* [His-]’ uncle: has made a lot of money. ‘ 
na nmn 3ib e Agan, ‘I am going home. * 
jA:n i ^ibug- e 'isne. ‘A. kite: is: on the roof.* 
i fiioc mx* ^ijaasguna. ‘lou have picked this: flower! ‘ 
<Iar JlbA,na:rdp: xil; pick [it] up carefully too. ‘
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7*22.-11 Sentences Neutral in Hood
lentenc:e;s: whose P. is: inflected with one 
of the following endings are: modally neutral without 
intonation. It. is in such sentences. that intonation 
plays, its: major role as: a: phonological marlter of the 
grammatical mood category.
"°/“~mo = andt^son'of;-the, low formal speech style 
as: to the declarative, interrogative and. impera­
tive mood(cf. 4.55* 12.1 - 3)’.
(ii) -a/"A of the medium speech style as to the 
declarative, interrogative, imperative., and 
propositive: mood(cf. 4.55.15-1 -4).
(i'ii)-dPi of the: medium speech style as to the declara- 
tiv.e ancE interrogative: mood.(cf. 4.55*15*I - 2)..
7.22.2 Int e rro gat ive:. Sen ten c e.
iL sentence whose P: is: inflected with one of 
the interrogative mood, endings: of* any of" the five speech 
styles (cf. 4.35*1) is: an Interrogative sentence. There 
are two types of interrogative sentence: in Koreanr (i)
"Q" type interrogative: sentence and ,rYes/Ho” type
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in t err ogative sentence. The. 11Q” type, includes an 
interrogative element such as the interrogative: noun,
©;.g. , nu^hugu ‘who-*, muAS ‘what.*, An^e ‘when*, etc:. (cf. 
3*4-2.13)’, the interrogative; adjective, e.g.., Anui ‘which*, 
musrnn ‘what*, etc. (c£. 3.4*-3-3), or the interrogative 
adverb, e.g., ws ‘why* or: A^Ake ‘how* (cf. 3-4-4-.4-).
The "Yes/Hd" type, does not include: such an^ interroga­
tive: element. The: MQn type. and.. "Yes/No1 are also different 
in the choice of intonation tunes; The "Q" type: interroga^- 
tive sentence, except the one discussed.in 7-22.21, is 
normallyr-marked' by one: of the falling intonations, i.e., 
Intoneme Ll/HF. On the other hand., the:; '’Yes/Non type 
interrogative, sentence is typically marked by Intoneme R.
(i) nQMI type interrogative sentences:
[ Q' element, is; underlined. ]
AiiJe ^Anasibniihu ‘When are; you leaving ?*
i gAs um Arma. 'ibnilla. ‘How much is this ?. ‘
d u ga ^os.jASOo ‘Who has come:?*
£ane- ntun muAS mr 'hesmunga. ‘What did you do
ceg mr mtjAc gWAn ^sasni. ‘How. many books:: did you
buy ?.*
Amu gAs i '<Ioha„ ‘Which is better ?*
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(ii)' uXes:/NoM type:- interrogative sentences :
na do 'gahnifia. ‘‘Am: I. going; top:,?.*
dag sin i <J*Anhwa rmr hasIgaso.- ‘ Would you like to
telephone, [me] ‘
sinmun uxr 'IrgA boas a * ‘Bid you read the. paper.
jAnpir i vA.:bsni* ‘Don’t you have a pencil ?*
gugjAqgun i manhi ^isdi* ‘Were there many spectators
[as: you recall] ? ‘
7 .,21 The. interrogative sentence whose P is inflected
z£i (af- 4-* 55-15*2]' is different from all. other 
interrogative, santoroas in the- choice, of intonation as 
follows::
(a)' It. is: markexl by Intoneme:- R. when occurring as. 
a; iiqir type: interrogative, sentence., whereas: all 
other 1 Qn type interrogative, sentences are marked 
by Intone me: hl/HIi
e:„g, nA nun 'An^e ga&i. ‘When are; you going ?7
cf* nA num xAn^e gani. * ” ‘
(b) It is: marked by In ton erne HP! when occurring as 
a: "Xes/No" type, interrogative sentence, whereas 
all other "Xes/Nof type interrogative aentences
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are marked by Intoneme R.
e,g. ne ga 'hesdi. ‘Did you db^ [it] ?.*
of.* ne ga: 'hssA. ‘Did. you do [it] ?‘
7 .‘22.3 imperative Sentence
K. sentence whose P is inflected., with one: of 
the imperative mood' endings of. any of the five speech 
styles (cf. 4.35.1) is: an imperative, sentence. The: 
intonation associated' with the imperative sentence is 
Intoneme:. LP/HP as in the case.: of the declarative sen­
tences However In tone,me LP/HP occurring with the 
imperative sentence is very often, though not: always., 
distinguished from the same: intoneme associated, with the 
declarative sentence: by (i) having a higher and more
abrupt pitch contour and (ii.) being realised with a 
stronger stress, than the. latter. This: pitch-streps
characteristic is: particularly noticeable with Intoneme 
LP/HB.' accompanying the: imperative sentences.: whose P is 
inflected:, with a modally neutral ending, e.g., -- a / - A » 
Where intonation fails to distinguish the mood of a 
modally neutral, sentence , it is:: ultimately the contest ef 
situation which determines it.
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Examples::
iri ^osibsioc 4 [Please;.] come., here ‘I ‘
dap sin i i pjAn<?i rmr ^bucio. ‘Yiou post this letter • * 
fenr nmn jAgi 'is get 4 You stay here.* 
sinmun mr Abo.ara# ‘Look at, the: newspaper. * 
parri *&wi<fi Amaa. ‘Lb not run fasti*
7,. 22.4 Prepositive; Sentence
sentence whose P is inflected! with one; of 
the propositive mood endings of! any of the. five speech 
styles(cf. 4..35-1) is a: propositive sentence.. The 
prepositive sentence is not intonationally distinguishable 
from the imperative sentence, since: both are marked by 
Intoneme LP/HP coupled’, with the pitch-stxass; feature 
referred to in 7* 22.-3* Therefore:, the propositive 
sentence: with a modally neutral ending can be distinguished 
from the. corresponding imperative sentence only by the 
context of situation. It is; noted that the propositive 
sentence with a modally neutral, ending c t h e  
pronoun uri *we‘ very frequently.
Example s;:
CALicAnhi ^gArmbsida. ‘Let us walk slowly. ‘
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near Ir-Iig ■&Anasibsida. ‘Let us: leave: early
tomorrow.4
onmr urn ha<Li 'mase:„ ‘Let1 s;: not do [it], today. ‘ 
uri do si^ag e 'Agaa„ ‘Let us; go to the market top. ‘
7.3 Simple: and Compound. Sentence
If a simple: sentence, is; defined as consisting 
of a single; final clause, and PL compound sentence of 
more' than one final clause, the majority of Korean sen­
tences: are simple, sentences. Compound sentences: of which lb 
two-clause type is: most common, are. all coordinate, sen­
tences::, and the; constituent clauses, are linked paratac>- 
tically in quick succession. Either a plus juncture or 
a tentative juncture may intervene: between the. constituent 
clauses, but never a terminal juncture.
Examples:.;:
Simple sentences;:
ss ga urgo isAsda. ‘The bird was singing.
icon i armmdabge piAsni. ‘Has the flower
blossomed beautifully ? ‘
ne:: ga hsja na do hagesda. ‘Only when/if you do 
nf.cl. f.cl. [it], I will do [it]
too. ‘
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Compound! sentences;:
gs ga. £winda, sAsda. “The dog is: running, [it] has
f.cl. stopped! [now]*1
q u a, mun dad a * ‘It is- cold, shut the door. * 
f.cl. f.cl.
onda parri sumAra. [He], is coming, hide; quickly.4 
f.cl. * f.cl..
mAgAra + signinnda. (Eat [it] quickly, [it] is- 
f*cl- f.cl. getting cold.1
it so exemplified by the examples above, most compound sen­
tences are relatively short and are: characterized, by 
"impatience:”, "anxiety”, etc:., on the part of the speaker, 
coupled frequently with various: voice qualifiers: such as
"extra softness.”, "extra loudness”, "husky voice" etc.,
7-4 Minor Sentence;
The minor type sentences:, whi'chp by definition, 
do not include a final clause,* may be: further divided 
into "Elliptical" and "Initiating" types*
7 *41 Elliptical lype:
Minor: sentences of the elliptical type, are all 
referable to* major sentences: containing the same:, word,
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phrase or non-“final clause* These: often constitute 
responses to. a. previous: utterance and. are: replaceable 
by a-: major type: sentence: of which they form a consr* 
tituent.
Examples:
aX sinmun* *A\ newspaper.‘
[in response to; mwASi mr boni. ‘What are. you. 
reading ?d
G:^ ° sinmun uir bonda* eI am. reading a pap esc. *
b)’ migug esAo ‘From America:.*
[in response to Adi esA o si asp.. ‘Where did 
you come; from ?‘]
c^“ Hiigug, esA waso. ‘I. have come: from America. 1
[waso. < o- ‘to come1 + -as- 1t.sfx.' * -o ]
C:) gnli i ga omnAn. ‘[What] if he comes: [here]?* 
nf.cl.
cf grn i ga omnim A'&Alce hs'. ‘What shall I do
If he. comes ? ‘
The category of the. declarative/interrogative mood is: 
found operating in the. minor sentences; of the elliptical 
type with intonation as its. exponent. As:, in the. major 
type sentences:, Intoneme LF/HE functions as:: the phono­
logical exponent of the declarative mood, and Intoneme 
R. as: the exponent of the interrogative mood. AV minor*
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sentence: consisting of, or including, an interrogative 
element (cf - 7* 22.2_) is marked by Intone me: LE/HX giist 
like; the nQn type, interrogative sentences.
Examples:
(i.) Minor sentences: of declarative m.opd:
Nd o n «  ‘M o n e y . ‘
don uir caJasda. 1 [XJ have found, the money. 4
haggjo esA, ‘£t the school. 4
cf.. haggtjo esA norasda. 4 [I] played at the
school.1
(ii) Minor sentences:, of. interrogative mood:
a) "Yes/No1 type:
'haggjo esA, ‘ilt the school ?:*
c haggno es~A norasni. ‘Did. you play at
the school ?.‘
vAmmai ga. - ‘Mummy ?‘
afo Amma ga &a doha. ‘You like your mummy more?4
b) ”Qn type:
'nu ga. .‘Who
c °^ nu ga urA. ‘Who is: crying ?.‘
'An^e* ‘When
of. An^e 5*u a s a<> ‘When did; you give:; it to me.
7 -42 Initiating Type
Minor sentence’s of the: initiating, type are 
used to: initiate;: a discourse and. are not referable to 
major sentences: of which they may be:. a:. constituent. Minor, 
sentences: of the initiating type: may be. further divided 
into the "Exclamatory" type and, "Vbcative" type, the 
former expressed by an introductory interjection(cf. 3° 
46.2) and the latter by a. personal name, a title., or by 
both with or without a vocative particle(cf. 3*45.3)»
Examples:
(I) Exclamatory lype:
'a. £'A1L 1 *
'JArAn. ‘Good gracious I4 
"da, ‘Well I ‘
'ai'gu. ‘Oh y
-sii8 ‘Hush , ‘Quiet, I‘
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(ii) V.bcative:- 'Type.:
'bogdoig a„ ‘Bogd'ong 1‘ a: 'vocative particle'.
xnim ijA. ‘My dear I ‘
Agim. Jaggun, ‘General Gim I4 
bag 'sAnss^. ‘Mr. Bag or Teacher Bag; i ‘
j^Abo:. ‘Barling I‘ or ‘Hey [there] I ‘ 
etc;
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